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LASER DIVISION REPORT 1966-89

ABSTRACT

This report is a technical account of the scientific R&D
activities pursued by the Laser Division of the Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre during 1986-89. It covers in considerable detail,
progress made in all the activities undertaken during that period
in laser development and their application. The most important
among them was the development of the 1 KJ glass laser. The
design description of the oscillator, pulse slicer and several
stages of amplifiers is given. The performance of the glass
amplifiers, design of the Faraday isolators, image relaying
systems and optical components are reported. Studies of laser
produced plasmas were pursued using a smaller 50J chain and at
different stages of development of the 1KJ chain. Significant
results of plasma instabilities and X-Ray Spectroscoplc studies
are reported. Several plasma diagnostic tools developed are also
described which studied plasmas, radiation transport, and
ablation induced shocks. Studies were also conducted on the
performance of dye lasers during their development. This report
deals with various physical investigations carried out which
include the effect of excited state absorption, double wavelength
amplification and parametric optimization of dye amplifiers. The
stabilization of wavelength in a dye oscillator has described.
This uses an original scheme. Development of several COz lasers,
cw, pulsed, hybrid and wavelength tuned/stabilized, have been
described and their performance evaluated. Development and
performance of a 16ji CF* Laser is also given. An electron beam
controlled CO2 laser design is reported.
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CHAPTER - I

DEVELOPMENT OF 1KJ, Ina Nd:GLASS LASEB SYSTEM

D.D. Bhawalkar, T.P.S. Nathan, B.L. Gupta, J.S. Uppal,

B.S. Narayan, N. Qopi, C.P. Navathe, J.C. Monga, A.S. Joahi,

M.P. Kamath and U. K. ChatterJee

1.1 Oscillator

The oscillator incorporates a 5 mm dia 100 mm long Nd:glass

rod pumped in a single lamp elliptical reflector geometry. A 5 m

radius of curvature mirror of 100% reflectivity and a 50% output

coupler form the concentric resonator. Q-switching is done with a

Pockell's cell and a thin film polarizer. An aperture 1.5 times

the TEMoo spot diameter at the curved mirror provides the

necessary transverse mode selection. The spatial profile of the

output is a clean Gaussian. However, the temporal pulse is

structured. A smooth pulse in time demands oscillation in a

single longitudinal mode. As operation of Nd:glass is complicated

in the single longitudinal mode. Studies were conducted to force

single longitudinal mode operation in Nd:YAG at 1.052nra with the

dominant 1.061 and 1.064*jun suppressed. Three dense flint glass

prisms oriented at Brewster angle inside the resonator were used

to selectively feedback J..052um. Q-switched SLM operation was

reliably obtained by the laser at slightly above threshold with
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Pockell's cell activated (low Q atate). The active etalon

behaviour of the NchYAG gain medium renders every pulse in the

free running regime with no temporal modulation indicating 8LM

operation. Q-switching when any one of these pulses is present in

the resonator, ensures reliable SLM Q-switched operation.

The Nd:glass oscillator generates a pulse of 60 mJ energy in

30 nsec. Fjgn1.1 shows the schematic of the oscillator and its

optical pulsa. Fig.1.2 Schematic diagram of the 1 KJ, 1 ns

Nd:glass chain.

1. 2 Pulse Slioer cum Isolation Unit

The pulse slicer assembly incorporates a Pockell's cell

placed between crossed polarizer analyses assembly. With no

voltage applied on the Pockell's cell, the pulse slicer as a

whole has a zero transmission, hence isolates amplifiers. There

are two pulse slicers used in the chain, one between amplifier 1

and 2 and the other between 3 and 4. The pulse slicer 1 slices

the 30 nsec pulse from the oscillator to a 1 to 2 nsec pulse. To

effect this slicing a 7 KV pulse of 1 to 2 nsec duration is

applied to the Pockell's cell. To ensure synchronization of the

voltage pulse with the laser pulse, the voltage pulse is derived

by discharging a co-axial line through the laser triggered spark

gap. The 7 KV of 1-2 nsec is obtained from a spark gap charged to

3.5 KV. This N2 pressurised spark gap is connected to a Pockell's

cell by two coaxial cables of unequal lengths as shown in the

figure 1.3. On triggering the spark gap by the laser a -3.5 KV
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pulse travels along the cables LI and L2 add reaches the

respective electrodas at time Ll/v and L2/v after g'ip closure. At

the Pockell's cell the voltage pulse suffers a reflection and

thus at each electrode i.e. the voltage swings from +3.5KV to

-3.5KV. The only difference being that the time of occurance is

different. With the result for a time (L2-Ll)/v assuming (L2 LI)

one electrode has- +3.5KV and the other -3.5KV giving a net

potential difference of 7.0KV. The second electro-optic shutter

provides better contrast ratio between the selected pulse and the

background.

1.3 Faraday Isolators

Isolators are used both between amplifier stages to prevent

coupling and to protect the chain from back reflected light from

the plasma. For interstage isolation at small diameters (10-15mm)

electro-optic switches have been used, while for large diameters

(diameters beyond 15 mm) dye cells containing saturable absorbers

or Faraday Isolators will be used.

In a laser plasma experiment, a sizeable fraction ranging

from 10-30% is backscattered at intensity levels of 10i3W/sqcm to

10l5W/sqcm on the target. This light gets amplified as it

propagates backwards through the amplifier. The power density at

some small aperture stage may exceed the damage threshold

resulting in breakdown of optical components. To prevent this,

Faraday isolators are used in the chain. Such attenuators offer

an attenuation of 100:1 for the back reflected beam while
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offering no or little attenuation (5 to W%) for the forward

beam. Ten Faraday isolators are used at different pre-determined

points along the chain.

Faraday isolators work on the principle of rotation of a

plane polarized light passing through a transparent material

placed in a magnetic field. Rotation of the plane of polarization

through an angle Q is proportional to the applied magnetic field

H and length fi, of the material. Thus

8 = V. JL. H
where v is called the Verdet constant whose magnitude depends on

the material properties of the "Faraday active material".

A schematic of the Faraday isolator is shown in Fig.1.4. It

consists of a Faraday active material suitably mounted inside a

solenoid magnet, used to generate the required magnetic field

which effectively rotates the plane of polarization of the

incident light by 45 . Two polarizers are mounted on either side

of the solenoid such that they are set at 45 with respect to

each other.

The Faraday active material with a high Verdet constant, low

absorption at the laser wavelength low intensity dependent

refractive index, high damage threshold and low residual

birefringence is selected.FR-5 glass, a silicate glass

composition doped with terbium ions, of M/s. Hoya Japan satisfies

the basic requirements. The Verdet*s constant for this glass is V

= -0.071 minOe-icm-i the intensity dependent refractive index n2

8
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= 2 x 10 e 5.v. , while the dsmMge. threshold of 20 J/aqctn for a 14

nsec pulse is highest among all. oommorci ally available glasses.

For a 3 cm Faraday glass a pulsed magnetic field of 12.4 KOe

would be necessary for a 45 rotation.

Measurements of current pulse shape and uniformity of field

in the solenoid and also the transmission of the Faraday isolator

for a back traveling beam were made. The current pulse shape was

monitored using Tektronix CT-5 current probe. The peak magnetic

field at the centre of the solenoid was measured using a Hall

probe. The field uniformity was scanned using a differential

pick-up probe method3. It was found that the nonuniformity was

2.35% between the centre and edge. Fig.1.5 shows the extinction

characteristics of the Faraday isolator.

1. 4 Probe Oscillator

For on-line testing of the components of laser chain and

also to conduct tests at the time of assembly a portable

oscillator using a Nd:glass rod (5 x 100mm) pumped by a single Xe

flash lamp in a elliptical reflector geometry has been developed.

The resonator is formed by two mirrors, of a 5 m radium of

curvature mirror of 100% reflectivity and a 50% output coupling

plane mirror separated by a distance of 50 cm. A dye cell with

the Kodak dye dissolved in 1.2 dichloroethane is placed between

the 100% reflector and the pumping cavity. The power supply

consists of a 200 uF capacitor and the associated pulse forming

network to discharge 500J of energy in a 600 /Jsec pulse into the

10



flash lamp. The power supply can be operated manually and alao

can be Interfaced with the computer which controls the various

processes of firing of the High Power Laser chain. The output la

a Q-switched pulse of approx 20 nsec, with 60 mJ energy.

This oscillator has been used to study the variation of

extinction over the aperture of the Faraday isolator for back-

reflected beam. This will be also used to investigate the gain

and gain uniformity of amplifiers.

1.5 Large Aperture Nd:Glass Amplifiers

The 4-beam 1 KJ Nd:glass laser has in total 14 rod

amplifiers of varying diameters ranging from 10 mm to 80 mm and a

final disc amplifier stage in each of the four arms. Optical

pumping of these amplifier stages is done by linear Xe flash

lamps energized at desired input energy levels. The engineering

design, development, fabrication, performance studies and final

incorporation of many of these amplifiers have been carried out.

The design of rod amplifier stages particularly large aperture

size, has taken care of the reliability of operation, ease of

maintenance, material selection, efficient '0' ring contacts

proper electrical insulation etc. Bod amplifier stages of 80 mm

diameters are more complicated by the fact that they are pumped

through 20 linear flash lamps each of them charged to 3 to 4 KJ

of energy. This high voltage and high current operation of these

stages brings safety aspect into consideration. The disc

amplifiers are also designed and fabricated. Here in each of the

11



module 3 Nd:glass discs of 25 nun thickness and 120 mm x 140 mm

size are mounted at Brewster's angle in a zig-zag geometry. These

disc modules are optically pumped through the faces so that

pumping non-uniformity usually observed in the rod amplifiers is

minimized[l]. Forced N2 cooling is also employed in this design.

Care is also taken to keep the disc faces protected from any lamp

blastings and particle deposition.

1.5.1 Performance Analysis of Laser Amplifier Stages

Performance analysis involved studies related to small

signal gain, radial gain distribution^] slope efficiency,

thermal relaxation time and various thermal effects like lensing,

birefringence etc. The necessity to investigate and understand

these parameters arises from the fact that each of them has a

crucial role in deciding output energy, spatial and temporal

characteristics of the output beam and propagation losses etc.

For example a non-uniform radial gain profile could result in an

undesired change in the spatial intensity profile of the beam.

Only an undistorted intensity profile with steep intensity

gradient at the beam edges (top hat) having no Fresnel

diffraction pattern rings or intensity ripples at the final

amplifier of the high power chain could deliver maximum

focussable power to the targets in fusion experiments. Similarly

pre-recorded information on slope efficiency, thermal relaxation

time, depolarization losses etc. enables the user to fix his

operating parameters like input electrical energy to the flash

lamp, time interval between two shots etc.

12
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The above parameters have been measured in case of every

amplifier developed. Single pass gain and radial gain uniformity

is measured using probe laser pulses derived from the oscillator

which in our case gives a Q-switched pulse of 50 mJ in 30 nsec.

Simultaneous recording of input and output is done by a vacuum

photodiode and oscilloscope. Radial gain is also measured at

different pump energy input to the laser rod. Experiments are

also conducted to study the impact of different cavity geometries

and cavity surface conditions on the radial gain profile.

Fig.1.6 gives a typical gain distribution observed for a 50

mm amplifier. Fig.1.7 shows the variation of gain at centre and

periphery of.the rod. In our measurements all the large aperture

amplifier rods showed a gain variation of 40 to 50% and these are

just within the acceptable limit as far as profile modification

is concerned. In large aperture rod amplifiers since the number

of flash lamps are more the cavity geometry has been found to

have negligible effect on the gain variatiou. This is due to

reabsorption of the reflected light by the flash lamps themselves

and reduce the effective intensity reached at the laser rod.

1.5.2 Measurement of Slope Efficiency

These measurements were done by recording output energies at

various input electrical energies to flash lamps. Slope

efficiency gives an idea of how much energy can be stored and

expected at any input level and help to present the output from

the laser chain. Fig.1.8 shows the input output plot for a 50 mm

15
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amplifier.

1.5.3 Measurement of Thermal Relaxation Time

Thermal relaxation time is the time by which the thermally

strained rod thermalises to the ambient temperature of coolant.

For this the amplifier rod is kept between two crossed polarizers

and a collimated He-Ne is passed through the rod. The time

interval between the appearance and disappearasce of depolarized

light pattern emerging from the thermally strained rod is the

cooling time or thermal relaxation time of the rod[3]. In the

case of 50 mm rod this is found to be 5 min. where as for 65 and

80 mm rod, it is 12 and 20 min. respectively. This time interval

decides the minimum time needed between two shots of the laser

chain. It is also noted (Fig.1.9) that the change in relaxation

time is negligible even if the rod is fired at higher input

energy levels.

17
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1.5.4 Study of Thermal Effects

Thermal lensing[3] and thermally induced birefringence which

results in transmission losses due to depolarization are the two

major optical distortions observed due to non-uniform absorption

of pump light in amplifier rod. The study of thermal lensing in

repetitively pumped laser rods is already reported. The lensing

effect due to non-uniform temperature distribution initially

shows a negative lens action. Since the diverging lens action can

be compensated by the image relaying spatial filtering systems

incorporated into the chain, this effect is not seriously felt in

the present laser chain. This is explained elsewhere in the

report. A detailed study on temporal growth of depolarization in

thermally strained amplifier rod has been carried out[4]. The aim

of this study was to observe experimentally 1) The temporal peaks

of population iaverslon or gain and depolarization loss for a

given pump pulse duration and pump energy. 2) To obtain

quantitative data of the percentage depolarization losses. 3) To

find the possibility of minimizing the depolarization losses in

an amplified output beam by adjusting the delay time interval

between oscillator pulse and amplifier group.

The test rod was amplifier 2 (15 mm dia, 200 mm length)

pumped by a 4 linear Xe flashlamps. Fig.1.10 gives the cavity

configuration used in this study. The probe beam was a p-

polarized 70 mJ 20 nsec. TEMoo oscillator pulse. The test rod

kept between crossed polarizers is pumped and the transmitted

19
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probe beam is measured. The temporal observation of both gain and

depolarization loss were made by delaying the probe pulse with

respect to the flashlamp pump pulse duration which is of the

order of 550 usec. The experiment is repeated with three pump

energies. Fig.1.11 shows the experiment set up used. The

important observations made in the above experiment are 1) The

peak of the profiles of depolarization loss and the gain are

separated by 150 usec and the former occurs at 550 usec while the

latter at 400 usec. 2) At higher input pump energy 100 J/sqcm)

an input beam delay of 300 usec to the amplifier rod results in

small reduction in the gain (from 16 to 14) where as the thermal

depolarization loss reduced drastically from 4% to 0.8% 3) the

thermal depolarization losses saturate at 4% and is verified from

theoretical analysis also. 4) The power dependence of

depolarization losses on input pump energy density is much lower

at 300 usec delay than at 400 and 500 usec. Fig.1.12 shows the

results obtained in this experiment. The curves A, B, C represent

depolarization loss and gain at three different input energy

levels. The dotted line represents depolarization and the solid

line the gain obtained. The above informations are most useful

for development and effective operation of high power Nd:glass

amplifier system[5,6].

22
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1.6 Image Relaying Systems

1.6.1 Introduction

The propagation of intense laser beam over long path lengths

and through non-linear elements results into the small scale

irregularities on the pulse and the accumulation of self-induced

phase front distortions on the spatial profile of the pulse.

These phenomenon arise because the index of refraction of glass

itself is dependent upon the beam intensity. These lead to

several effects which are all detrimental to the performance of a

laser system at very high power levels, thereby placing a

restriction on the maximum output energy that can be obtained

from a given amplifier chain.

The performance of the earlier high power Nd:glass laser

systems was limited by beam instabilities caused by small scale

self-focussing. These instabilities are characterized by

exponential growth and originate from diffraction induced

fluctuations and scattering from micron-sized particles on the

surface of the optical components. Apodization techniques were

employed to reduce the modulation depth associated with sharply

truncated beams [7.8]. This improvement was, however, realized

only with a significant reduction in the filing of the succeeding

amplifier stages. Vacuum spatial filters, originally developed[9]

and introduced on the Cyclops laser, led to the idea of using

multiple spatial filters to minimize the non-linear effects and
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thus increase the focussable power of the laser. The imaging

properties of the spatial filter were realized and used[10] to

minimize the diffraction beam spreading caused by the effective

propagation path of the beam. In addition, image relaying

provides near-uniform filing of the amplifier apertures while

keeping the whole beam self-focussing effects in check[ll]. This

section discusses the requirements for the design of image

relaying systems for the sequentially relayed 1 KJ Nd:glass laser

chain.

1.6.2 Design Considerations

An image relaying system essentially consists of a confocal

pair of well corrected lenses spaced by a distance equal to the

sum of their focal lengths (Fig.1.13). The object and the image-

space distances are estimated on the basis of the length of the

sub-assemblies such as amplifiers, Pockell's cells and Faraday

isolators etc. which are to be placed in these spaces. The

magnification is decided by the aperture of the succeeding

amplifier. The focal lengths of the input and the output lenses

of the Kth relay system can then be obtained from the following

relation.

The f/no. of the lenses are generally very high (f/10

f/20) so that plano-convex form can give nearly diffraction

limited performance. Since the divergence of the laser beam is

fairly small ( few milliradians), off-axis aberrations are not

considered. Ray tracing is done to evaluate the locations in the
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object and image spaces where the beam focusses after multiple

reflections from the surfaces of the lens. In order to prevent

damage to optical components and sub-assemblies, they are kept

away from these locations. The output lens sees less intensity

Modulations than tire Input lens because of the Magnification and

spatial filtering of the beam. The output lenses are therefore

anti-reflection coated to prevent reflection losses whereas the

input lenses are left uncoated to prevent damage since AR

coatings are more prone to damage than a bare surface.

The spatial filtering is performed by using a focal plane

aperture mounted on a 3 axis translational stage capable of

giving movement to the aperture under vacuum. The need for vacuum

in the region between the two lenses arises because of air

breakdown and wavefront distortion effects in the focal region of

the input lens. The image relaying systems are evacuated to a

base pressure of 10"5 torr. As an illustration, the average power

density in the relay R45 is about 1 GW/cm2 and the most unstable

frequencies which correspond to the scale lengths of 1 mm or

smaller, i.e. about 10 cm*1, the diameter of the aperture is 2 K

f=1.56 mm. This aperture will typically remove intensity

modulations originating from sub-millimeter dust particles and

inhomogeneties in the optical components.
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1.6.3 Computer Simulation

A computer program has been developed to stimulate the

propagation of intense laser beams through image relaying

systems. The program extensively utilizes fast Fourier transform

(FFT) for propagation through free space. The amplitude

distribution in a given input plane is first converted into its

plane wave angular spectrum using FFT algorithm. Each spatial

•frequency propagates independent of each other and in doing so a

distance dependent phase factor gets multiplied to the spectrum.

The amplitude distribution in the propagation plane is obtained

by taking the inverse Fourier transform. The program simulates

the modulation in intensity arising out of dust particle

obscurations on typical components.

The effect of spatial filtering on the intensity profile of

the laser beam is illustrated in Figs.1.14 and 1.15 for a beam

propagating through a relay system. The spatial profile of the

beam with a small obscuration located 1 cm away from the axis and

having propagated 50 cms to the input lens where it encounters a

non-linear element with B=3.0 is shown in Fig.1.14a. While

propagating through the relay system, the beam develops sharp

modulation in intensity. At the exit of the output lens, the

intensity sharply rises to more than three times the average

intensity (Fig.1.14b). With further propagation, the depth of

modulation decreases because of the overlap of the diffraction

pattern of the obscuration with that of the whole beam profile
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(Figs.1.14c and 1.14d). With a fooal plena aperture of radiua

500um, a sharp decrease in the modulation depth at the exit of

the output lens can be noticed (Fig.1.15b) which is due to the

filtering of the high frequency components associated with the

sharply varying intensity in the beam. The modulation depth

practically remains unaltered while the beam propagates further

upto a distance of 100 cms. in the image space.

1. 7 Multilayer Thin-Film Optical Components

1.7.1. Introduction

High power laser systems are extensively being used in many

diverse areas of science and technology. An important requirement

in the development of these laser systems has been the

availability of thin-film optical components of desired spectral

characteristics. Of special interest are the thin-film optical

components that are used at oblique angle of incidence, namely

Brewster angle thin-film plate polarizer, grazing incidence anti-

reflection coatings, steep edge polarizers, and 45 incidence

dichroic beam splitters and beam combiners.

These thin-film optical components should have the ability

to repeatedly withstand high power levels without getting

damaged. The distribution of electric field intensity inside a

multilayer structure plays a crucial role in determining damage

resistance of these thin-film components. We have developed

methodologies of design, evaluation of performance, and
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optimization of electric field intensity of these oblique

coatings.

1.7.2 Multilayer Thin-Film Polarizers

Multilayer thin-film polarizers form an essential component

of a high power laser system. They are used, primarily, in all

those devices which function on the principle of rotation of the

state of polarization of the incident beam. e.g. Q-switches,

pulse slicers, and Faraday isolators. It must have a large enough

aperture ( 100 mm clear aperture), high enough damage resistance

( a few GW/cm2), high extinction ratio, and adequate acceptance

angle. Several practical aspects have been taken into account

while designing these polarizers. These include the number and

the thicknesses of the layers that can be conveniently deposited

in reasonable coating plant, and the suitable selection of

coating materials which can give the required refractive index,

good substrate adhesion, abrasion resistance and packing density

under normally used process conditions. The computed performance

of polarizers based on these schemes show that the maximum

polarization ratio is obtained for a quarter wave stack and

remains above 600 for an angle variation of 1 for a fifteen

layer stack. The transmissions for P-polarization is high (above

95%) and does not show any significant change for an angle

variation of 1.
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Recently, there has been considerable interest in using

shorter wave length lasers as possible fusion drivers because of

their increased absorption efficiency. It becomes desirable to

have thin film optical components that could simultaneously or

interchangeably be used for different wavelengths. We have

designed polarizers simultaneously working at the fundamental and.

the second harmonic of Nd:glass laser wavelengths (1.06 and

0.&3|im) and Nd: glass and He-Ne laser wavelengths (1.06 and

0.633(Jim).

1.7.3 Evaluation of Electric Field Intensity in Thin Films

The application of these coating in high power lasers have

resulted into the need to consider problems associated with laser

induced damage of thin-film optical components. It has been well

established that the susceptibility layers to damage when

irradiated by a high power laser beam is closely associated with

the rate of absorption of incident energy, which in turn depends

upon the distribution of the electric field strength inside the

layers. We have developed a methodology for evaluating the

electric field distribution for various polarizer designs. Our

results show that the polarizers, based on (H/2 L H/2) as ths

basic stack, show higher field amplitude than those based on all

quarter-wave lasers. The liquid-prism MacNeille polarizer show a

higher damage threshold, which can possibly be further improved

by increasing the angle of incidence at the multilayer.
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1.7.4 Reduction of Electric Field Intensity in Thin-Film

The problem of increasing the damage resistance of thin-film

optical components by suppression of electric field peaks in the

critical layers of multilayer stack has been of considerable

importance. We have developed methodologies to design overlayers

for reducing the peak electric field strength in polarizers both

for the incident main beam which is P-polarized as well as the

back reflected beam which is S-polarized. We have shown that, the

peak field intensity in the first high-index layer of a polarizer

having (H/2 L H/2) as the basic stack, can be reduced by about a

factor of seven by adding a single pair of layers on the side of

incidence. Further, about a factor of four reduction in peak

field intensity for S-polarized radiation occurs in the first

high-index layer of (HL)2H polarizer and oblique incidence

reflector with the addition of three pairs of layers with

different thickness.

1. 8 Control Electronics

1.8.1 Introduction

A control system has been developed for the control of 1KJ,

lnsec High Power Nd:glass Laser which is being developed here for

studies in laser produced plasma experiments. The laser system

consisting of a Q-switched oscillator followed by 18 amplifier

stages, 10 Faraday isolator and 2 pulse slicers is a single beam
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chain upto amplifier 6, after which it is divided into 4 beams.

The beam in each arm is again amplified by three more stages. The

laser glass rods pumped by flash lamps and Faraday glasa rods

energized by magnetic fields through solenoids are all energized

by capacitor banks. There are in all more than 150 banks of

capacitors discharging into an equal numnber of pairs of flash

lamps with total capacitor energy of the order of 1MJ. Electronic

control takes care of charging all the capacitor banks to the

required present voltage (5KV max.) and discharge them into

respective flash lamp and solenoid loads with predetermined

delays. It also monitors the voltages on all the energy storage

units and dumps the capacitor energy into resistors and monitors

certain other parameters at the end of firing of laser. Here the

control system is developed based on a microcomputer where as all

these functions were entirely carried out through hardware for

the earlier smaller Nd:glass laser developed in our laboratory.

The <- ̂ acitors are charged by constant LG network method.

The single phase circuit is shown in Fig.1.16. This has the

property that when L&C are in resonance, the load current IAC is

independent of load resistance R. When R is replaced by the

energy storage capacitor Ci , the output voltage Vo is given by

• iJ-
For a given value of Ci, current i is chosen 30 that the

capacitor gets charged to the required voltage within the

specified time t.
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1.6.2 System Description and working

The block diagram of the control electronias is shown in

Fig.1.17. The control is based on a microcomputer using Intels'

8085 microprocessor with 64K memory (RAM & EPROM), 6 programmable

timers, 4 serial I/o ports and 16 parallel I/o ports. The

programmable timers are of 16 bit, used for generating various

interrupts and other timing signals. The serial ports are used

for CRT and any other main computer (if required). The parallel

ports are used for interfacing control modules, flash lamp

monitoring circuits, ADC, printer etc. The interface circuits

contain circuits for interfacing all control modules and front

panels of "Charge", 'Dump' and 'Trigger' with microprocessor. The

control modules (Fig.1.18) contain different registers for

storing the voltage and delay information of the stage which they

are controlling. They display the voltage of the capacitor bank

on a 4 digit display on the module through ADC control switch and

ADC also contains circuit for controlling the charging of

capacitor through feed back voltage and comparator. The flash

lamp monitoring circuit monitors the firing of more than 150

pairs of flash lamps located at different amplifier stages and

gives information on the monitor if any flashlamp pair have not

fired at the end of firing of laser.
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1.8.3 Energy Sources

There are different energy sources in the system for

different stages in the laser chain

1. EOM and pulse slicer power supplies : These are DC to DC

converter type power supplies giving output of about 3.6 KV

with current capacity of about 300 jiA, and used for charging

the cable and biasing the electro optic crystals. They also

contain fast switching circuit (nanosecond switching time)

with Krytron as the switch triggered from a pulse from the

control module through a trigger transformer.

2. Amplifier energy storage units using single and 3 phase

supplies •• These (Fig. 1.19 and 1.20) contain a circuit for

interfacing with the control module and charging and trigger

circuits. Charging is initiated by energizing charge relays

by signals coming from control module through an isolation

amplifier. The comparator output from the module controls

the conduction of solid state relays (opto coupled) which

are switched off when the capacitor voltage reaches the

required value. There is a safety circuit which disconnects

the charging relay when the capacitor voltage goes beyond a

particular value in about 45 seconds. In the interface

circuits here, there is no direct ground connection between

energy storage unit and the control module. The capacitor

banks are divided into sections separated by decoupling
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resistors and each section is discharged into a pair of

flash lamps in series through a pulse forming inductor. The

discharge is initiated by a trigger pulse from the control

module which triggers an SCK to discharge a 1 uf, 500V

capacitor through the primary of a trigger transformer. The

transformer secondary gives a 25KV, 2 usec pulse which is

applied to the flash lamps to trigger them. The pulse

forming inductor is chosen to give flash lamp optical output

of required duration with critical coupling.

3. Faraday Isolator Units : Here (Fig.1.21) the capacitor bank

is discharged into a solenoid by one or two SCR's in series

(depending on the bank voltage) for getting the required

axial magnetic field in the Faraday glass. The half

sinusoidal solenoid current waveform is monitored and Q-

switch pulse for EOM is allowed only when this current peak

is within a particular range so that amplified back

reflected beam does not damage the earlier low power optic3

stages. There are ten Faraday Isolator stages and all of

them have to reach the required isolation level before Q-

switched laser pulse is allowed from the oscillator stage.

The whole system operates under a control program.

After entering the data in the required form when 'charge'

switch is pressed, all the power supplies which are 'on'

start charging and at the end of three audio warning beeps.

At the end of firing any left over voltage on the capacitors

is pumpad into resistive loads.
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1.8.4 Safety Features

The following safety features are incorporated in the

system:

Hardware safety:

1. Monitors the capacitors voltage and switches off charging

when rated value of capacitor voltage is exceeded.

2. Firing of EOM is stopped if Faraday Isolators have not

reached the required level of isolation.

3. Watching timer - This comes into operation if microprocessor

loses control.

Software safety:

1. Checks whether mains power to the supply is 'on' - This is

checked before starting charging.

2. Whether capacitor bank voltage is zero - This is checked

before starting charging.

3. Whether capacitor bank voltage remains zero after 10 aecs

after starting charging - Dumps the supply
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4. Voltage exceed the set voltage by more than 100V - Dumps

the supply

5. Whether all supplies are fully charging In one minute - If

not, Indication is given on the monitor

6. If the system is not fired within 2 minutes after starting

charging - it is automatically dumped

The system being based on a microprocessor is programmable,

data acquisition has become automatic and safety features have

been improved. It has also added to the complexity of the system

introducing some problems of interfacing. This has been overcome

by isolating high voltage and high current discharge paths from

the control electronics. The signal between the two is

transmitted through opto couplers and isolation amplifiers which

also give protection to the micro computer from the damaging

effects of high voltage spikes.
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Following table gives the data regarding energy sources used

in the system:

POWER SUPPLY DATA

Table 3

Energy

Source

Osc

Amp 1

Amp 2

Amp 3

Amp 4

Energy

Source

Transformer

2.5

4

4

4

4.5

KV,

KV,

KV,

KV,

KV,

1

1

1

1

3

PH

PH

PH

PH

PH

Transformer

Max DC

Volts

2.5 KV

5 KV

5 KV

5 KV

5 KV

Max DC

Volts

Energy

J

625

5 K

5 K

5 K

18 K

Energy

J

Capacitor

microfarad

200

400

400

400

1500

Capacitor

microfarad

Flashlamp

Pairs

1

2

2

3

3

Flashlamp

Pairs

Amp 5 4.5 KV, 3 PH

Amp 6 4.5 KV, 3 PH

Amp 7A 2x4.5KV,3 PH

[7A1.7A2]

Amp 7B 2x4.EKV,3 PH

[7B1.7B2]

Amp 7C 2x4.5KV,3 PH

[701,702]

5 KV 37.5K

5 KV 37.5K

5 KV 2x25K

5 KV 2x25K

5 KV 2x25K

3000

3000

2x2000

2x2000

2x2000

6

6

2x4

2x4

2x4
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Amp 7D 2x4.5KV,3 PH

[7D1.7D2]

Amp 8A 2x4.5KV,3 PH

[8A1.8A2]

Amp 8B 2x4.5KV,3 PH

[8B1.8B2]

Amp 8C 2x4.5KV,3 PH

[8C1.8C2]

Amp 8D 2x4.5KV,3 PH

[8D1.8D2]

Amp 9A 4x4.5KV,3 PH

[9A1.9A2.9A3.9A4]

Amp 9B 4x4.5KV,3 PH

[9B1,9B2,9B3,9B4]

Amp 9C 4x4.5KV,3 PH

[9C1,9C2,9C3,9C4]

5 KV 2x25K 2x2000

5 KV 2x31.25K 2x2000

5 KV 2x31.25K 2x2000

5 KV 2x31.25K 2x2000

5 KV 2x31.25K 2x2000

5 KV 2x22.5 K 4x1800

2x4

2x5

2x5

2x5

2x5

5 KV 2x22.5 K 4x1800 4x3 lamps

4x3 lamps

5 KV 2x22.5 K 4x1800 4x3 lamps

Energy Transformer Max DC Energy Capacitor Flashlamp

Source Volts J microfarad Pairs

Amp 9D 4x4.5KV,3 PH

[9D1,9D2,9D3,9D4]

FI 45 1.5 KV, 1 PH

FI 56 4 KV, 1 PH

FI 78A 4 KV, 1 PH

FI 78B 4 KV, 1 PH

5 KV

1.5 KV

5 KV

5 KV

5 KV

2x22.5 K

6750

1250

1250

1250

4x1800

6000

1000

1000

1000

4x3 lamps
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FI 78C

FI 78D

FI 9A

FI 9B

FI 9C

FI 9D

EOLM

4

4

4

4

4

4

KV,

KV,

KV,

KV,

KV,

KV,

30V::

1

1

1

1

1

1

3.

PH

PH

PH

PH

PH

PH

5kv ri

5

5

5

5

5

5

KV

KV

KV

KV

KV

KV

)C to DC

1250

1250

1250

1250

1250

1250

Converts

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

»r!

Pulse Slcr 30V:3.5kv [DC to DC Converter]
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CHAPTER - II

LASER PRODUCED PLASMAS

2.1 Experimental and Theoretical Investigations of Plasma

Diagnostics, Plasma Expension, Rarefaction Shocks and

Related Solid State Laser Research.

B.K.Sinha, S.R.Kumbhare, G.P.Gupta, A.P.G.Kutty,

N.Gopi, M.K.Srivastava and S.V.Lawande

2.1.1 Studies Related to Half Harmonic Emissions from Laser

Plasma

Theoretical profiles of (3/2) emissions from laser-produced

carbon plasmas, at plasma temperatures varying from 600 to 250

eV, corresponding to laser intensities varying from 1.5 x 10*4 to

1.7 x 1013 W/cm2 have been calculated. The peak shifts of these

emissions have been compared with the experimental results

obtained using a 1.064pLm Nd: glass laser and they are found to be

in good agreement. Theoretical estimates of wavelength shifts

taking into account the variation of plasmon wave number have

also been compared with the experimental values. Profiles of

(3/2), emissions from planar slab targets of carbon, aluminum and

copper have been reliably measured and are compared with the

theoretical estimates. Experimental results strongly suggest the

saturation of two-plasmon-decay convective instability.
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Experiments were conducted on the planar slab targets of

carbon, aluminum and copper, using a 1.0641 urn laser, at laser

intensities varying from 2 x 1012 to 1 x 101 * W/cm2. The laser

had a fluorescent linewidth of 4.5A. Spectral profiles of

pararaeterically modulated second harmonic a3 well as 3/2

emissions have been measured for the long-scale-length plasmas so

generated. Relative strengths of these emissions with respect to

peak signal intensity and spectral energy content as a function

of laser intensity are graphically reported. Results are

discussed on the basis of two plasmon and parametric decay

instabilities.

Experiments were conducted using a 1.0641ura laser to measure

the spectral profiles of second harmonic emissions from laser

plasmas produced on planar, slab targets of carbon, aluminum and

copper at laser intensities varying from 2 x 10*2 to 9 x 101*

W/cm2. It is observed and confirmed that the contribution to

spectral energy due to parametric decay is significant and can

exceed that due to resonance absorption under certain

experimental conditions.

Experiments were conducted to study the variation of the

intensity of (3/2) emissions as a function of laser intensity

from plasmas produced on planar slab targets of carbon and copper

using a 20J-5ns Nd:glass laser. At laser intensity of 101 * W/cm*,

emissions fron. carbon plasma showed a saturation behaviour,

whereas the emissions from copper plasma showed a linear one.
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This ita oxploinod on th« basis of much higher eollisicmal damping

of plasma waves in carbon plasma than that in copper. The

approximate range of wave numbers of excited plasma waves is also

estimated.

Accounting for the effects arising from plasmon-propagation,

the profiles of (3/2) emissions from laser-produced carbon plasma

have been analyzed. The effects of plasmon-propagation on tho

peak-shift and line broadening of these emissions have been

studied in terms of change in plasmon-wave number and reduction

in plasmon-production to the region of (3/2) harmonic generation.

It is observed that these effects modify significantly the

earlier results based on neglecting the plasmon-propagation.

Theoretical estimates of peak-shifts and linewidths, based on the

present analysis, have been compared with the experimental ones

and observed to be in reasonably good agreement for a suitable

choice of parameters characterizing the effects suffered by

plasmon in convection.

2.1.2 Studies Related to Instabilities in Laser Plasma

Experiments were conducted on planar slab targets of carbon,

using a 20J-5ns Nd:glass laser. We observed a much stronger

contribution to linearly excited second-harmonic emissions due to

s-polarized beam than that due to the p-polarized beam. The

scatter direction made an angle of 3/4 with the forward direction

of light propagation. Evidence for the saturation of parametric

decay instability is presented using s- as well as p-polarized
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ligh-b. The results ttva explained on -bite basis of a threo-

dimensional variation of the plasma density and existing

theoretical formulation.

The growth rate for ion-ion two-streaming instability in a

freely expanding two-ion, two-temperature non-collisional plasma

is derived on the basis of linear perturbation model. The local

growth rate is determined by four independent parameters,

viz., , the relative charge to mass ratio of the two ion-

species, NIB the initial concentration of the main ion, the

temperature ratio of the hot and cold electrons; and , the

initial plasma, the total instability growth over a period of

time needed for the complete separation of the two ion-speciea is

found to be maximum for an optimum value of . The high

frequency modulation over the usual ion-velocity distribution in

a multi-ion plasma system exhibits an accumulated instability

effect of various ion-species pairs participating in the flow

process. This oscillatory modulation tends to be smoothened out

with the increasing effects of hot electrons (high or lower). For

higher values of , (say >5), the accumulated instability growth

is very small and is least effected by the presence of hot

electrons.
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Polarization of 3/2w and linearly as well as parametrically

excited 2w emissions from laser plasmas were measured, using a

20J-5n3 Nd:glass, 3- and p-polarized laser. It was observed that,

although the polarizations of 3/2w and linearly excited 2w

emissions followed those of the incident beam as predicted by

theory, the polarization of parametrically excited 2w emissions

showed a significant departure, with the emissions excited by p-

polarized light being in a completely unpolarized state, whereas

those excited by an s-polarized pump showed a much high degree of

alignment. The depolarization of the harmonic emissions has been

explained on the basis of diffuse scattering of the plasmons or

the plasma turbulence.

The absolute two-plasmon decay instability in a laser-

produced plasma, for a normally incident electro-magnetic wave is

investigated using the fluid theory and neglecting the damping of

electron plasma waves. The linearized fluid equations are reduced

to a Schrodinger equation in wave number space which is solved

analytically by using a perturbation expansion in powers of the

reciprocal density scale length and WKB approximation. The

analytical expressions for the complex eigen frequencies of

electron plasma waves are derived in the limits of large and

small by retaining the first-order correction to the Schrodinger

potential Q and considering the effect of the gradient of the

ponderomotive coupling between the plasma waves arising from the

density gradient. Using these expressions the instability

threshold conditions, the real frequency and growth rate of
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plasma waves have been studied and compared with the results

reported elsewhere. The consideration of these two terms modifies

significantly the instability parameters as compared to those

reported in the earlier works.

The thresholds for parametrically excited second harmonic

emissions from laser produced plasmas from planar, slab targets

of carbon, aluminum and copper have been experimentally measured

using a 20J-5nsec, Nd:glass laser system at a pump wavelength of

1.0641 jam. Theoretical estimates of these thresholds are obtained

taking into account the homogeneous as well as inhomogeneous and

isothermal as well as non-isothermal state of the plasma

governed by the electron-ion equilibration time. A critical

analysis of the agreement as well as disagreement of the"

experimental measurements with the existing theories is presented

in detail.

The threshold and growth rate of absolute two-plamson decay

instability in a laser-produced plasma using the fluid theory,

for a normally Incident laser light, are reported. Taking Into

account the collisional damping of electron plasma waves and

considering the perturbation to the Schrodinger potential, the

results on the minimum threshold conditions and the growth rate

have been obtained and compared with those reported in the

earlier works. It is observed that the consideration of

perturbation to the potential and plasmon damping modifies

significantly the threshold conditions, the unstable spectrum of

the perpendicular plasmon wavenumber and the plasmon growth rate.
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Th« variation of the* p««U intensity «f th«

excited second harmonic emissions, as a function of laser

intensity, was measured from plasmas produced from planar, slab

targets of carbon, aluminum and copper using a 20J-5nsec, p-

polarized Nd:glass laser. At and beyond a laser intensity of 101*

W/cm2 the second harmonic emissions showed saturation behaviour

in the cases of all the three materials. The observed behaviour

is attributed to the saturation of convective parametric decay

instability due to ion-nonlinear Landau damping of plasmons. The

consequency of plasmon-convection have also been considered.

The threshold and amplification of the convective two-

plasmon decay instability in a collisional laser-plasma are

investigated using the fluid theory. Taking into account the

collisional damping of electron plasma waves, the expressions for

the threshold intensity and the amplification coefficient are

derived. It is observed that the damping enhances the threshold

significantly for electron temperatures smaller than 1 keV.

Analysis of the amplification coefficient shows that the plasmon

spectrum greatly depends on the value of its wave-number Ky ,

perpendicular to the direction of plasma inhomogeneity. Whereas,

for Ky<ko, the laser wave number, the spectrum is narrower, for

ky>ko, it is broader. The collisional damping significantly

attenuates the amplification coefficient as well as the plasmon

spectrum. Results are discussed with reference to half-harmonic

light emissions from laser-plasma.
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2.1.3 Plasma Diagnostics, Plasma Expension and Laser Research

Wavelength shifts of 3/2w emission, from the exact values of

the harmonics from laser produced carbon plasma, at laser

intensities varying from 1.5 x 10** to 1.7 x 10" W/cm*, have

been measured, using a 20J-5ns, 1.064u Nd:glass laser.

Theoretical estimates of wavelength shifts taking into account

the variation of plasmon wave number have been compared with the

experimental values. The variation of plasmon wave number, while

traveling from 2w -region to the region of 3/2w -generation, has

been estimated. The cases of s- and p-polarized light have been

considered. The measurement of these shifts proves a useful tool

to study the plasma turbulence as we.ll as the plasma temperature.

Hydrodynamic equations for the free expansion of a

quasineutral plasma with two-electron temperatures are solved

using the self-similarity method. The nature of the solutions

over a wide range of , the temperature ratio and , the

initial density ration of the hot to cold electrons are

discussed. For 5+24 (a threshold value), the ion current profile

shows a double peak structure which can be measured

experimentally. Subsequent comparison of this with our

theoretical formation is proposed for evaluating the temperatures

and initial densities of the electrons. For , the solutions are

discontinuous with respect to the self-similarity variable

signifying the onset of a rarefaction shock (RS). The RS solution

predicts the vanishing of ion current in a certain range of ion

velocities. For (a critical value) the RS emerges in the ambient
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plasma itself. Based on these signatures of the shock, a

general diagnostic technique is proposed for a laser-produced two

temperature plasma. Further, the structural thickness of the RS

is calculated as a function of and and its possible effect

on the nature of the diagnostics is discussed.

The equations for the free expansion of a two-ion, two-

temperature, non-collisional, isothermal and quasineutral plasma

are derived and solved using a self-similar technique. The

hydrodynamic variables are determined by four independent

parameters, viz., , the relative charge to mass ratio of the

two ions; Nic, the initial concentration of the main ion; the

temperature ratio of the hot and cold electrons; and , the

initial concentration ratio of the cold and hot electrons. The

formation of an ion front in the numerically dominant species is

predicted for the first time even under quasineutral and

isothermal assumptions. A necessary condition for the breakdown

of the self -similar solution is derived. The location of the ion

front and the point where the solution breaks down are tabulated

as a function of the four parameters and the results are

discussed. The expression for the normalized ion current, taking

into account the flux limitation under the free-streaming limit,

is derived. The expressions for the mass, momentum and energy

ablation are also derived and the relevant data are discussed

with reference to laser-plasma interaction.
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Equations for the stimulated Raman sidescattering from a

laser-produced plasma with an exponential density profile have

been derived. They have been solved by using the WKB method and

the resulting Bohr-Sommerfield condition has been solved

numerically for the growth rate of the absolute instability and

the frequency shifts as a function of the laser intensity, the

density gradient scale length, and the plasma frequency. The

results have been discussed and compared with the previously

reported work on the plasma with linear density profile.

Instability growth rates are found to be nearly the same for both

cases, except for very steep density profiles, for which the

difference can become appreciable. The two theories, one of which

considers a hot plasma, lead to significantly different frequency

shifts. It is found that, for high laser powers, the instability

persists even for very steep profiles. Furthermore, for such

profiles the maximum of the growth rate occurs far away from the

quarter critical layer, for moderately high power lasers.

The polarization-dependent gain of the three stages of a

Nd:glass amplifier chain was measured. It was observed, for the

first time, that a p-polarized input beam gave 20 to 30% higher

gain than an s-polarized one under state of high inversion. This

is explained on the basis of a polarization-inhomogeneity model

for a stimulated emission cross section, coupled with a

preferential gain recovery for a p-polarized as compared to an

s-polarized one in a saturated Nd:glass amplifier.
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2.2 X-Ray Spectroscopic Studies of Laser Produced Plasmas

Related to XUV Lasers and Laser Induced Fusion

P.D.Gupta, P.A.Naik and S.R.Kumbhare

2.2.1 Introduction

There is a strong current interest in the spectroscopic

study of x-ray emission from laser produced plasmas for many

research investigations and technological applications. This is

in part due to world-wide efforts to make further progress in

laser driven inertial confined fusions and more recently in the

context of developing XUV-Soft x-ray lasers[l] using laser

produced plasmas as the gain medium. Soft x-ray spectroacopy of

these plasmas can provide valuable information about the plasma

parameters and various laser-plasma interaction processes.[2].

This section contains a brief description of our recent work on

x-ray spectroscopic study of laser produced plasmas in these

fields

Output of the 4GW, 5 ns Nd: glass laser ( >\ = 1.06 |im) was

used to irradiate planar slab or thick foil targets of moderate

and high-Z materials upto an intensity of 3 x 1013 W/cm2. The

plasma created was studied both in the hot dense region and the

expansion zone by measuring x-ray emission characteristics. A

number of x-ray spectrometers[3-6] operating in the wavelength

range of 3A to 10A were set up to record either space-time

integrated spectra or for obtaining space and/or time resolved
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data on different x-ray emission lines. These spectrometers

include 1) high resolution spectrometer 2) space-resolved x-ray

spectrometers 3) a mini x-ray spectrometer 4) an x-ray luminosity

time of flight spectrometer and 5) a curved crystal Von-Hamos

spectrometer. In addition, a 6-channel K-edge spectrometer was

also developed for low-resolution measurements for determination

of electron plasma temperature. A schematic diagram of the

experimental system is shown in Fig.2.1. These spectrometers are

briefly described in section 2.2.2.

Some of the features that have been studied include : the

separation between the ablation surface and the absorption

region[7,8] that governs the extent of smoothening of the effect

of non-viniform laser irradiation, interaction of highly charged

ions with atoms of a background gas for studying non-equilibrium

pumping conditions,[9-12] KeV x-ray conversion efficiency in

high-Z (gold) plasma. In particular, a new method is developed to

determine the separation between the ablation surface and the

absorption region from measurements of the spatial

characteristics of the K line and resonance x-ray line emission

from highly charged ions. In the expansion region, a preferential

population of the Is2p triplet state of He-like magnesium ions is

inferred from the observations of anomalous behaviour of the

intensity ratio of resonance and intercombination lines in

plasmas expanding with higher cooling rate. Further, a region of

enhanced x-ray line emission is seen resulting due to plasma-

background gas interaction. These studies are briefly described

in Section 2.2.3.
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2.2.2 X-ray Spectrometers

2.2.2.1 High Resolution Spectrome'ter

A high resolution x-ray spectrometer[3] has been developed

to study the spectral broadening features of laser produced

plasmas. For the typical values of spectral dispersion and source

size involved, the spectral resolution gets limited by the

broadening of the spectral lines due to finite source size. In

principle, high resolution (governed by the crystal rocking

curve) can be obtained by decreasing the value of dispersion. In

our spectrometer, this was accomplished by using a PET CRYSTAL

(2D=8.742 a for (202) planes) and keeping a large separation of

440 nun between the source and the film plane. A planar crystal of

5 cm x 1 cm x 2 mm size was used and the spectrum recorded on a

Kodak DEF-5 X-ray film. The dispersion in the film plane was
o

0.013A/mm. A schematic diagram of this spectrometer is shown in

Fig.2.2a. The x-ray emission spectrum of a silicon plasma

produced at a laser intensity of 2.1 x 1013 W/cm2 is shown in

Fig.2.2b. As marked on this figure, various resonance lines and

the satellite structure are clearly identified (spectral
o

resolution = 0.002A).
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2.2.2.2 Space-Resolved Spectrometer

Spatial resolution of the x-ray spectrum was achieved by

introducing an imaging slit between the source and the crystal.

Two different imaging configurations were used as illustrated in

Fig.2.3. In the perpendicular imaging scheme (Fig.2.da), the

crystal plane is kept perpendicular to the target plane and the

slit is kept in the plane of incidence. In this configuration,

the cone-shaped pictures of different x-ray emission lines have

their axes perpendicular to the direction of dispersion. In the

parallel imaging scheme (Fig.2.3b), the crystal plane is kept

parallel to the target; and the plasma expansion cones have their

axes along the direction of dispersion. Space resolved x-ray

spectrometers based on these two schemes were developed[3] and

used in several experiments [9-12] (see section 2.2.3).

2.2.2.3 Mini-Spectrometer

A space-resolved mini-spectrometer[3] was specially

developed to record x-ray emission pictures of weak intensity

lines such as Koc emission from the cold target region. This
o

spectrometer used a TAP crystal (2d=25.90) A, (001) planes) and

DEF-5 x-ray film. The overall distance between the source and the

film plane was 60 mm, and the slit (100 um width) could be kept

so as to provide a magnification of either 1 or 2. When this

spectrometer was oriented at 30© with reference to the target and

used with M=2, it provided a 1:1 imaging of the x-ray emission

lines from the target.
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2.2.2.4 X-Ray Luminosity Time of Flight Spectrometer

An x-ray luminosity time of flight spectrometer[4,5] was

developed to measure space and time resolved x-ray line emission

from expanding laser produced plasmas. This instrument basically

consists of a space-resolved spectrometer using perpendicular

imaging configuration in which the x-ray recording film is

replaced by scintillator-fibre optical cable and photomultiplier.

A seamsi«/g ap*i*fcMi"* is iMco&'t>orat*2dl to- select- the Ima/geel plasjaa

region. Fig.2.4 shows a schematic diagram of this spectrometer.

It records the temporal profile of an x-ray emission line at a

desired position in the expanding plasma with temporal and

spatial resolutions of 3 ns and 400 am respectively. This can

provide velocity distribution of ions close to the target which

is not possible with conventional electrostatic/magnetic

analyzers. This instrument is being used to study the three body

recombination and charge exchange recombination processes[10-12]

in rapidly cooling plasmas for producing non-thermal population

distribution in the excited states of highly charged ions.

2.2.2.5 Curved Crystal Von-Homos Spectrometer

A curved crystal spectrometer[3] in Von-Hamos geometry was

also developed. This spectrometer used thin mica crystal bent to

a radius of curvature of 1.5". Since the alignment of a curved

crystal spectrometer is quite critical, its crystal holder, the

film holder and the glimbal arrangement were fabricated in a
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3ingle piece. The spectrometer had a dispersion of 0.05A/mm.

Initial tests on this instrument for recording x-ray spectrum

from laser produced plasmas showed considerable image distortion.

This is thought to be due to non-uniform radius of curvature of

the cyrstal occurred during bending. Further work is in progress

for improving the performance of this spectrometer.

2.2.2.6 K-edge spectrometer

Finally, a six-channel k-edge foil spectrometer[6] was

developed for broad-band x-ray spectroscopy. Each channel

consists of a light-tight foil of suitable material and

appropriate thickness for defining its spectral transmission band

and uses silicon P-I-N diode aa a detector. In the present

spectrometer, foils of beryllium, aluminium and titanium were

used as filters and Quantrad 100-PIN-250 diodes as detectors.

Output signals of these channels could be monitored

simultaneously by either displaying them on a fast oscilloscope

using suitable time delays between different channels or by using

an array of peak height detectors followed by signal

digitalization and display. This spectrometer has been used for

electron temperature measurements of laser produced plasmas.
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2.2.3 Experimental Studies

'2.2.3.1 Measurements of the Separation Between Absorption

Region and the Ablation Surface

Tho separation between the absorption region and the

ablation surface in the laser-heated plasmas (referred to as the

"stand-off" distance) is an important parameter in the schemes of

laser-driven lnertial confinement fusion. This distance D governs

the extent to which the effect of a non-uniform laser

illumination can be smoothed out in ordqr to achieve spherically

symmetric compression of the target. We have developed a new

method[7,8] of measuring this distance using x-ray spectroscopy.

X-ray line emission due to the bound-bound transitions in

the highly charged ions present in the hot plasma can provide

information about the laser absorption region. Similarly,

information about the colder, dense target region near the

ablation surface can be obtained from measurements of the K

emission. In plasmas heated at moderate laser intensities (1

10l« W/cm2) of short-wavelength lasers, the non-thermal effects

get significantly suppressed and x-ray conversion becomes more

efficient. In such cases, the K emission from the cold target

occurs due to inner-shell vacancies created mainly by

reabsorption of the x-ray radiation emitted from the hot plasma

region. In the case of moderate-Z targets, the plasma emission is

dominated by line radiation corresponding to the resonance

transitions in the highly charged ions. Under such circumstances,
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tho wpatial pr-ofile of tho K^ oroisaion would bo governed by the

spatial intensity distribution of the x-ray lines in the hot

plasma and the location of this source with respect to the target

surface. It is therefore possible to determine experimentally the

separation between the absorption region and the ablation surface

from simultaneous measurements of the spatial characteristics of

the x-ray line emission region of the hot plasma and that of the

K emission region in the cold target.

We have performed x-ray spectroscopic measurements of the

stand-off distance in plasmas produced from planar targets in the

laser intensity range of 2 x 1012-1013 W/cm2. Using different

layered targets, it was first shown that Kc* emission arises

mainly due to reabsorption of the x-ray line radiation from the

hot plasma. The absence of any significant hot-electron

production was established from the measurements of the high-

energy x-ray continuum and the plasma expansion characteristics.

The spatial widths of the K^ emission region and the resonance

line emission region (in planes parallel to the target) were then

used together to determine the stand-off distance by considering

different source intensity distributions.

The results of theoretical calculations of the spatial

extent of the K^ emission region for two widely different source

intensity distributions are shown in Fig.2.5. The solid and

dotted lines correspond to a uniform isotropic source and a

gaussian intensity distribution with a cos Q angular emission

respectively. The difference in the values of the spatial extent
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In the two cases is a maximum of on ~ 10% resulting due to

considerable profile smoothening. The experimental data points

for plasma produced from magnesium and quartz targets at a laser

intensity of 1013 W/cm2 are also shown in Fig.2.5. A value of the

stand-off distance of 150 fim is determined from a comparison of

the experimental data points with the calculated curves. This

value is in good agreement with the theoretical estimate based on

self-regulating plasma ablation model.

2.2.3.2 Chararacteristics of Plasma Expanding with Enhanced

Recombination

The achievement of population inversion in the XUV spectral

region requires'the pumping of a non-equilibrium distribution in

exited states of highly charged ions through three body

recombination occurring during plasma expansion. The departure

from equilibrium can be enhanced by increasing the cooling rate

of plasma through either radiation loss or by surrounding the

plasma with a buffer gas. In the latter case, charge exchange

between the plasma ions and the atoms of the background gas can

also result in a selective population of certain excited states.

Space resolved x-ray spectroscopy of line emission was carried

out to investigate the role of such different processes.
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X-ray intensity of He- resonance (Is2p 1 Pi - Is2 1 So) and

intercombination (Is2p 3Pi - Is2 * So ) lines was measured using

high spectral resolution configuration. The spatial intensity

variation of these two lines for plasma expansion in air at a

pressure of 0.1 Torr (laser intensity = 3 x 1013 W/cm2) was

studied in detail. For distances beyond 500 urn, the resonance

line intensity decreases much faster compared to that of the

intercombination line. In this region, the ratio of the

intensities of the resonance and intercombination line became

smaller than 1/3, which is the lower limiting value predicted by

earlier models. This has been explained by considering three-body

recombination and charge exchange processes. The singlet and

triplet states for high n levels are populated proportional to

their statistical weights. However, whereas the singlet excited

states preferentially decay to the ground state (which is a

singlet iSo), the triplet excited states dominantly dec&y to the

Is2p 3P state. Therefore the population density in the 2 3Pi

state becomes much larger than that of the 2 1 Pi state resulting

in the observed high value of the ratio.

Space resolved x-ray spectra of magnesium plasma were

recorded in the far expansion zone (x > lmm) for different

background gases and pressures. Iso-intensity contours of various

x-ray lines from He-like and H-like ions and their satellites,

observed for the case of plasma expansion in the helium gas at a

pressure of 4 Torr, are shown in Fig.2.6a. The x-ray emission

regions in gaseous background for all the lines are of much
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larger siae compared to their corresponding values for the case

of plasma expansion in vacuum. This can be understood from tha

population of the excited states of the ions due to an increased

rate of three-body recombination ( Te-9/2) in the faster

cooling plasma in the presence of a background gas[ll,12].

Under certain conditions of the background gas and the

pressure, the spatial profile of x-ray line emission showed a

region of enhanced intensity! 2 for x 10-12 mm. An example is

shown in Fig.2.6b which depicts the iso-intensity contours of the

He- resonance, intercombination line and the j,k satellite

lines (observed at a laser intensity of 1.2 x 1013 W/cm2) for the

case of plasma expansion in nitrogen gas at 1 Torr pressure.

Similar observations were made for nitrogen and helium gases at

higher pressure of 10 Torr. This departure from a monotonically

decreasing x-ray intensity with distance from the target is most

likely due to a charge exchange process occurring between the

plasma ions and the background gas atoms.

2.2.3.3 Spectral Distribution of M-Shell KeV X-ray Conversion

The total keV x-ray energy conversion and its spectral

distribution are important parameters which govern the preheat

temperature distribution in targets driven by soft x-ray (sub-

Kev) emission from laser heated high-Z targets. X-ray spectral

measurements of the M-shell emission of a gold plasma were
o

performed [13] in the wavelength range of 3.5 - 6.0 A. The plasma

produced by irradiating planar gold targets at a laser intensity
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of 2 x 10*3 W/an»a W S H studied using a TAP crystal spaatramatox1

with a resolution of 20 mA. The spectrum showed a number of bands

consisting of lines due to 3d-4p, 3p-4s, 3d-4f 3p-4d, 3p-5p and

3d-5f transitions of Au<5+ to Au 50+ ions. The production of

these ions in the plasma was consistent with the measured

electron temperature of 0.8 KeV at a laser intensity of 2 x 10**

W/cm2.

X-ray conversion efficiency in the KeV region was determined

by ' combining the x-ray spectral data with the P-I-N diode

measurements. Fig.2.7 shows an histogram of the x-ray conversion

versus photon energy. An x-ray conversion efficiency of ~ 0.1%

was determined for the spectral region of 2.0 - 3.6 KeV at a

laser intensity of 2 x 1013 W/cm2. The dominant part of this

emission occurs in energy bands centered at 2.1 KeV due to 3d-4p

and 3d-5f transitions respectively.
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2.3 OPTICAL PROBING OF LASER ABLATED TARGETS

L.J. Dhareshwar, P.A. Naik, H.C. Pant

2.3.1 Introduction

The Laser fusion scheme envisages near isentropic

compression of spherical pellets of fusile material. Ablation of

outer pellet material by high power lasers, causes high pressure

shocks which symmetrically implode the pellet. The pellet gain

(ratio of the output thermal energy by fusion to input laser

energy) depends upon the compression of the pellet material. It

has been shown that a pellet density has to be about 103 times

the solid (reference) density to achieve scientific breakeven.

Several laser-target coupling schemes have been suggested over

the past decade to achieve high pellet densities with minimum

investment of laser energy. Such schemes envisage efficient laser

absorption followed by efficient transport of absorbed laser

energy to ablation front leading to a high hydrodynamic

efficiency. It is therefore essential to fully understand the

various physical processes taking place in the plasma which are

responsible for laser absorption, energy transport and

compression. In the program on "Inertially confined laser

induced fusion and related high temperate high density plasmas"

undertaken by laser Division, one of the topics chosen for

detailed study was "Optical probing of laser ablated targets".

Experimental work presented in -this chapter relates to some of



the problems related to study of high temperature high density

plasmas.

Optical probing of laser ablated targets discussed here

includes :-

i) Setting up of reliable diagnostics such as - optical

interferometry [14] and optical shadowgraphy of laser

ablated targets [15]

ii) Experiments related to hydrodynamics of laser-plasma and the

ablatively accelerated targets [16].

The plasma produced by focussing a laser beam on a solid

target is characterised by time scales of few nanoseconds and

space scales of few hundred microns. An external optical probe

beam focussed to a diffraction limited spot can give a good

spatial resolution. Also, a short pulse laser used as an optical

probe result in a high temporal resolution. The optical probe

beam does not physically disturb the plasma, if its intensity is

low enough and it can probe both the coronal region as well as

dense accelerated target simultaneously. Lasers are most suited

as optical probes for plasmas due to their short pulse

durations, high spectral brightness, low beam divergence, high

spatial and temporal coherence. Experiments described here are

divided into two parts. They are - Investigations on dynamics of

ablatively accelerated targets and studies on laser driven shock

waves.
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2.3.2 Investigations of dynamics of ablativoly accelerated

targets using a second harmonic optical probe beam

The primary objectives of work presented in this area were -

(a) Study of basic parameters that are of vital importance in

the understanding of dynamics of laser irradiated targets,

such as - target velocities, ablation pressures,

hydrodynamic efficiency and the scalling of these parameters

with laser intensity.

(b) Stability of ablatively accelerated thin foil targets in the

presence of irradiation and target non-uniformities.

(c) Evolving new target schemes which can yield better values

for hydrodynamic pax-ameters.

The basic experimental scheme to study the plasmas or

ablatively accelerated target is shown in Fig 2.8. The main beam

of Nd:glass laser of energy 10J-15J, 5 ns duration and 1.06 urn

wavelength is generated from a Nd:YAG oscillator followed by

eight stages of amplification. It is focussed by various lenses

of f/2, f/6 and f/8 effective f numbers to give respectively 30

m, 100 m and 65 m diameter irradiation spots on the target.

20% of the laser beam is split after fifth amplifier and

frequency doubled in a type 1 phase matched KDP crystal. The

pulse duration is reduced [17] to 1-1.5 ns and spatial filtering
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ia done to yield a beam of uniform intensity profile. This

second harmonic pulse is suitably time delayed (time delay is

variable) before being incident on plasma or target in a

direction orthogonal to main beam. A f/2 or f/3.5 objective is

used to image the plasma or accelerated target on to a polaroid

film of speed 3000 AsA with a 6 m spatial resolution. Suitable

filters are used to cut-off plasma luminosity. The targets used

were mostly in the form of thin foils (5 m - 30 m thick)

mounted on a suitable target holder inside an evacuated chamber.

The velocity of the target was measured by recording target

motion at different instants of time as shown in Fig.2.9. The

ablation pressure P form a rocket model is given by the

expression -

where are respectively the target foil velocity

(cms/sec), thickness (cms), density (gms/cm3) and the laser

pulse duration (sees). The variation of ablation pressure as a

function of absorbed laser intensity for a 30 m and 500 m

laser spots are shown in Fig.2.10. Whereas the scaling for a

laser spot is I0- 7 as predicted by theory, for a 30 urn spot it is

I0- <. This discrepancy has been explained on the basis of a

lateral energy transport [18]. Lateral energy transport is

caused when a fraction of the plasma thermal energy ia

transported away from the region directly heated by the laser to

the colder surrounding region. Since the conduction length is a

function of intensity, at given intensity, the fraction of
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incident laser energy transported out of focal region is larger

for a smaller laser spot. This leads to a reduction in the

effective absorbed laser intensity and thus reduction of scaling

factor for a smaller laser spot diameter. It has been shown that

effective absorbed laser intensity Ieff.a scales as I«-5 where

Za is the absorbed laser intensity. Considering Ie«f,a as the

true laser intensity responsible for ablation, for 30 m laser

spot, the ablation pressure can be considered to scale I«- « or

I«. a which closely agrees with predicted value.

A study of time resolved evolution of target foil velocity

profiles show that the target motion becomes increasingly

unstable with laser intensity and time [16]. It is well known

that the spatial intensity profiles of high power laser beams

always have ripples which cause non-uniformities at the ablation

surface. Such ripples at the interface of two fluids (low

density plasma and high density target) grow in amplitude until

the two fluids interpenetrate each other and eventually result in

a very nonuniform motion of the target foil. Non-uniform targets

also can give rise to non-uniform target motion. A systematic

study of the growth of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities in the

presence of target modulation has been conducted [19]. Growth

rates were found to agree with that predicted by theory. In our

experiments, several schemes were tried which could results in

more uniform motion of target foil even in the presence of laser

profile non-uniformities.

The effect of a non-uniform laser profile on target motion
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is seen in Fig.2.lla. The incident laser beam was modulated by

placing an opaque strip diametrically across the laser beam. The

target was a 6 p.m thick plastic foil. In our experiments, we

observed that an enhanced ablation smoothing can be achieved in

target foils coated with a 0.1p.m thick coating of gold [20]. The

target foil motion was extremely smooth even in the presence of

gross non-uniformities in incident laser profiles as seen in

2.11b. The smoothing factor is expressed as -

•p _

where Z max and Z min are the extent of target foil motion at the

points where laser intensity is I max and I min respectively. A

complete smoothing of foil motion would give O and ( would

correspond to no smoothing variation of T* with laser energy

for various types of targets is shown in Fig.2.12. Gold coated

foils shown complete smoothing for modulation scale lengths of 76

m even at laser intensities less than 1012 W/cm2. For scale

length of 150 m, "f* drops by more than 60% at an intensity of

1.2 x 10*2 W/cm2. The plasma from a gold coated target exist

amounts of X-rays in the photon energy range of 0.1 - 1.5

keV. These X-rays are effectively absorbed by the plastic

target. The smoothing factor is given by the expression TI

= exp (-KD) where D is the distance between absorption and

conduction region and K is the spatial frequency of non-

uniformity. The intense X-ray emission in the conduction region

tends to increase since X-rays can penetrate deeper into the
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to th«ir «h«rt wavalangth. Also, du« tt< th«ir

iao-tropic emission. X-rays heat the unirradiated regions also in

the conduction region tending to smoothen out the non-

uniformities caused in ablation profile.

Through such a scb ne of using a high Z ablator layer has

resulted in smoothening target motion, plasmas from high Z

ablators suffer form high radiation losses. This high loss can

result in a poorer ablation efficiency. So, another target

scheme was tried which could not only give a smoother target

motion but also a higher ablation pressure and hydrodynamic

efficiency [21]. In this scheme, a high Z material in powder

form (3 m particle size) was uniformly doped within the body of

the plastic target foil. The level of doping was kept low enough

so that the radiation losses were small but large enough to

provide adequate smoothing. 17 m thick zapon foils doped with

22% by weight of tungsten powder were used. X-ray emission loss

wad 5 times than in the case of pure tungsten target. There was

a 25% increase in ablation pressure as shown in Fig.2.13.

Ablation smoothing was so good in these foils that even 14 ns

after laser pulses, foil motion was seen to be extremely uniform

whereas, an undoped plastic target showed complete break up which

is seen in Fig.2.14.

Optical probing of laser irradiated targets have shown

strong plasma jetting or break up of ablating plasmas [22].
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ThoH« plasma jata appaar vary similar to the Mtruotureta produced

duo to laser beam filamentation. However, there are striking

differences. Plasma jets appear after the laser pulse and they

do not affect the uniformity of motion of the targets. They are

present outside the cone angle of the focussed laser beam and

they have a strong dependence on target material as shown in the

inset of 2.15. Experiments were conducted with eleven elements

whose atomic numbers varied from 5 to 82. An important

observation was that the plasma jeeting was intense in elements

which are characterised by high radiation losses [23]. The

extent of plasma jetting was quantified by the parameter d-i

where d is the average jet diameter. Measurement of d was done

at a fixed distance from the target surface. Fig.2.15 shows the

dependance of extent of plasma jetting on radiation losses from

the plasma. Also, X-ray pinhole picture of a jet recorded in a

gold plasma shows X-ray emission being several times that of

backgroung plasma Fig.2.16a. The plasma density in the Jet

region is seen to be 5 to 10 times that of the density of

background plasma as shown by the plasma interferogram in

Fig.2.16b. Based on these experimental findings, an analytical

model for a radiation cooling instability in the plasma corona is

being worked out [24]. In the coronal region of plasma when the

plasma is optically thin to its radiative losses, any local

enhancement of density leads to an increased radiative loss.

\ This is followed by a reduction in temperature and plasma

pressure resulting in plasma from the neighbouring region being

pushed into this region. Thus, this instability can grow causing

plasma density jets to develop.
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2.3.3 Study of laser induced shocks in plexiglass targots

Preliminary experiments were conducted to study laser

induced shock wave propagation in a solid plexiglass target. In

these experiments, shock pressure values, scaling of shock

pressure with laser intensity and uniformity of shock fronts were

studied [25]. Shock fronts propagating inside the target were

recorded by optical shadowgraphy technique. The 1-1.5 ns duration

second harmonic pulse was used to record position of the shock

front inside the target at different times. A typical shadowgram

at an instant of 144 ns after laser pulse is shown in the inset

of Fig.2.17. The distance moved by the shock front versus time

gives the shock trajectory shown in Fig.2.17. The motion of the

shock front is assumed self similar with a propagation equation

given by -

X = At*

where i<. =0.6, X and t are the distance and time.

The constant A is related to peak pressure by expression -

A - k(P//o)
1/2x'-*

where k = 1.283, P is the target density and t is the duration

of shock pulse, which is taken as a square pulse of 3.5 ns

duration. From the shock trajectory, the best fit valve for A

can be obtained from which P is calculated. The scaling of shock

pressure with laser intensity is shown in Fig.2.IB Plot (a). The

scaling factor of 0.66 matches well with theory. A thin ablator

layer of gold which serves as an ablation smoothing agent was
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ablation smoothing on shock fronts using gold ablator layers was

also studied. In these experiments. shadowgrams of shockfronts

propagating inside the target was recorded with a gold ablator

layer, in the presence of laser beam non-uniformities. Presence

of a 0.1 m thick gold layer is seen to smoothen out the

shockfront as seen in Fig 2.19. The non-uniform shockfront is

clearly visible in the absence cf the gold coating. Shock

pressure valves in the case of gold coating are found to be

almost twice those in uncoated plexiglass at about 5 x 1012 W/cm2

laser intensity shown in Plot (b) of Fig 11. This increased

ablation pressure can be well explained by the X-rays generated

from gold plasma which cause enhanced ablation [26]. The

increased pressure value can be explained taking into

consideration the fraction of laser energy emitted as X-raya

which are responsible for an increased ablation of the target.

The values of shock pressures in the case of both coated and

uncoa-ted targets agree well with the values calculated using a

one dimensional Lagragian hydrodynamic simulation.
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2.4 Plaama Ablation and Radiation Transport

T. Desai and H.C. Pant

2.4.1 Expermental Studies on Ablation Parameters

Compression of DT filled spherical pellets are of current

interest in inertial confirnment fusion programme. Because, the

entire energy requirement for central ignition is derived from

the kinetic energy of the imploding shell. Therefore generation

of high pressure and proper diagnostic techniques for accurate

measurement are important. In this work we report 2 diagnostic

techniques developed in our laboratory for the ablation pressure

estimation and the results obtained thereby are discussed.

A) Cone calorimeter - It is an anodized aluminium hollow cone

of 20 mm base diameter and 60 mm height. The schematic of the

experimental set up is shown in Fig.2.20. The outer surface of

the cone was thermally connected with a series of chromel

constantan thermocouples. The sensitivity of the calorimeter

was estimated to the 200 uV/Joule of energy deposition inside the

cone surface. This was placed at 15 mm behind the target rear

surface with the open base facing the target. The calorimeter

was used for directly estimating the kinetic energy of the laser

accelerated target foil. The calibration and accuracy of

measurement are discussed in ref.27. Experiments using cone

calorimeter require thin foil targets. Under an intense laser

interaction with the target, material is ablated over a thickness
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"dt" and th» high pr«HBur» g«msr»t»d du<s tc tho momontum o£ this

ablating plasma detaches and accelerates the unablated target in

the interaction region. This is deposited inside the cone-

calorimater. Assuming the entire kinetic energy is converted

into the thermal energy of the cone, the kinetic energy (Ec) of

the detached foil was estimated from which one can infer the

terminal velocity Vf of the accelerated foil [27].

where r= focal spot radius f, t are target foil thickness and

density. Ablation pressure p= _ftvf/T, T, is the

acceleration time - laser pulse duration. we can also infer

other ablation parameters using the experimental data of cone

calorimeter. The hydrodynamic efficiency nh is defined as the

ratio of the Kinetic energy of the accelerated target to the

absorbed laser energy.

nh = Ec /Ea

where Ea is the absorbed laser energy on the target surface. A

simple calculation from nh, provide the ablation thickness and

mass ablation rate as given below.

Ablation thickness dt = 2t

and mass ablation rate
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Though th© toahniquw is simple it providos th» oHtitn»-fcion of

ablation parameters with an accuracy comparable to other

published literature.

Using the cone-calorimetric data, the minimum foil thickness

required in order to overcome the edge effect has been studied

[28] which otherwise provide erroneous results. The role of

target atomic number in the study of the validity of the

theoretical prediction in ablation studies has been checked. The

ablation pressure of Zapon (CBH7O11N3) (Z=5) and aluminium (Z=13)

has been experimentally measured to study the effect of target

atomic number on ablation pressure scaling. The transition of

pressure scaling from self regulating (PoQ 10.77) -to deflagration

(PoCI-88) has been observed. Fig 2.21 represents the variation

of ablation pressure with absorbed laser intensity for Zapon. A

smooth transition occurs at I • 6 x 1012 W/cm2 for Zapon and for

I •• 101 3 W/cm2 for aluminium. The discrepancy in the behaviour

of Zapon target as compared to aluminium can be attributed to

target atomic number as other conditions ere identical. At low

intensity 1^5 x 1012 W/cm2 for both the targets, the plasma is

highly collisional and laser radiation undergoes collisional

absorption in the subcritical corona. Therefore very little

radiation reaches the critical density. However, with the

increase of laser intensity collision rate decreases for Zapon

and the critical density deposition probability increases where

as far aluminium it continues up to I •*• 1013 W/cm2 . The

results were supported by two dimensional hydrodynamic code

simulations.
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B) A 3imple technique for pressure measurement - A simple

technique for the measurement of ablation pressure was also

proposed and was successfully demonstrated [29]. The schematic

of the set up is shown in Fig. 2.22. This involves a double foil

method, (target and impact foils with known spacing), He-Ne laser

as probe beam incident at the centre of the rear surface of

impact foil and a storage oscilloscope for detecting the

reflected probe signal through a photo diode. In this method

laser radiation is focussed on the target foil. The bulk of the

target foil which is detached in the focal spot region due to

laser induced ablation, traverses the distance upto the impact

foil and collides on the front surface of the impact foil. The

shock wave thus produced traverses the thickness of the impact

foil and unloads at the rear surface causing distortion in its

reflectivity. This causes a sudden fall in the steady photodiode

signal which was observed on the oscilloscope. The reflectivity

fall is attributed to the cold dense plasma formed at the shock

breakout time. The time interval between the onset of laser beam

(recorded through the scattered laser beam) on the target surface

and beginning of reflectivity fall of the impact foils, rear

surface provides the time of flight of the accelerated target as

shown in Fig.2.23. Thus terminal velocity (v) can be determined

as a ratio seperation between the target and impact foil to time

of flight. Knowing v, ablation pressures is estimated using the

above mentioned formula P = P t V / ^ .

ftV/t. Fig 2.24 shows ablation pressure with various absorbed

laser intensities. Despite the simplicity of the technique, a

good agreement with the experimental results of various other
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complicated methods has been obtained. This technique is more

suitable for long wavelength laser like COz laser (10.6 urn) where

it is difficult to obtain a probe beam for optical shadowgraph/

of target motion.

2.4.2 Radiation Transport

Short wavelength lasers are known to be better drivers for

laser induced intertial confinement fusion. Considering the

limitation of laser wavelength and lack of uniform smoothing

provided by them, the choice of laser wavelength is still open to

discussion. However the present trend is to convert an incident

laser radiation by Irradiating on a high Z target like gold, in

to soft X-rays and use them as a driver for fusion reactions.

A. Ablation pressure and mass ablation rate measurement

In the present work we have irradiated a 12.5 Mm thick gold

foil with 1.06 Mm laser radiation of an optical energy 20 joules

in 5 na. The focal spot intensity on the target was in the range

of 10iJ - 2 x 101 3 W/cm2. Using a rearside cone calorimeter as a

diagnostic technique, ablation pressure (P) responsible for

target acceleration and mass ablation rate (m) have been

determined [30]. Experimental results reveal that there is an

increase in P and m as compared to theoretical predictions using

a simple self regulating model. The increase is attributed to

radiation effect The incident laser radiation undergoes

collisional absorption in the coronal gold plasma and the high
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density, high temperature plasma region generates isotropic X-

rays. The X-ray moving into the dense matter undergo radiation

diffusion due to frequency down conversion. Therefore, tha

ablation phenomena is not due to laser radiation alone, but, now

coupled with x-radiation diffusion effect. Thus a combined

effect of {hydrodynamics and x-radiation has to be taken into

account and this results in an increase of P and m. The effect

of x-radiation diffusion is responsible for shifting of Chapman-

Jouget (C-J) point to high density plasma. The results have also

been supported by theory and code-calculations. Similar results

were observed for copper target also.

B. Effect of X-ray transmission on ablation pressure

measurement

In an another set up, the pressure measurements were made

for 2.5 urn thick gold foil and results were compared with 12.5 urn

gold [31]. The pressure estimated for 2.5 fim foil were found to

be less than that of 12.5 |am foil as shown in Fig 2.25. Using

one dimentional, 1 Lagrangian hydrodynainic code, it is shown that

a significant fraction of the X-ray radiation is transmitted

through 2.5p.m thick foil and thus lower ablation pressure

results.
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C. Effect of x-radiation on hydrodynamic efficiency

In laser driven fusion concept, an inward uniform motion of

the spherical pellet is important. A spatial non uniform

intensity distribution, filamentation and diffraction can

introduce non-uniformity in ablation. A simple way to overcome

this effect, is to coat the pellet surface with a thin layer of

gold. This has been advantageous in ablation smoothing. The

effect of . gold layer on hydrodynamic efficiency was however not

studied. In a calorimetric study we have measured the

hydrodynamic efficiency of 6 urn aluminium and 0.1 urn gold layer

on 6 urn aluminium [32] and also plastic of thickness of 10 ixm and

0.1 urn gold on plastic [33]. The comparative study shows that at

an intensity of 5 x 10*2 W/cm2, the fall in the hydrodynamic

efficiency of gold coated target is decreased by «- 10% as

compared to pure material. Thi3 is due to x-radiation absorption

in the dense matter which compensates the drastic fall of

hydrodynamic efficiency. The results suggest the efficiency of

thin gold layer on the pellet surface.

D. X-ray induced ablation

X-ray induced ablation in solid targets was measured in our

laboratory using cone calorimetry and optical shadowgraphy

diagnostics. The aim of the experiments presented here was to

measure the X-ray induced ablation pressure in aluminium targets

and determine the scaling of pressure with X-ray intensity.

Experimental set up is shown in Fig.2.26.
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A solid gold target (Ti ) was used to convert the 1.06jjjn

laser radiation into soft X-rays. A second target Ta was a 6 p.m

aluminium foil placed perpendicular to Ti at a distance of 1 mm

from the edge of the gold foil. This target was thu3 exposed and

ablated only by X-rays from the plasma generated in Ti . The cone

calorimeter placed directly behind T2 measured the kinetic energy

of the accelerated and detached foil and thus provide the

measurement of the velocity of the target foil T2. A second

harmonic probe beam was generated by splitting a fraction of the

main laser beam and frequency upconverting in a KDP crystal.

This probe pulse was optically delayed 65 ns with respect to the

main laser pulse and was used as a probe for optical shadowgraphy

as shown in Fig 2.26. The motion of the target foil was imaged

by a F/l.2 objective lens on a 3000 AsA Polaroid film with a 20x

magnification and 10 urn spatial resolution. Recording of foil

shadowgram before X-ray incidence and 65 ns after plasma

formation could give us the velocity of target foil T2. The foil

velocities determined from these two diagnostics were identical.

The pressure due to ablation by X-rays is then given by the

expression -

where \J,"£; P are the velocity, thickness and density of foil T2

and T is the laser pulse duration.

The ablation pressure versus the X-ray intensity using a

gold target with both diagnostics is shown in Fig 2.27. The

fraction of the incident laser energy that is converted into X-

ray energy is given by the expression -

c -4. 0-?5

| L 6 S X I O + * T : *
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where

where EL is the incident laser energy, Z is the target atomic

number, II the incident laser intensity (W/cm2 ), TV; 'the laser

wavelength (Mm) . The X-ray induced ablation pressure in the 6 jjum

aluminum target is found to scale as 10.7 6 where Ix is the

incident X-ray intensity. This scaling is found to agree with

the value predicted by a self regulating model. Also, we observe

that the values of ablation pressure in this scheme are much

higher than those values which we would have obtained for 1.06 p.m

laser radiation. This enhanced ablation pressure is due to

shorter wavelength X-rays which leads to higher mass ablation

rates.

In addition, as a precaution, a Langmuir probe was used to

prove that plasma impinging on the target T2 was negligible and

ablation pressure generated on the target was due to X-rays

alone. A confirmative support was derived for X-ray induced

ablation by using a plastic target (where X-ray yield is poor) in

place of gold and in such case target T2 remained intact. This

also proves the fact that the enhanced ablation pressures

reported by us in target T2 is indeed due to x-rays [34].
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2.4.3 Characteristics of fieflected Laser Radiation from Laser

Produced Plasmaa

Irradiation of a solid target by an intense laser beam

instantly creats a dense and hot plasma at the target surface and

the plasma rapidly expands towards the target normal. The

incident laser radiation is absorbed either by classical or

anomalous absorption in the expanding plasma. The total

absorption is estimated via the optical energy abalance by

measuring the reflection losses during the laser plasma

interaction. As th* bean propagates it. is partially absorbed on

its way up the density gradient. The unabsorbed laser light

after reaching the critical density undergoes total internal

reflection due to frequency matching (WP= WL) and it is absorbed

again while travelling down the density gradient. A fraction of

the laser radiation after the two way travel along the plasma

length is rejected by the plasma. Reflection of laser beam is

although a loss to the laser plasma coupling system, this

provides a direct measure for the extent of laser absorption.

The reflected incident beam is studied as stimulated Brillouim

scatter (SBS) and specular reflection. Typical way to isolate

them experimentally is to give a slight angle between the target

normal and laser beam axis. Under such a condition specular

reflection is collected as a geometrical reflection.
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Since the SBS traces "the same cone of incidence and specular

reflection takes place in the neighbourhood of the critical

density surface, these reflected radiations can be used as a

diagnostic tools for understanding the plasma behaviour at the

point of reflection. In this work we present spatial

characteristics of the specularly reflected laser light and

polarization characteristics of SBS and specularly reflected

radiation. For analysing the experimental results of

polarization characteristics a theoretical model has been

proposed and discussed.

Experiments were conducted using a plane polarized 20 J/5 ns

bfd: glass laser system and the set up is shown in Fig. 2. 28. The

laser beam was focussed using a f/10 aspheric lens,

antireflection coated for 1.06 jim laser wavelength. The laser

focal spot at the target surface was 160 Mm (FWHM) with 80%

energy contained within it. A massive copper surface polished to

an optical finish was used as a target. Planarity of the target

was checked un-'»r microscope and also by reflection of He-Ne

laser beam. The targets showing neat specular reflection spot

were selected for experiments. The targets were irradiated in a

high vacuum interaction chamber and for each laser shot a fresh

target surface was used without disturbing the laser focussing

conditions. The angle between the target normal and the laser

beam was kept 22.5°, so that the specular reflection occured at

45° to the laser axis. The solid angle of incidence subtended at

the target surface was 6°. The specularly reflected beam was
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collected using f/2 lens. The Incident, and specularly reflected

light, were measured using energy meters. The spatial extent of.

specular reflection was measured by placing various size

apertures on the reflection collecting l«ns. The aperture

diameter placed thus defines the solid cone ang?.e of the specular

reflection received. For each aperture specular reflectivity was

estimated by varying the incident laser energy as the target

surface by appropriate use of neutral density filters. The

incident laser beam was plane p-polarised. care was taken to

avoid any possible depolarization in the laser beam by

introducing a thin film polarizer at the exit of the laser

system. The degree of polarization of the incident beam was

checked using an analyser. When the polarizer and analyser ware

in crossed position, the transmitted laser radiation energy

through the analyser was found to be zero. This ensured a high

degree of polarisation of the incident beam. For the study of

polarization characteristics of the SBS and specular light,

analysers were placed on the respective eneigy meter as in

Fig.2.22. Initially a flat glass surface was placed at the

centre of interaction chamber as a target. The characteristics

of the SBS and specularly reflected beam were studied by rotating

the analyser. The polarization characteristics of the specularly

reflected light from copper plasma were recorded by rotating the

analyser from its maximum intensity position. The rotation of

the analyser was 2° each time.
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Fig.2.29 represents the variation of speoular reflectivity

at different solid cone of acceptance with incident laser energy.

Specular reflectivity is defined as the ratio of absolute energy

of specular reflection to incident laser energy. As seen from

the figure 2.29 the reflectivity decreases for 6<> and 18© cone

angle as incident laser intensity increases where as for 40°

collection cone angle reflectivity builds up. The entire

specular reflection is nearly contained in 18° solid angle for an

incident intensity 1-1012 W/cm2.

The experimental results infer that the specular reflection

cone angle is larger than the incident solid angle. This is

because the reflectivity is continuously decreasing even though

the incident flux is increased for small collecting cone angle

unlike 40° solid angle where growth of specular reflectivity is

observed. This means a partial collection of specular reflection

due to the aperture defined acceptance angle which is same as the

incident solid cone (6°) angle. This implies a divergence of

specular reflection over the incident cone angle. The initial

target surface was well polished and had a clean specular

reflection of He-Ne laser beam, assured the surface accuracy.

This precludes any possibility of target surface roughness.

Since the reflecton occurs from near-critical layer, the

broadening of reflection cone mean a non-planar or rippled

critical surface.
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The reason for diffused specular reflection an be

understood by the ourvature induced in the constant density

plasma surface in the neighbourhood of the critical density.

Using a two dimensional hydrodynamic code, critical density

plasma profiles were obtained for differnent incident laser

intensities like 5 x 10iUnd 5 x 1012 W/cm2 as shown in figure

2.30. Code simulations has been done by considering a smooth

gaussian profile for the incident laser beam. However, in our

case, incident laser beam had intensity fluctuations of about 15%

riding over the spatial profile due to hot spots in the focal

spot area. Therefore small scale intensity fluctuations are

expected to ride over the smooth profile. The possible

explaination of the angular extent of specular reflection as

compared to perfect mirror reflection include refraction of the

specular reflection, a smooth but curved critical surface, a

rough critical surface, a photon-plasma wave scattering process

or most likely a combination of the above. From fig. 2.30, it is

clear that the constant density profile curvature is a function

of laser intensity for a given laser spot diameter. A laser

radiation entering such a density crater at non-zero angle of

incidence is likely to be reflected at larger angle than the

incident one. Since the cratering is caused due to radiation

pressure, it's curvature is expected to enhance with laser

intensity. As the crater depth increases with increasing

intensity, the concavatiy of the crater will be more pronounced

for small spots and thus the reflected radiation trajectory from

crater wall will have more diffused angle than the centre which
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la near planar. The diffusing angle la small for low laser

intensity, 5 x 1011 W/cm2 due to Iea3 curved critical density

layer. A simple illustration is shown in figure 2.30. However,

it should be kept in mind that specular reflection is taking

place from the curved and rippled surface. Associated with

craters are a concave critical surface and strong transverse

density gradients in the under dense region which enhance

resonance absorption.

Another important results of the present experimental study

UBS the depolarization of the specularly reflectevl radiation.

Fig.2.31 shows specular reflectivity as an angle of the analyser

for glass (a) and copper (b) targets and it is clear that some

depolarization of the incident beam does exist from a copper

plasma. The depolarization of the specularly reflected beam is

analysed by considering the transient random magnetic fields near

the critical surface [35],[36] Fig. 2.32 shows that the plane of

polarization of SBS is rotated as compared to the incident p-

polarized beam by 8°. Results are analysed by calculating the

axial magnetic field [37], The axial magentic field near the

critical density is very small •« 0.031 Gauss but has a maximum

value of 7464 Gauss at the electron density of 10i®/cc. The

plane of polarization of the incident beam is rotated by 5.4

degrees on it's forward journey in the plasma and by an equal

amount during back reflection. Thus experimental result of 8*

rotation can be explained with the analytical model.
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2.5 FABRICATION & CHARACTERIZATION OF GLAGSMICROBALLOON

LASER TARGETS

2.5.1 Introduction :

A programme on 'Inertially Confined Laser Induced Fusion &

Related High Temperature High Density Plasmas' was undertaken in

Laser Division. One of the aims of the programme was the

production of fusion plasma by symmetrical irradiation of a small

mass of fusile gases with four beams of a high power laser. A

simple means of locating the gases precisely w.r.t. focussed

laser beam consists of confining the gas into a glass

microballoon. Moreover glass microballoon targets have been

widely used in exploding pusher mode for experimental

investigation of compression and heating of laser produced

plasmas and thereby verifying the theoretical computational codes

related to laser fusion.

Glass microballoons are commercially produced on large scale

for use as filler in paints, epoxy resins and explosives, and are

available at a rate of a few hundred rupees per kilogram. But in

order to be used as a laser target a glass microballoon has to

meet stringent demands in respects of its sphericity, uniformity

of wall thickness and its surface finish. It has been reported

that one out of a million of commercially produced microballoons

satisfy these requirements[38]. Moreover the processes involved

in picking up the good microballoon from the lot are cumbersome
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and time consuming. Hence alternative methods of producing glass

balloons of controllable dimensions have been developed. Out of

the various methods of glass microballoons production reported in

literature we adopted the so called,'Liquid Droplet Method',

which basically consists of producing uniform sized droplets of

solution of glass forming compounds and subsequently converting

them into glass microballoons, since it was found more amenable

to control of various parameters. A typical composition of the

adqueous solution used for production of glass microballoons is

given in TABLE 1.

2.5.2 Experimental set-up

Various methods of producing liquid droplets such as

vibrating reed electrostatic spraying, and oscillating meniscus

were studied experimentally. Similarly an experimental

investigation of conversion of the droplets into glass

micr* \1loons was carried out. The efforts finally led to the

design, fabrication and commissioning of an experimental facility

for batch production of the glass balloons. The facility

basically consists of a 'Liquid Droplet Generator' which produces

a directed stream of uniform sized droplets and a vertical

furnace which converts the freely falling droplets into glass

microballoons[39].
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2.5.3 Liquid Droplet. Genera-tor

A schematic diagram of the liquid droplet generator is shown

in fig.2.33 [40]. It exploits the phenomenon of disintegration

of cylindrical liquid jets under the action of capillary waves

into a stream of uniformly sized liquid droplets. The jet is

formed by forcing the solution under pressure (1-2 atm) through a

glass capillary specially made for this purpose. The procedure

for making the capillary and mounting it in the generator are

described elsewhere [40]. A piezoelectric transducer (PZT),

mechanically coupled to the capillary, makes it vibrate in the

vertical plane, thereby imposing longitudinal disturbance on the

liquid jet. A thin layer grease is used to eliminate any air gap

between the capillary and the transducer. The electronic circuit

used to drive the transducer is shown schematically in figure

2.34. The sinusoidal signal from the 8038 function generator is

amplified to 15V by the 741 operational amplifier. The amplified

signal drives the transducer. The frequency of the signal can be

varied between 5 and 45 kHz. Since the piezoelectric transducer

possesses a resonance frequency at 15 kHz, it is normally

operated at this frequency. Thus the generator produces droplets

at the rate of 15000 drops per second with an interdroplet

separation typically of a few hundred microns. It was

experimentally observed that when such a stream of droplets was

introduced in the furnace some of them coalesce before

dehydrating and gave rise to a wide distribution in size of the

glass microballoons. In order to increase the interdroplet
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distance only one out of every fifty drops produced was

introduced into the furnace as depicted in Fig.2.33. Induction

charging and electrostatic deflection of the charged droplets are

used to deflect 49 out of 50 droplets produced away from the

entrance to the furnace.

2.5.4 Furnace

The schematic diagram of the vertical furnace used to

dehydrate the solution droplets and subsequently convert them

into glass microballoons is shown in fig.2.35. It comprises of

two zones (1) the upper zone in which air temperature ranges

between 200°C - 400°C, the muffle is in this part is made of

quartz tube 70 mm I.D. and 2 meter long and heated with resistive

heating elements of nichrome wire. As the droplet falls through

this zone it is converted into dehydrated gel microKphere. The

lower zone, 1.3 meter long is maintained at a temperature

exceeding 100°C. The muffle in this zone consists of a 70 mm I.D.

alumina tube which is heated by means of silicone carbide

elements. A downward draft of air is maintained in the furnace

with the help of an exhaust fan mounted at the base of the

furnace in order to direct the light gel microsphares into the

conversion zone. As the temperature of the gel-microspheres rise

above the melting point of soda glass, the glass forming

compounds fuse into glass. The gases released during this fusion

process prevent complete collapse of the molten glass layers

under the action of surface tension. A locking arrangement

mounted near the base allows the removal of the glass
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microballoons without disturbing the air flow in the furnace.

2.5.5 Experimental Results

The experimental facility described above ia rountinely used

for batch production of glass microballoons. The diameters and

thickness of the glass microballoons produced could be varied

over the ranges 50-300 urn and 0.5 to 5 urn respectively. 80% of

the balloon were found to have diameters within 10% of the

mean value.

2.5.6 Development of Electronic Stroboscope

During the course of work on development of liquid droplet

generator a need was felt for visual observation of the

disintegration process of the liquid jets. This prompted in-house

development of an electonic stroboscope. The stroboscope uses a

linear flash lamp, with a 25mm are length and 5 mm inner diameter

and filled with xenon gas at pressure of 100 torr. The lamp was

made by Technical Physics and Prototype Engineering Division,

BARC. Fig.2.36 shows the circuit diagram of the stroboscope, the

detailed description of the stroboscope is described

elsewhere[41]. Figure 2.37 shows the block diagram of the

electronics used for externally synchronizing the droplets

production with the strobe light. The sinusoidal signal from the

oscillator of the piezoelectric crystal driver supply is

converted into a squarewave using a schimelt trigger 311. As the

frequency of this signal ( 10 kHz) is higher than the maximum
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operating frequency (400 kHz) of the stroboscope a divider

circuit is used to provide one pulse for every 100 cycles of the

crystal-driving oscillations. This is accomplished by using two

decade counters 7490 in series. In order to observe the shape of

the jet at different stages of droplet formation, a variable

delay over one time period of the oscillator frequency is

provided using monostable vibrator 74121. The output is given to

another monostable vibrator 74121 providing 30 us pulses which

are used to fire the gate of SCR.

The frequency of stroboscope can be varied continuously over

a range 20-400 Hz. The stroboscope has been routinely used for

visual observation and photographic recording of disintegration

of liquid jets.

2.5.7 Production of Charged Liquid Drops

During the early stages of the work on generation of

uniform sized droplets, the method based on electric atomization

was investigated. A description of the experimental set up along

with the results is given elsewhere[42]. Uniform sized and

charged drops upto minimum size of 75 p.m were produced. However,

this method could not be used for the purpose of making glass

microballoons since some of the droplets impinged on the walls of

the furnace and the resultant charged impeded the entrance of

subsequent droplets into the furnace.
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2.5.8 Characterization of Glass Microballoons b> Optical

Means

Preliminary and rapid inspection of glass miaroballoonc

obtained directly from the furnace is carried out using s.n

optical microscope. This technique is based on refractive

properties of glass microballoons. Briefly, when an microballoon

is viewed in transilluminated light through a microscope focused

on the surface upon which it rest, it appears as bright circular

disc surrounded by a black ring a shown in Fig.2.38. The radial

symmetry of this image is a measure of wall uniformity and

sphericity of balloon. Also the ratio of inside diameter of the

blank ring (DIBR) to the outer diameter (Do) of balloo.it is a

function of wall thickness.

A simple theoretical model which calculates the actual ray

pahh through a perfect microballoon was developed[43]. The modal

has been described in detail elsewhere[44]. Using this model, a

calibration curve relating the ratio DIBR/Do to wall thickness

was generated as shown in fig.2.39.

The experimental photomicrograph of glass microballoons were

scanned with microdensltometer. The ratio DIBR/Do obtained from

the scan was used to derive wall thickness as well as wall

uniformity.
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The glass microballoons were further characterised

accurately by interference technique[44]. The interferogram

produced by a perfect microballoon consists of a concentric

circular rings. An imperfect glass microballoon gives rise to

asymmetry in the interferogram e.g. shift of the ring centre with

respect to the centre of the balloon or distortion of the ring

shape etc. Measurement of this asymmetry forms the basis for

characterizing uniformity in the wall thickness. Thickness is

determined by measuring the spacing between adjacent fringes.

A Zamin Lebedev Interference microscope was utilized for

obtaining the interferogram of mjcroballoons. The experimental

interference pattern of glass microballoons fabricated in our

laboratory is shown in Fig.2.40.

In order1 to calculate wall thickness, a computer code was

developed which ultimately calculates the increase in optical

path length as one moves from the rays passing through the centre

of microballoon to those at the edge. A series of calculated

curves relating dimensionless optical path length and

dimerxsionless planer radius were computed for different discrete

values of R2/R1 where R2 & Rl denote the outer and inner radius

of microballoon respectively. These results are depicted in

Fig.2.41.
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The diametric microdansitomater scan of the interference

pattern of glass microbal loon having outer diameter of 83 um is

shown in fig.2.42. The values of wall thickness, wall uniformity

and wall thickness measured by this method agreed with the

measurement of refraction technique within 10X. Glass

microballoons fabricated were found to have sphericity and wall

uniformity better than 10%.
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T A B L E - I

Composition of Solution of Glass Forming Compounds

Component, Amount

NaaO : 2.9 SiC-2 146.0 g

HaBOs 8.7 g

KOH 16.3 g

Water 1000.0 g
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CHAPTER III

3. DYE LASERS

3.1 Introduction

The dyo laser is the most convenient source for applications

which require high spectral purity and wavelength tunability from

the UV co the near IR. The Laser & Plasma Technology Division has

been actively involved in the design, development and study of

narrowband, tunable, pulsed dye laser oscillators and oscillator-

amplifier systems.

3.2 Spectral Modulations in Broad Band pulsed dye lasers

Strong periodic modulations were observed [1] under certain

alignment conditions in the spectrum of a broad-band transversely

pumped pulsed dye laser which did not contain any intra-cavity

wavelength selective element. These modulations were shown to

arise from two beam interference introduced by the dye cells

commonly used in these lasers.

When the axial modes are not resolved, the output of a

broad-band dye laser is expected to- show a smooth non-structured

spectral profile, in the absence of wavelength selective
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elements. Contrary to this, we have observed strongly modulated

periodic structure in the spectrum of a broad-band dye laser

transversely pumped by a Copper Vapour Laser (CVL).

The resonator used in our study is shown schematically in

fig.3.1. A flow dye cell of fused silica with an interval path

length of 8mm and containing a flowing solution of Rh6G in

ethanol, has pumped by a 3 watt CVL at a repetition rate of 5

kHz. The resonator contained a broad band high reflectivity

mirror M on one side and an uncoated wedge W (Wedge angle 5°) on

the other.

When the mirror M is kept perpendicular fig.3.1(b), to the

fluorescence emerging from the pencil-like gain medium, an

intense, low divergence beam emerges from the other side of dye

cell owing to the high amplification of the radiation fed back by

M. On rotating M slightly about the vertical axis (perpendicular

to the plane of the paper) this beam breaks up into 2 parts - a

direct part (D) and a reflected part (R) arising from the strong

grazing incidence reflection at the liquid - dye cell (L-D)

interface. When the laser was aligned on the reflected beam with

0=2° (Fig.3.la), the input was smooth as shown in fig.3.2(a).

When the laser was aligned on the direct beam, the output beam

enhibited a strongly modulated periodic spectrum (fig.3.2b) with

an FSR of 0.44 + 0.02 nra, varying slightly over the full

spectrum. On aligning the laser on the reflected beam at grazing

angle smaller than 2°, modulations of intermediate strength were

observed, but FSR was not affected.
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The experimental observations are as follows:

The dye cells used are transparent on both aides of the L-D

interface. Hence different parts of the incident beam pass

through two different optical regions with an optical path

difference of ( uo - ui )h where us and ui are the refractive

indices of fused silica and the liquid, respectively, h is the

interval path length of the cell. On passing through the cell,

diffraction takes place at the interface. In a direction parallel

to the incident beam at the interface position, the diffracted

light fields from the different optical regions interfere, with

the interface extrema appearing at wavelengths satisfying the

condition (u.,-/u)h = n$ where m is an integer. The FSR is given by

with M.. = 1.458 at 7\ = 573 nm and U, =1.362 for ethanol,

one has A^ = 0-43 nm matching fairly well with the experimental

value.

When the dye cell is used with the laser active medium

inside the resonator and aligned on the direct beam, the

intracavity laser beam is diffracted by the narrow gain region as

well as the interface and hence the beam diverges. This divergent

beam when fed back by the mirrors, is intercepted by the L-D

interface resulting in a similar interference effect on each trip

through the cell. Hence a selective feedback is present along the

alignment direction, at wavelengths seperated by A7l . This effect

is enhanced by laser action resulting in the strongly modulated
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periodic opea-trum In a resonator* aligned on the refloated beam)

the intracavity beam is not split up into two parts by the

interface, and hence such interference does not take place.

3.3 Effect of Exci ted-Stato Absorption at Signal Wavelength

in Pulsed Dye Laser Amplifiers

The effect of excited state absorption (ESA) at the laser

wavelength in transversely pumped dye laser amplifiers was

theoretically examined [?. | Assuming steady state conditions, it

was shown that ESA along with ground state absorption introduces

a non-linear loss term in t.h<=- amplifier equation. An Improved

expression for fche saturated gain was obtained and it was shown

that the amplifier extraction efficiency does not saturate with

increase in signal input power, but shows a maximum and then

decreases. These theoretical results were compared with

experimental measurements in CVL pumped dye laser amplifiers.

The rate of equations with ESA at the laser wavelength/^are

+ ^ N o I j L - N ^ --CO

"'CZ)

where C~Qp . <TO^ , 6~,a , O/ttol (T"e. are the cross

sections, respectively for ground state absorption (GSA) at pump

wavelength and GSA, ESA and stimulated emission at 0^Q_ • "7L, is

the spontaneous decay life time of the first excited singlet

state. No and Ni are the ground state and the first excited state

molecular densities. IP and II are pump-laser and dye laser
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intensities in photons/cm2sec.

Assuming a steady state condition which is reasonable for

tha atnpplifier equation can he written as

where the small signal gain go, the saturation intensity I* and

the parameters are given by

where • f^ff =. <TV -

and I s - 0 + <rop If ^ )/tcro «c 0+

and 5 - N C7TIx

It is important to note that the 2nd term in equation (4), not

present in the usual amplifier equations, represents a nonlinear

fractional loss coefficient SI
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To obtain an expression for the saturated gain G of ths

amplifier, equation (4) is integrated over x to give

where Iin ia the input dye laser intensity, G=l0OTlin and IouT is

the amplified laser Lntensiby. For SGIm/go and Slin/gi <<1,

equation (5) reduce to the familiar transcendental equation for

the saturated gain of a dy« amplifier given by

f "JaL- - I(v> (̂  fi, - ij/l s - (S)

To visualise the effect of ESA, the extraction efficiency

lias been numerically calculated using (4) and (5) for an

experimental amplifier set up shown schematically in fig.3.3.

Pi N, POUT and PPUMP are respectively the average values of dye

laser input power, amplifier output power and pump power,

measured with a cw average power meter. The output of an Oxford

CVL wars dispersed with a prism to remove the 578.2 nm yellow

component and a part of the 510.6 nm green component was used for

pumping a grazing-incidence-grating (GIG) dye laser using Rh6G in

ethanol. The dye laser output had a maximum average power of 0.1W

at 574 nm in a bandwidth of 0.06 cm"1 .
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The experimental data points for the extraction officianoy

are plotted in fig.3.4 along with the theoretical error from

equations (5) and (6). The close match between the theoretical

and experimental results and the significant effect of the non-

linear absorption induced by GSA and subsequent ESA at dye laser

wavelengths is clearly demonstrated.

For larger dye laser input powers a different experimental

set up consisting of two synchronized CVLs was used to pump the

oscillator and amplifier. The results shown in Fig.3.5 along with

the theoretical curves confirms the significant effect of the

non-linear absorption at

3.4 Optimum Gain length for pulsed dye laser amplifiers

It is shown analytically [3] that for a pulsed dye laser

amplifier, transversely pumped by a short duration pulsed laser,

there exists an optimum gain length of the amplifier at dye laser

wavelengths at which GSA does not vanish.

Consider a pencil-like gain medium of length L, pumped

transversely and uniformly over its length by the green (510.6nm)

component of a copper vapour laser (CVL), with an average

intensity Ip, during a pulse. The value of Ip can be estimated

from the average pump power Pp.
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The problem to which we addressed ourselves in this work was

as follows: given a fixed available pump power Pp and a fixed

incident dye laser power PIN, is there as optimum path length L©

of the amplifier cell, such that when Pp is distributed uniformly

over this path length, the extraction efficiency

' v>v.
1 = • P(>

where POUT = G PI N is a maximum

Consider a gain length L which is variable. For a fixed Pp.

the intensity Ip = K/L where K is a constant. To analytically

establish the importance of ground state absorption the above

equation is differentiated with respect to L to obtain an

extremum condition of L=Lo, given by

D 0 '~O ""~ ~ °

,̂ M

Z. K

and Go is the extremum saturated gain at L=Lo

The above equation can be factorized easily and the

physically realizable expression for Lo is

| _ | - Ot>' *•* ' ?\ • ̂ y\ " I j
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In an amplifier G>1, hence a finite Lo exists for a non-zero

The actual dependence of 71 on L, especially when the

modified gain expression (5) is used was found by numerically

solving the gain equations (5) and (6) for different values of

the gain length.

The solid curves of fig.3.6 show the dependence of "A on L

for different dye laser input powers assuming equation (6) to

hold true. The existence of an optimum length Lo, as marked by

the vertical lines, at which "~n is a maximum is evident from

these curves, even for the small values of 0̂ , (1.25x10"! 8 c m 2 ) .

The dashed curves show the results obtained using the more

accurate expression for gain (eq.(5)), with the same input

parameters. The significant effect of the gain modified by non-

linear absorption on both Ti and Lo is clearly seen. To confirm

the origin of the optimum gain length, fig.3.7 shows the curves

for the hypothetical value of Ĉ ,, =0. No maxima appear even over

a large range of gain lengths.

Physically, the optimum gain length arises owing to

absorption of dye laser photons by the dye molecules in the

ground state, which increases with increasing length. At the same

time, distributing the available pump power over a large length

reduces -the pump intensity Ip thus increasing the fraction of dye

molecules left in the ground state and further enhancing the

loss. Further, in the presence of subsequent ESA a t ^ , the non-
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linear absorption included in (5) reduces the net gain at a still

faster rate with increasing gain length, significantly affecting

the optimum gain length as well.

3.5 Double Wavelength Dye Laser Amplifier

S. S K

Simultaneous dye laser amplification of two signals at

different wavelengths has been demonstrated[4] in a single

amplifier cell pumped by a copper vapour laser. The experiments

suggest that the double wavelength amplifier can be more

efficient in generating a single output beam as compared to

combining separately amplified beams into a single beam.

The schematic of the experimental set up is shown in

Fig.3.8. The outputs of two 5.5 kHz CVL pumped tunable dye lasers

DL-1 and DL-2 operating at different wavelengths *}\i and ^ z was

combined using a 50% beam splitter BS and were focussed by a

spherical lens Li into the same amplifier. The dye used in the

oscillators as well as the amplifiers was a 2mM solution of Rh6G

in ethanol. The dye laser oscillators were of the grazing-

incidence grating design with prism pre-expander and had

linewidths of 0.08cm-i (FWHM) and average powers upto 100 mw. The

amplifier was transversely pumped by the green components of a

(l-6w) CVL by the spherical and cylindrical lens system L2. The

output of the two wavelengths amplifier was fed to the detector

system shown in the figure. For comparison with single wavelength

amplification, the amplifier output power w^s also measured with

the input laser beam at with blocked, or vice versa. To
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obtain the average powers at each wavelength in the two

wavelength amplifier output, a monochromator was used to operate

the laser beams at ̂ \, and /i-,. The power ratio was measured using

a photo-diode and box car averager. For these experiments,

was fixed at 590nm, near the red end of the tuning range, while

was fixed near the peak of the tuning range at 570nrn. The delays

between the CVL pump beam for the amplifier and the two dye laser

oscillators were adjusted electronically such that the peak of

the signal and pump pulses were synchronized.

Fig.3.9 shows the double wavelength amplifier output as a

function of the total input power (combined power at /\j and/^^ )

with the power in the ^2, beam as parameter. Also plotted

for comparison are the single wavelength amplifier output power

at 7\( and /\, as a function of their respective input powers. It

is seen that for the same value of the input power, the double

wavelength amplifier output power is comparable to that of the

beam when the input power at 9l^ is large. As the power in the

beam is decreased, the amplifier output power decreases, but

marginally. This happens because between the two signals, the one

at ^2. (570nm) dominates the utilization of the gain as the

stimulated emission cross-section is higher at /*x '

Fig.3.10 shows the double wavelength amplifier extraction

efficiency, as well as the efficiency at each of the wavelengths

(in the double wavelength amplifier) as a function of the input

power at 9^ . Typical gain competition affects expected in the

homogeneously broadened dye laser are seen in the figure. As the
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Input power at "Xj , ia inoreaeod, the offialonay at ,

increases at the expense of that at *\o • However, the total

amplifier efficiency does not show much change.

Fig.3.11 is a plot of the double wavelength amplifier

extraction efficiency as a function of the input power at ^j ,

with the pump power as paramter. As expected the efficiency

increases with pump power. In our experiments wo have found the

output power of the double wavelength amplifier to be larger than

that of the combined output of two separate amplifiers for a

given pump power. This can be shown theoretically as follows:

Consider the amplifier shown schematically in Fig.3.12. We

start with the signal powers II and 12 at 7\^ and!

respectively. We also assume that the total pump power available

for amplification is 2Ip. In fig.3.12a, the signals are amplified

in two separate amplifiers Al and A2 with the total pump power

divided equally betwen the two amplifiers. The output beams of

the two amplifiers Al and A2 with respective extraction

efficiencies "̂Ij and ~*\ are combined in a broad-band 50% beam

splitter BS. The resulting output power in a single beam is la.
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In the double wavelength amplifer, fig.3.12b, the two beams

are combined initially in a single amplifier cell (Aia) pumped by

the total pump power ?.Ip . The total extraction efficiency ia

and the total output power is Ib. The output powers la and ib are

given by

To get an estimate of the magnitude of the output powers

from the amplifiers shown in the fig., we consider saturated gain

condition and assume ?"\ cs; Y|2_cs=? ̂1 . In fact, since the

double wavelength amplifier Ai 2 is being pumped by the double the

pump powers of Ai or A2 , "n will be larger than t\ D^-'O, • It

is clear from the above equations that Ib is larger than la. Our

experiments, though carried out at low input powers, confirm the

above conclusion. Amplifier data for a specific case are

presented in Table I. The starting input powers Ii and 12 were

chosen to be nearly the same for both the amplifiers Ai, A2 and

Ai2. It can be seen that the output of the double wavelength

amplifier is approximately five times that of the combined output

of the two singls wavelength amplifiers, available in a single

beam.

Combining two laser beams at different wavelengths into a

single beam is inefficient. The efficiency can be increased by

using dichronic beam splitters, but these are designed specl-
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fically for two wavelengths with a minimum 3pearation ( 20nm).

They are not suitable for use in applications where the laser

wavelengths may have to be tuned over broad wavelength ranges, or

are closely located.

3.6 Nozzles for jet-stream cw Bye Lasers

In a cw dye lasers, the active medium is an optically flat

free flowing dye jet stream. The jet is obtained by flowing the

dye solution through a nozzle. To obtain jet streams of high

optical quality, high viscosity solvents and careful design of

the jet nozzle are required. Stainless steel jet nozzles have

been successfully fabricated in our workshop. A thin flat

polished stainless steel piece of 0.5mm to 0.2mm thickness was

inserted into one end of an SF capillary tube. The tube was then

crimped at this end. The crimped tips were polished. The

performance of these jets were then compared with commercially

available jets.

To study this performance, a Jamin Interferometer was used

along with a He-Ne laser. The jet nozzle was held in an X-Y-Z

mount with provision for rcotoJiiOrL. of jet. The dye circulation

system included a dye reservoir, filter, dye jet and holder and a

collector to collect the dye solution.
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The fringe system of the Jamin Interferometer with the He-No

laser source was photographed without the dye jet and this was

used as the reference. With the dye jet on, a new set of fringes

are obtained and the fringe shift due to the jet can be found and

compared with commercially available jets. Many jets were

fabricated. It was found that 1 out of 10 jets fabricated gave

the desired result.

3.7 Single Pulse Spectral Monitor

The CVL pumped dye laser operates at high repetition rates

of 5 - 6.5 kHz. The spectral characteristics of the laser

measured using a FP etalon is therefore the average of a large

number of pulses. For a better interpretation of any experiment,

it is helpful to know the pulse-to-pulse spectral structure of

the laser. With this aim in mind, a single pulse spectral monitor

was designed, and is shown in fig.3.13. A fraction of the dye

laser beam was passed through a scatterer onto a 30mm air gap

analysing Fabry-Perot interferometer. The FP fringes formed were

focussed by a spherical lens onto an adjustable vertical slit.

This slit passed a slice of the FP ring pattern onto a rotating

mirror, which in turn reflected the pattern onto a CCTV camera.

As ' the mirror rotates, the temporal separation in the fringe

patterns of consecutive laser pulses is converted to a spatial

separation of the images on the TV Monitor. A stepper motor

controlled system was designed to rotate the mirror in either

directions for a desired time interval. The angular velocity of
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the mirror was such that for a particular mirror to camera

distance, 7 or 8 consecutive dye laser pulses were incident on

the sensor element of the camera. To get a permanent record of

the FP ring pattern, photographs of the TV monitor screen were

taken with a 35mm camera. For comparison and for better

resolution, the FP fringe pattern reflected from the rotating

mirror was focussed directly onto the film of the 35mm camera and

photographed.

The single pulse spectrum of the laser showed some

interesting results. For most of the pulses, all the longitudinal

modes do not lase simultaneously. In some cases partial

suppression of in-between modes was observed, whereas in some

cases there was complete suppression of in-between modes. In

addition, the mode intensities varied from pulse to pulse. These

observations are in agreement with the single pulse measurements

conducted by others on a Nd:YAG laser pumped GIG dye laser and

are due to gain competition and spatial hole burning effects.

3.8 Effect of the resonator length on the characteristics

of a CVL pumped GIG laser

OTG dye laser oscillators with prism pre-expanders usually

6porate in a few longitudinal modes. For many experiments in

multiphoton ionization, it is advantageous to have a laser outpu .

with a -smooth spectral profile, unmodulated by the mode

structure. A close aproxiraation to such a smooth profile can be

obtained by increasing the resonator length so that the mode
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separations are reduced considerably. With thl3 in view, we

studied the spectral structure of the CVL pumped GIG dye

oscillator for various mode separations, obtained by changing the

resonator length.

To vary the resonator length in the GIG oscillator Fig.3.14

only the output mirror was moved, thus maintaining the dispersive

part of the resonator intact. The dye laser was pumped by a 6.5

kHz CVL with powers upto 10 watts. The laser spectrum was

analysed using a 30mm or 40mm air gap Fabry-Perot interferometer,

and the fringe pattern was either imaged onto the photocathoda of

a CCTV camera and fed to an oscilloscope or focussed directly

onto the film of a 35mm camera and recorded.

Fig.3.15 shows the time averaged dye laser spectrum for

various resonator lengths. Each tracing is the average of about

200 superimposed pulses and one order of the FP interferometer.

The longitudinal modes are well resolved for short resonator

lengths. For L 50 cms the modes could not be resolved even with

the 40mm FP spacer (Instrument Bandwidth 0.006cm"1). At larger

values of la the envelope of the laser spectrum showed bright

bands, separated by 0.03cm"1 . These bands arise most probably

frpm spurious reflections from the dye cell faces which are fed

back into the gain region. This leads to the formation of an

auxilliary resonator (length 17 cms) between the dye cell and

the tuning mirror. At small values of the resonator length, the

feed back from the output mirror reaches the gain medium at a

sufficiently early stage to quench these spurious reflections.
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However, a3 the output mirror is moved out fux'ther, the feedback

efficiency reduces because of tho diffractional divergence of "the

beam from the gain medium, and the spurious reflections are

stronger and are fed back earlier than the beam fed back by the

output mirror. Honce they build upto comparatively high powers

and modulate the laser spectrum.

The time averaged laser linewidth (FWHM) was measured for

eaoh of the resonator lengths and plotted in fig.3.16. It is seen

that there Is an optimum position of Mi for which the linewidth

is a minimum. Also shown in fig.3.16 is the variation of the

output powm- with resonator length. It is observed that the

output, power also shows a maximum. If the output mirror is too

CJOSP to the dye cell, the beam emerging from the dye cell after

reflector from this mirror has a divergence larger than the

diffraction limit, mid thus leads to larger linewidths. Also, the

closeness of the mirror to the dye cell will cause a larger

amount of ASE to get reflected back into the gain region and

start depleting the gain earlier than the narrowband radiation

fed baok by the tuning mirror, thus leading to lower output

powers On the other hand, if the mirror is too far away from the

dyB coll, the fed back beam is diffraction limited but it is not

ted back quickly enough to the gain region, again leading to loss

of inversion by ASE and hence lower output powers. In addition,

at larger resonator lengths, the reduced number of round trips

gives rise to larger linewidths.
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3.9 Wavelength stabilisation and control

A new roethod[5] for wavelength stabilization and control of

pulsed or cw dye lasers using a single FP interferometer and a

reference He-Ne laser was proposed. The optical arrangement for

producing the FPI fringes of the dye laser and of a wavelength

stabilized He-Ne laser, is shown in fig.3.17.

This method of wavelength stabilization is based on

computing a suitable algebraic function of the diameter of the

FPI fringes of the dye laser and those of a suitable wavelength

source (e.g a wavelength stabilized He-Ne laser). The diameter D

of the Pth interference fringe, from the centre of the fringe

pattern (for the reference wavelength 9*^) is given by

where Krt- ^ s "^e refractive index of air at ^ ^and 6^_(0^€,£[)

is the fractional order number at the centre of the fringe

pattern. If D . is the diameter of the first FPI fringe of the

dye laser, then a function Q is defined

It was shown analytically that the changes in this algebraic

function are relatively insensitive to temperature and pressure

as well as mechanical misalignment, as compared to a change in

the wavelength of the dye laser.
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The schematic layout for a micro computer based system which

may be used for identification of fringes, measuring their

diameters and for controlling the dye laser wavelengths is shown

in fig.3.18. However owing to difficulties in implementation of

this scheme for fast wavelength stabilization with its existing

equipment at that time a modified version was used for

demonstrating the wavelength control aspect by setting up a

differential wavelength meter[6] as described below.

Fig.3.19 is a block diagram of the differential wavemeter,

FP fringes of the dye laser are focussed onto the sensitive area

of a video camera and a line or a line segment of a particular

raster scan of the video camera is chosen for digitization by a

line selector circuit. This video signal is digitized by a fast

Analog to Digital converter to an 8 bit digital output, that is

initially stored into a memory bank It is then transferred to a

PC, which processes this data to compute the current laser

wavelength. Software was developed, which allows for initial

choice of different parameters, averages the data for a required

number of sets and then displays the data graphically and compute

the instantaneous laser wavelengths. This system had a wavelength

accuracy of 4 x 106.

A dye laser tuning control system was also developed. The

initial wavelength was set using a optogaivanic signal from a

uranium hollow cathod or neon lamp. The change in wavelength was

determined by detecting the fringes from a FP etalon with a
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photodiode and using fringe counting and interpolating

techniques. The dye laser was tuned using a mcirometer driven by

a DC motor. The laser wavelength could be tuned to the desired

value with an accuracy of + 0.017 cm"1 .

Another wavelength stabilization system[7] was developed and

successfully used for stabilization of pulsed dye oscillator

wavelengths. A schematic of this method is shown in fig.3.20. A

part of the dye laser beam is incident on a fixed air gap FP

interferometer I. The FP fringes are focussed by lens L2 into

focal plane. Two photodiodes Di and D2 along with the reflecting

prism P are arranged in this focal plane such that Di is

illuminated by the inner edge of the FP fringe and D2 Is

illuminated by the outer edge. For a particular position of the

fringe, both the diodes are equally illuminated and their

difference signal is zero. When the fringe either contracts or

expands due to a change in the wavelength, the photodiode signal

goes either positive or negative. This signal is used as the

error signal to tune dv*> laser to the correct wavelength.

This wavelength stabilization system, used on CVL pumped GIG

.dye laser is shown in fig.3.14. Coarse tuning is achieved by

tilting the tuning mirror using a motorized micrometer, while a

PZT is used for fine tuning. This PZT gives a movement of 10um

when a voltage of 1 kv is applied. This corresponds to a tuning

range of 2cm"1 at 575 nm. The difference signal from the

photodiode is amplified in an integrating amplifier 1A. The
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output of 1A ie added to a manually controlled DC voltage and

after further amplification in a high voltage DC amplifier, it is

applied to the PZT. The source of the voltage applied is such

that the laser wavelength is driven towards zero error signal.

Due to the high repetition rate of the CVL, the photodiode

signals can be easily averaged with a small time constant.

The photodiode assembly is mounted on a translation stage.

When it is given a translational motion, the interferometer fring

which is locked to the photodiode position, follows . it. This

slave motion can be used for tuning the laser under lock over a

range of 2 cm"* .

The wavelength stability of the laser under lock depends on

mechanical vibrations and thermal drifts in the stabilization

system. Mechanical vibrations were minimized by mounting all

components rigidly on a heavy base. Temperature effects were

minimized by housing the FP interferometer and lenses L? and L2

in a constant temperature oven maintained at 33.8°C, to an

accuracy better than 0.05°C. This corresponds to a temperature

drift in wavelength which is estimated to be less than 0.0004

cra-i. To measure the wavelength stability, laser absorption in

Iodine vapour was used. Iodine has sharp and strong absorption

features in the Rhodamine 6G dye range. Fluorescence from Iodine

due to laser absorption was used to measure fluctuations in the

laser wavelength. Fig.3.21a shows the laser intensity during the

recording, and fig.3.21b is the Iodine fluorescence signal
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without the wavelength stabiliation. The drift in the laser

wavelength is evident from the figure. Fig.3.22b shows the iodine

fluorescence with the laser stabilization system. It can be seen

that the drift and short term fluctuations have been reduced to a

large extent. With this system the short term fluctuation was

measured to be of the order of 0.004cm"1. The system response

time was 200 ns.

Three such frequency stabilized dye laser oscillators are

being used for high resolution resonance ionization spectroscopic

studies in atomic vapours.

3.10 THIN-FILM COMPONENTS FOR HIGH POWER DYE LASERS

IXC, MOYVJCL.

High power dye lasers are extensively used for studies

involving multi-step photoionization. Such a scheme requires

atleast three lasers of different wavelengths to be spatially

combined to ensure the excitation and subsequent ionization of

the atomic beam. Copper vapour laser has prominent emission at

510.6 um and 578.2 nm. Since the absorption cross-section of the

dyes generally used in dye lasers is maximum at one of these

wavelengths, it becomes advantageous to split the CVL into two

beams to pump two dye lasers. The beams of these dye lasers are

then spatially combined with one of the CVL beam for excitation

of the- atomic vapour beam. This scheme therefore requires

dichroic beam splitters to split CVL beam for pumping different

dye lasers, and steep edge polarizers and dichroic beam combiners
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for spatially combining different laser beams for isotope

separation. We have developed a methodology for the design of

high power resistant dichroic beam splitters and steep edge

polarizers.

In pulsed dye laser, a prism beam expander-grating

combination is generally used to expand the incident beam to get

narrow linewidth and to reduce the possibility of damage to the

grating surface. Since the magnification provided by a prism

increases rapidly as the incidence angle approaches 90 , these

are used at grazing incidence angles (70 -• 60 ). A major

drawback of this prism beam expander is the reflection loss from

the prism-air interface which can be as high as 27% at these

angles, thereby making it necessary to have anti-reflection (AR)

coating on the prisms. Several concepts are used for the design

of anti-reflection coatings for grazing incidence angles, amongst

which two concepts are new to the design of grazing incidence AR

coatings. The computed performance of these designs show a

reflectance of less than 0.5% at the design wavelength for an

incidence angle of 79 . The reflectance remains below 1% over a

wavelength range of 50 nm and for a variation of 2 around this

angle.

In order to utilize these prism beam expanders in widely

tunable -laser, it is important that the AR coatings be effective

over a wide wavelength range. A methodology for the design of

double layer AR coatings for grazing incidence angles is also
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developed. The coatings designed for an incidence angle cf 70

and centered at 600 nra show a reflectance of less than 0.5% over

a wavelength range 450 nm to 850 nra. The design for an incidence

angle of 75 shows reflectance of less than 1% from 500 nm to 700

nm whereas for an incidence angle of 79 the same coating has a

reflectance of less than 3% from 530 nm to 640 nm.
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CHAPTER IV

C02 LASERS

4.1 125 WATT LONGITUDINAL CW CO2 LASER,

L.M.Kukreja, U.K.Chatterjee, and S.K.Sehgal

4.1.1 Introduction

Continuous laser action on a selected rotational line out of

the broad MIR emission spectra of CO2 is useful for a number of

spectroscopic investigations, pumping other molecular gas lasers,

photochemistry and other applications[1,2]. For many of these

applications (e.g. for pumping a cw CF4 16 jim laser; [2], it is

desirable to have a fairly large power (10-50 W on a selected

line). A conventional longitudinal slow-flow cw CO2 laser having

an active medium of length about 2 m can easily meet the power

requirements [1] when tuned with an appropriate grating and at

the same time can offer a large number of tunable rotational

lines because of its large single-pass gain. However, with such a

long laser a serious problem is that it produces a totally

undefined and uneven transverse intensity distribution despite

the care taken in choosing the inner diameter of the discharge

tubes to support a particular transverse mode (TEMoo or both

TEMoo and TEM10). This is produced by the unwanted off-axis mode

sustained by the active cavity through reflections from the inner
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walls of the tubes at grazing angles ( where the reflectivity for

both s and'p polarizations approaches 100%). This impairs the

directionality of the laser beam and therefore makes tuning of

the laser practically impossible. With such a multidirectional

laser beam more than one rotational line is found to laae

simultaneously and also a particular line reappears at different

angles of the grating. It is therefore necessary to suppress the

unwanted off-axis growth of the laser beam. Many methods have

been devised to select a transverse mode of the laser. The well

known method of inserting an intra-cavity mode-selecting aperture

cloae to one of the resonator mirrors (or grating) is suitable

for a small laser [3]. We have found this method to be

ineffective in the case of a long laser even for the same length-

to-diameter ratio. This could be because of the large single-pass

gain available to the highly lossy off-axis modes in a longer

laser. Another method of selecting a transverse modes in a single

longitudinal mode and is accomplished by piezoelectric adjustment

of the cavity length [4]. This method is also not suitable for a

long cw CO2 laser (3m in the present case) because of the laser

action at many .longitudinal modes. Discharge tubes with

indentations along their lengths have been tried in some

laboratories and have been found to obstruct the off-axis rays to

a large extent. We have used a simpler and effective method with

the additional advantage that one can'select a transverse mode

when desired. This method of selecting a well defined transverse

mode is described here. Some of the results of tuning with a

selected transverse mode are presented. The optimum design
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parameters of a long aw COi laser for tuning ao aa to gat the

highest output power on a maximum number of the lines with a high

degree of selectivity are also discussed.

4.1.2 Description of the Laser System

The laser system consists of a laser head, a power supply, a

gas flow system and a water cooling arrangement. Schematic

diagram of the structural design and set-up of the longitudinal

C02 laser is.shown in Fig.4.1. The laser consists of two water-

cooled discharge tubes which are connected electrically 'in

parallel and optically in series. Each discharge tube (of pyrex

glass) measures about 1 3 m in length and 2.4 cm in diameter. For

obtaining a stable glow discharge the anodes for the two

discharge tubes are isolated and ballasted separately. The

cathodes on the other end are electrically shorted and kept at

ground potential. Combined with these cathodes are water-

connectors and the mirror mounts for aligning the resonator

mirrors. All components except the anodes are mounted firmly on a

stable heavy base ( provided with levelling screws) with rigid

stands having height- adjustment. A rotary pump (capacity 100 LPM)

is used first to evacuate the tubes and then to flow the laser

gas mixture of CO2, N2 and He. This gas mixture is introduced

from one end of the connected tubes and is taken out from the

other end by the rotary pump and finally disposed into the

atomosphere. The composition of the gas mixture is controlled by

the needle valves connected to the cylinder of the three gases as

shown in Fig.4.1. To measure the pressure of the constituent
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gases and also that of the mixture, a pressure gauge PM (range 0-

50 rabar) was provided as shown in the figure. The typical

operating pressure was normally 25-35 mbar with the partial

pressures of C02:N2:Ha in the ratio of 1:1:3.5. A typical rate of

flow of the gas mixture through the system is about 50 cc/sec.

These gases get contaminated due to their decomposition and

subsequent chemical reactions in the discharge. Therefore it

becomes necessary to either catalyticaly reconstitute those for a

closed loop operation or simply throw those out after the use.

For a laser with the low operating pressure and very slow flow,

as in the present case, the later option is not uneconomical (The

average gas comsumption has been worked out to be about 14

rupees per hour of operation). The cooling water jackets (also

made of pyrex glass) surrounding the discharge tubes are also

connected in series as can be seen in fig.4.1. Close to the

anodes the water connectors are placed at a safe distance of

about 10 cm to avoid electrical breakdown outside the discharge

tube which leaves this length of the discharge column uncooled.

This uncooled length of the discharge tube is however, a small

•fraction of the total length. An indigenously developed HV DC

power supply (200 kV, 100 mA) was used to create and sustain the

discharge.
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The main components of this supply are :

a) A variac to set the voltage 0-230V, 15A

b) A step-up transformer 230V-15KV, 3 KVA

c) A bridge rectifier rated for 25 KV PIV, composed of diode

chains protected with shunt capacitors and resistors as

3hown in the figure, with a minimum current rating of 100mA.

d) A filter capacitor to smoothen the rectified sinusoidal

voltage shape for obtaining D.C. voltage with ripple ~1%. A

voltmeter is connected across the capacitor to monitor the

high voltage that appears on the ballast and discharge tube

together.

e) An SCR circuit for the simultaneous striking of the coupled

discharge tubes. Basically it consists of a chain of SCRs in

the self breakdown mode which offers a step voltage of very

fast rise oime at a value higher than the striking voltage

of either of the tubes, ensuring simultaneous striking. A

large resistance (8.5M ) is incorporated parallel to the

discharge to provide a leakage path to the SCRs. This

resdstor also decides the voltage across the tube before the

breakdown of the SCR chain.
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f) Finally, the high voltage line bifurcates through ballast,

resistors to two anodes of the discharge tubes. Cathodes of

the discharge tubes are grounded through the current meters

for measurement of current through the individual tubes. It

has been found that a common ballast cannot give stable

discharge in both the tubes. The discharge would stabilize

only in one tube in this case because any instability

occuring in either of the tubes, would collapse the

discharge in that. From this consideration the necessary of

a dead gap between the anodes (as seen in fig.4.1) is

obvious.

Another very important part of the laser system is a stable

resonator for sustaining laser oscillations. The resonator was

designed for laser action in TEMi © transverse mode (which would

naturally allow the existence of a TEM0O mode). Because of its

long length (3 m), the resonator allows existence of many axial

modes (separation 50 HUz) but the laser action takes place only

at one mode close to the line centre because of the homogeneous

broadening of the gain profile (with a width of approx. 200 MHz

at the operating pressure). The resonator consisted of a concave

mirror (Radius of curvature - 10m) of stainless steel substrate

with gold coating for the maximum reflectivity (~98%) and another

ZnSe.plane output coupler with anti-reflection coating on one

side and 70% reflecting coating on the other. Under the operating

conditions, this was the optimum reflectivity. These mirrors were

directly mounted with vacuum seals at the two extreme ends of the
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discharge tubes on an alignment arrangement as shown in fig.4.1.

This arrangement facilitated smooth tilt of the mirrors about two

perpendicular axes for their precise alignment with respect to

each other. Teflon bellows were used as flexible couplings

between the fixed reference planes and the movable plates

carrying the mirrors. These mirror mounts were fitted rigidly on

a heavy base of mild steel for mechanical stability.

4.1.3 Selection of a well defined transverse mode

The active cavity can support the off-axis modes thrqugh

reflections from the mirrors and tube walls, as is shown in

figure 4.2 (at the top). These modes can have a large number of

configurations in different planes about the tube's axis and can

be formed by a single or multiple relfections inside the tube

depending on its length and inner diameter. The contribution of

these modes to the output laser beam will not only be off-axis

and unsymmetric but also distorted due to the focussing effects

of the curved reflecting surface of the laser tube. In a

diffusively cooled laser these modes would deplete a major

fraction of the gain being close to the cooled walls. A typical

transverse intensity distribution of the beam from a long cw COz

laser (total tube length about 3m) is shown in fig.4.2. This

•laser, developed at our laboratory, has its discharge column

segmented in two equal sections which are connected electrically

in parallel and optically in series [5]. The appearance of hot

spots (as seen in fig.4.2) from a laser with perfect symmetry of

the radial gain distribution is obviously due to the off-axis
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modes. The resulting uneven mode changes its intensity

distribution randomly on adjustment of either of the cavity

mirrors. Even with the best possible alignment of the. mirrors and

with an intra-cavity mode-selecting aperture close to. the output

resonator mirror, it was not possible to get the desired

symmetric intensity profile. To cut-off the wall reflection modes

it was necessary to interrupt the continuous smoothness of the

inner surface of the glass tube. For that, properly designed

cylindrical mode-selecting apertures (a longitudinal section is

shown in the inset of fig.4.5) were placed co-axially right into

the discharge tubes at six locations to suppress the unwanted

modes that had resulted from the multiple wall reflections. The

tapered inner surface of the aluminium apertures (half converging

and the other half diverging) was roughened to scatter radiation

or beam incident on it. The size of the central sharp opening in

the aperture (the effective aperture sise) was chosen to support

either only a TEM00 or a TEMi0 mode (which would naturally allow

the existence of the TEM00 mode also). The apertures opening

diameters for the aforesaid modes wer* about 10 mrn and 18 mm

respectively (see figures 4 and 5) for a cavity of 3 m long

consisting of one concave gold-coated mirror with a radius of

curvature of 10 m and another a plane ZnSe output coupler of

reflectivity 70%. The exact aperture diameter varied with its

location along the length inside the tube (resonator) to match

with that of the mode at slightly more than 1/e field maxima.

These apertures were very lossy as in any other method for

selecting a transverse mode. They did however ensure the purity

of the selected mode(a). The inner diameter of the laser tube
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(and therefore the outer diameter of the apertures) was taken to

be 24 mm for this experiment so that, apertures of different

opening sizes could be used. This tube diameter was not the

optimum for either of the modes, as discussed later. The total

length of each of the metallic apertures was about 4 cm. It was

found experimentaly that upto an aperture length of slightly less

than 5 cm there was no interruption in the continuity of the

discharge through the aperture itself, under the operating

conditions.

With the mode-selecting apertures inserted into the

discharge tubes, the transverse mode of the output laser beam was

examined experimentally For this, the absorbing element of a

power meter (Coherent Radiation Inc. Model 201) was covered with

a rough aluminium sheet with a small hole (diameter = 0.5 mm) at

its centre. This absorbing head was placed firmly about 10 cm

from the laser output window on a translation table so as to move

it across the laser beam. The translation table was moved

horizontally in steps of 1 mm. The average power measured at

various locations along the radial direction of the laser spot is

shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3 for the TEMoa and TEMoo + TEMio

modes respectively. It is clearly seen from these figures that

the modes are nearly perfect.
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The cw CO2 laser without any aperture inside the tubes could

give 120 W of output power (with CO2tN2:He - 1:1:4, total

pressure 35 mbar and current 30 mA through each tube). With the

same operating conditions, the output power reduced to only 35 W

when apertures were used to obtain a TEM00 mode. This • can be

attributed to

(i) very poor mode filling (about 18%);

(ii) the laser action confined near the tube's axis, where

the gain is inherently lower than that near the water-

cooled walls of the tubes

(iii)large diffraction losses due to the apertures.

Obviously, these factors can be taken care of by proper

design features (e.g. use of thin-walled apertures, use of a

smaller tube diameter closer to that of the ode. Optimisation of

the resonator design) which would result in much higher output

power in the TEM00 mode Ln the case of the mixed (TEM00 + TEMi 0 )

mode the output power was measured to be about 80 W.
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4.1.4 Tuning : results and di scussions

A ruled diffraction grating (with grating element having 110

lines mm"1 which had been blazed for 10.6 urn) in the Littrow

configuration and a ZnSe concave output coupler (10m radius of

curvature and 80% reflectivity) formed the resonator for the

tuning as shown in figure 4.5. A rotational line was selected by

rotating the grating with a fine micrometer screw. Without the

mode-selecting apertures inside the laser tube, it was impossible

to get one line at a time. Selective tuning could be achieved

reproducibly with the mode-selecting apertures inside the tubes

for the pure TEM00 mode. In this case about 50 lines in the P and

R branches of 10.6 and 9.6 urn bands were obtained separately. It

is expected that many more lines can be obtained with the

optimised design features mentioned above. The cw laser powers at

various lines for the case of a pure TEM00 mode are given in the

table 1. Similarly more than 100 lines could be made to lase in

the TEM00 + TEMi 0 mixed mode. The power distribution in this case

is given in table 2. It can be seen from this table that the

maximum power of aboutt 45 W is obtained at the P(20) line of

10.6 urn band, as expected. It is interesting to note that one

P(22) line of a .11.2 \xm band (0111-1110) also lased owing to

large gain of the long laser. It is felt that laser action at

still lower gain transitions can be .achieved by incorporating a

three-mirror tuning element with adjustable output coupling [6]

or by Q-switching the laser [7].
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As stated above, the number of lines that could be tuned

with a pure TEMo® mode was roughly half of that for a TEMac +

TEMic mode. This was because in the latter case (with larger

apertures) the gain was spatially higher in the region near the

water-cooled tube walls. This enabled laser action to take place

on the low-gain lines (beyond J = 35) preferentially in the TEMi e>

mode having its intensity maxima closer to the tube walls.

From table 2 it is obvious that the selectivity is poor in

the case of a mixed transverse mode especially at middle-range*J-

values (20 to 40) in the R branch. This could be explained in

terms of the fallowing :

(i) The gain at the middle-range J-values is maximal.

(ii) In the R branch. consecutive lines become more closely

spaced ( is much smaller) than in the P branch

particularly as th>3 value of J increases. Because of

this, the angular displacement for two successive lines

on the grating (given by 0= Kn/cos 0, where 0 is

the diffraction angle in the Littrow configuration

which is also approximately the blaze angle. K is the

order of the diffraction and n is the number of grooves

per unit length) in the R branch would be much smaller

than that for the lines in the P branch.
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(iii)The angular width of the unobstructed active medium as

seen at the grating (about 6 mrad for the aperture

opening of 18 mm and cavity length 3 m) can easily

auport the laser action on two consecutive lines

dispersed by about 2 mrad by the grating used in this

experiment.

From these considerations it is clear that the simultaneous

laser action on two consecutive lines at middle-range J-values in

the R branch is possible The laser be mis of the simultaneously

lasing rotational lines would be slightly tilted with respect to

e.̂ ch other by an angle 0, i.e. the dispersion angle of the

grating for the lasing lines. This could not be observed

experimentally due to the smallness of its magnitude (less than 2

mrad, resulting in almost complete overlap of the beam of

diameter of about 20 mm). It seems that the clear diameter of the

mode-selecting apertures (=18 mm) taken for the TEMi<a mode makes

the angular width of the active medium (diameter-to-length ratio)

close to the threshold for discrimination in laser action at two

consecutive rotational lines of the C02 laser with the grating

used (having 110 lines mm" 1). It is because the lines are

discriminated in the P branch (average = 0.02 urn around J =

30) of both the bands and not in the R branch (average = 0.01

urn round J = 30). It is therefore expected that a reduction in

the aperture diameter will prevent the tendency towards

simultaneous laser action at two rotational lines. Another

solution to this problem would be to use a grating with a higher
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resolution (e.g. a grating having 150 lines mm-* , such a grating

has been shown to have very little tendency towards multi-line

operation in a commercial CO2 laser from Edinburgh Instruments

UK, Model PL3).

It is also clear from tables 1 and 2 that there is a well

defined power distribution (within the experimental errors) over

the tuned lines. This distribution is almost identical in

variation with that of the gain for different J-values [8]. Power

variation over the rotational lines due to any possible variation

in rotational relaxation from various levels to the iasing one »is

ruled out because the rotational relaxation rates have been found

to be practically 'independent of the values of J [9], Other

reasons that could also contribute to the power variations are :

(i) variation in the grating efficiency at different wavelengths

(ii) departures from the Littrow setting of the grating for the

various lines;

(iii)differsnces in the separation between the grating and the

mirror for different lines.
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Table 1. The output power at various rotational lines from the

tuned cw COz laser with a TEMflB transverse mode (aperture

diameter = 10 mm), All values are in W.

10.6 urn band (oo°l-10°0) .6 Mm band (00°l-02°0)

P(8) 2.5 R(10)4.9 P(10)3.4 R(6) 2.0

P(10)4.2 R(12)6.2 P(12)3.8 R(8) 4.5

P(12)6.5 R(14)7.7 P(14)5.2 R(10)6.2

P(14)7.2 R(16)8.0 P(16)B.ft R(12)6.7

P(16)6.5 R(18)7.5 P(18)7.5 R(14)7.5

P(18)8.5 R(20)5.7 P(20)9.0 R(16)7.1

P(20)7.8 R(22)6.2 P(22)7.2 R(18)7.0

P(22)7.7 R(24)65 P(24)6.5 R(20)7.4

P(24)7.5 R(26)5.0 P(26)6.2 R(22)6.2

P(26)7.1 R(28)3.b P(28)3.0 R(24)6.0

P(28)6.2 P(30)4.2 R(26)6.2

P(30)4.9 P(32)3.0 R(28)5.5

P(32)3.6 P(34)0.75 R(30)4.7

P(34)0.6 . R(32)3.0
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Table 2. The output power (W) at different rotational lines with

the TEMoa + TEMl <d transverse mode (aperture diameter = 18 mm).

For the 11 2 nm band (0111-1110) the value for the P(.22) line is

11.5W.

10.6 band (00° 1~10°0) 9.6 (Jim band (00°-02°0)

P(4) 15

P(6) 23

P(8) 36

P(10)37

P(12)39

P(14)40

P(16)40

P(18)40

P(20)44

P(22)39

P(24)40

P(26)38

P(28)39

P(30)41

P(32)40

?(34)41

P(36)36

P(38)31

P(40)27

R(2)

R(4)

R(6)

R(8)

R(10)

R(12)

R(14)

R(1C)

RM8)

R( 13)

R(22)

R(24)

R(26)

R(28)

R(30)

R(32)

R(36)

R(38)

R(42)

<• R (

*• R (

+ R(

4 R(

+ R(

+ R{

*• R (

H R(

+ R(

* R(

6

19

28
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43

43

20)45

24)45

26)46

28)46

30)41

32)40

34)43

38)36

40)31

44)29

P(6) 23

P(8) 31

P(10)42

P(12)45

P(14)48

P(16)48

P(18)47

P(20)48

P( 22)46

P(24)45

P(26)45

P(28)45

P(30)44

P(32)43

P(34)43

P(36)42

Pr38)42

P(40)39

P(42)35

R(

R(

R(

R(

R(

R(

R(

R(

R(

R(

R(

R(

R(

R(

R(

4)

6)

8)

10) +

14) •*

16) +

10) +

20) +

20)

26) +

30) f

34) •

30)

40)

40)

16

27

38

R(12)40

R(16)41

R(18)43

R(20)45

R(22)44

44

R(28)45

R(32)44

R(36)36

31

28

28
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10.6 um band t00°l-10°0) 9.6 am band (00°-02°0)

P(42)27 R(44) • R(46)17.5 P(44)32

P(44)27 R(48) 16 P(46)16

P(46)13 R(S0) 12 P(48)15

P(48)16 R<52) 3.5 P(50)10

Pf50)7

4.2 500 WATT AXIAL FAST FLOW CW-COa LASER

S.K.Rflhgal. U. Nimdy, L.M.Kukrajfc, A.K.Tripathy*,

R. Chandramouli, R. Pareek, N.M.Gupta* and U.K.Chatterjee

Laser & Plasma Technology Division, B.A.U.C, Bombay

* Chemistry Division, B.A.R.C., Bombay

4.2.1 INTRODUCTION

With the fast growth c«f industries producing materials both

metal and non metals, there is a growing demand for high power

lasers mainly for accurate and high speed cutting and welding of

these materials. The continuously operating carbon dioxide lasers

in the 500 watt range are widely used in material processing



applications. These lasers are used for cutting of either thin

metallic sheets or non-metallic materials like wood, ceramics

composites and vitreouE silica tubes [10,11] The development of

axial fast flow lasers in this power range and above have

received a lot of attention in recent years [12-14]. It is

because of the design simplicity and excellent beam quality

resulting a low divergence laser beam. Conventional cw-(X)2 lasers

based on conductive cooling through the discharge tube walls, are

not practically suited for the high power range This is because

of the poor power stability of -these lasers due to critical

dependence on the thermal and mechanical vibration induced

misalignment of the intra cavity mirrors. Also the discharge

lengths of several tens of moters are difficult to sustain and

operate. Likewise, the transverse discharge based CO?, lasers are

generally not used in the precise cutting applications (550-2000

watt range) because of their relatively poor beam quality and

inefficient discharge utilization.

In this work, the design philosophy and the operational

characteristics of an axial fast flow laser developed at BARC are

described. The output power of 500 watt and a beam divergence of

1.6 miliradians had b<jen obtained by 1989 at an electro-optic

.conversion efficiency of 13%. In the appendix, an efficient

technique of selection of lower order transverse mode based upon

the cyclonic flow induced discharge confinement and developed by

us is described. The technique is also compared with the

conventional aperture method of mode selection.
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Apart from providing the conveotive cooling by circulating

the gas mixture in a close loop (Fig.4.6), it is essential to

provide a mechanism of discharge stabilisation, particularly when

the energy per unit mass is in the 400-500 Joule/gm range [15-

17]. At such higher power densities, the discharge tends to

collapse into thin filaments of high current density due to the

thermal instability e.g. local heating of a small region near the

anode due to the discharge non-uniformity. Turbulence

stabilization techniques have been used in the past to prevent

such collapse of the discharge. This has been achieved by

generating a highly turbulent flow near the anode, so that, the

instabil ity is dispersed and convected out of the region of it,a

growth(6). The turbulence is created by injecting the gar, mixture

at sonic velocities. through a noasJe formed by the two glass

tubes shown in Fig.4.7 with a flow transverse to the tube axis.

The dimensions sof this highly turbulent region are small in

comparison to the discharge length. Therefore it does not

seriously impair tho laser beam quality and gain in the axial

flow lasers is uniform.

4.2.2 Details of Laser Design

Schematic design of the laser is shown in figure. 4.6. It, can

be divided into two parts namely the flow loop and the laser

head. The flow loop consists of a Roots Blower, low pressure gas

duct, vacuum system and a primary cooling system (U"ig.4.6). The

gas mixture is circulated in the system using a twin lobe WGK

1500 BALZERS Roots pump (8th = 2000 cubic meter/hour). The pump
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13 driven by an AC three phase motur (15 KW, 2910 RPM) coupled

directly to the pump. It has an oil-cooled gear box and teflon

vacuum seals and is mounted on a steel raft placed on a wooden

platform. For the low pressure gas duct we have used eteel pipes,

glass epoxy pipes, steel and teflon bellows as spacers. The

materials mentioned above are all anti rust. To overcome the

problem of pump induced vibrations, flexible SS bellows have been

used aa dampers and also to vibrationally decouple the laser

head. Orthogonal to the SS bellows, we also used a teflon bellow

spacer and a sleeve type arrangement in which the glass duct can

slide into the glass epoxy duct. To reduce coupling of vibrations

via the floor, the blower is planed on a thick wooden raft and

the laser head is placed on a table with legs fitted with anti-

vibration mounts.

The complete system is evacuated using an IBP high speed

rotary pump with a capacity of 1000 LPM. To permit a parallel but

slower rate of evacuation another pump with 150 LPM capacity has

been used. Evacuation in the main line is controlled with a 25 mm

manual pressure at 27 mbar against a known bleed rate of the gas

mixture. The system is always kept under vacuum to prevent its

contamination from water vapours.

Using primary cooling system, the hot gas mixture is

convectively cooled from a temperature of 210°C to 8°C using

clean and chilled water (available in our laboratory) cooled heat

exchanger (WECH1 in Fig.4.6) placed after the cathode box. The

other heat exchanger (WECH2 in Fig.4.6) removes the heat added
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because of operation of tha Roots pump. In addition there are

secondary cooling loops used to cool the blower gear box, th«

laser power monitor, the cathode, the resonator copper mirror and

the discharge tube. Locally available vapour pressure

thermometers are used for temperature measurements at different

places shown in Fig.4.6.

The laser system also has an alternate flow loop

incorporating copper plate heat exchangers and modular

rectangular ducts. It hag been designed for the online testing of

the Roots blower being developed by a local firm for our specific

use. The laser has been operated using an indegeneous blower of

400 cubic meter/hour capacity blower for about one one year [18].

However the use of this blower has been discontinued following

repeated failure of the rotating shaft vacuum seal and also the

repeated breakdown of its tapered bearings.

Since the system does not have a reconstitution unit, a

rotary pump (Sth = 500 LPM) is used to bleed a fraction of the

gas continuously. With a reconstitution unit. the replenshing

rate would have been much less. Work in this area is also being

pursued, independently, in collaboration with the Chemistry

Division of BARC. A significant headway has been made towards

development of a suitable reconstitution unit, for instance,

deploying a gold catalyst, developed in chemistry division, for

faster reconversion of CO2 from the dissolocation products CO and

0. It has been possible to operate a 30 Watt sealed off CO2 laser

for two weeks time with a single gas fill [19,20]. In absence of
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the catalyst the laser power dropped to zero value within 2 hours

times. Using the similar catalyst bed we hope to reduce the

consumption of gas in our system considerably.

The laser head is made up of a discharge zone and a stable

resonator configuration. The discharge zone consists of a 70 cm

long quartz tube of 4 cm diameter. For discharge stabilization

the required sonic velocities are generated with the jet denoted

by J in fig. 4.7 which is either an annular gap or a tangential-

jet. For the radial injection the jet (J) is an annular space

between the quart2 tubes A and B. The injection speed at the jet

(J) is changed by changing the separation between the tubes. The

maximum injection speed is limited by the pressure head of the

blower. The direction of flow in the jet and discharge tube near

anode is shown in fig.4.7(b).

We are using three individual ballasted (150 KQ each)

tungsten pins as anodes and a water cooled cylindrical copper

cathode of 150 .nm length. With a multi anode geometry, the laser

can be operated over a larger discharge current range as

described by Evans [21].
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The electrical power is drawn from a 40 KV 400 milliamperes

DC power supply with a three phase 415 volt input. The power

supply consists of a 3 phase HV transformer, whose secondary is

connected in star configuration and rectified using full wave

rectifier arrangement. The primary of the transformer is

energized through a 3 phase auto-transformer, the variation of

which acts as a manual control to the output. The resonator of

our laser is made up of a fully reflecting gold-coated copper

with 30% transmission. The intracavity absorption losses in the

tube B (Fig.4.7) are minimized by flowing a part of the nitrogen

gas through it.

4.2.3 System Optimization: Techniques Results and

Discussion:

We have experimented with different parameters of the laser

under radial injection axial flow and tangential injection

cyclonic flow conditions in order to optimize them. These have

been listed in Table 1. Variation in laser power as a function of

input power is shown in Fig.4.8.

We have stabilized the laser discharge by creating a highly

turbulent mixing region in the vicinity of the annular jet

[Fig.4.7(b)]. To obtain a uniform discharge and maximum

efficiency, we have optimized the inlet radial velocity by

adjusting the gap between the quartz tubes A and B shown in

fig.4.7. The best results are obtained with a gap of 4 mm, which
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corresponds to an approximate inlet velocity of 1.4B Mach.

Typical discharge characteristics are given in Fig.4.9.

The diameter of the discharge and gain volume have been

experimentally measured from the photographs of part of the

discharge tube and corroborated also by intensity distribution in

the laser beam measured close to the output coupler. In the

present case the discharge and the gain are confined to within a

diameter of about 30 mm; fig.4.10(a). The laser presently gives

about 650 watt power under optimum conditions. The input power

coupled to the discharge under optimum conditions is 4.1 KW. The

specific input power deposited is 22.42 watt/cc. We have

experimentally e ;amined the transverse mode structure and

divergence of the laser beam in the three different modes of

laser operation. These are the axial flow operation with or

without a restricting aperture and the cyclonic flow

configuration. For diagnosis, the burn patterns were recorded on

acrylic plates by exposing them to the laser beams. For the

radial injection axial flow geometry a multi mode structure was

observed and recorded, as shown in figure 4.11(a). The technique

of recording intensity distribution is described in the appendix.

The beam divergence was measured by the following method:

A diffraction limited ZnSe convex lens of focal length 50 cm

was used to focus the laser beam and a variable aperture was

placed at the focal spot. By studying the power transmitted

through the aperture for its different sizes, an estimation of

the beam divergence was made. We have also studied the laser
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4.10 BURN PATTERN OF THE LASER BEAM OBTAINED ON THE ACRYLIC
PLATE FOR THE MULTI MODE LASER BEAM (TOP) AND ALSO
FOR THE CYCLONIC FLOW CONFIGURATION (BOTTOM), WHERE THE
BEAM CONSISTS OF TWO LOWER ORDER MODES.
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(a)
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THE LASER SPOT (mm)

(b)

(/INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF THE LASER BEAM WHEN THE
CYCLONIC FLOW IS INCORPORATED IN PART (b) INTENSITY
DISTRIBUTIOM OF THE LASER BEAM WHEN AN APERTURE
IS INTRODUCED IN THE NORMAL CASE IS SHOWN FOR
COMPARISON.
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performance, when a circular aperture of 22mm diameter wa3

introduced into the cavity close to the curved mirror. This

restricts the laser operation on TEM10 + TEMoo modes. Optimum

parameters of the laser were determined and the radial intensity

distribution in the laser beam was recorded [fig.4.11(a)], by

procedure described in the appendix 1. The laser output with

aperture is 295 watt in comparison to the multi mode power of 560

watt. The conversion efficiency in this method is 7.4%. From the

intensity distribution corresponding to the maximum power output,

shewn in Fig.4.11(a), it is clear that gain is not in the central

core of the tube, in the radial injection geometry. It can be due

to the practical limitation in getting a uniform annular gap in

our set up. Compared to the cyclonic flow method of mode

selection described in the appendix 1, this method gives IGES

power and has a relatively poor conversion efficiency.

We have also developed a computer code to theoretically

predict the dependence of the laser efficiency and energy of a

flow pressure longitudinal pulsed laser on input parameters like

current pulse duration [22,23]. Using this code, we have

explained the experimentally observed efficiency maxima

corresponding a particular input current pulse duration in the 5-

500 microsecond range. The code would also be useful and

applicable when we carry out the pulsed operation of the axial

fast flow laser.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Prototype of the laboratory model of a 650 watt continuous

carbon dioxide laser has been designed constructed and

commissioned. During the course of studying operational

characteristics of the laser a novel technique of selecting lower

order transverse modes with high efficiency has been

demonstrated. At present studies are underway to improve the

multi mode conversion efficiency of the laser. With the data

generated from this laser an extended design of 2 KW has been

evolved.
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APPENDIX 1: Transverse mode selectrion with a novel cyclonia flow

conf ig< re bion

Most of the metallurgical applications of the fast axial

flow lasers require the laser beam to be tightly focussed at the

surface of the material under treatment since it results in a

higher intensity at the centre of the focal spot. Thus operation

of the laser in lower order transverse modes is desirable. Lower

order transverse modes in a laser cavity with a large length to

diameter ratio are normally selected by using a number of

properly designed intra cavity apertures [24]. This method is,

however, inefficient and lossy owing to poor utilization of the

discharge volume.

We have developed a simple technique of efficiently

selecting the lower order transverse modes, using a turbulence

generating nozzle which also gives rise to a cyclonic flow in the

discharge tube. This new technique incorporates tangential inlet

gas nozzle shown in Fig.4.7(c). Total area of the three slots

through which the gas mixture is injected is equal to that of the

optimum area of the annular jet used in earlier experiments. This

ensures the generation of required inlet velocities at the anode.

The flow in the discharge tube, however, is nearly a free vortex

flow with the tangential velocity increasing from the discharge

tube wall to the central core. The centrifugal forces acting on

the fluid particles gives rise to a pressure gradient [24,25].
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We have determined different optimum parameters of the

laser. These have been listed in Table 1. The optimum pressure

and the gas mixture ratios are determined to be the same as in

the earlier case. This indicates that back diffusion due to the

turbulent nature of the flow is significant. The magnitudes of

radial pressure and concentration gradients are not large enough

to produce a measurable change in the gas pressure and mixture

ratios. It is also observed that the discharge and the gain are

confined to within about 15 mm diameter [figs.4.11(a), 4.10(b)].

Hence by creating a strong cyclonic flow we could restrict the

laser operation on lower order modes. However total output power

reduced to 350 watt, as the gain volume itself now is one fourth

only. Optimum discharge current and the voltage drop across the

discharge was also lower in the cyclonic flow. The input power

coupled to the discharge under optimum conditions also reduced

from 4.1 KW in the axial flow case to 2.8 KW in the cyclonic

flow. The specific input power coupled to the discharge increases

from 8.4 watt/cc to 22.42 watt/cc. In case of the cyclonic flow,

this can be explained in terms of the radial outward convection

of heat, from the innermost hot region to the cooler region where

there is no discharge [5]. Out attempt to improve the multi mode

conversion efficiency of the laser by creating a weak azimutal

flow superimposed on a strong axial flow in a water cooled quartz

tube with helical grooves on it (Tube diameter 40 mm and groove

depth 5 mm convolution of helix 5) were not successful. It is

because of the poor conductive heat transfer by the tube walls.
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To identify the transverse modes of the beam the burn

pattern recorded on an acrylic plate are shown in Fig.4.9(b). To

further corroborate, the absorbing element of the thermopile type

power meter was covered with a polished steel sheet with a small

circular aperture diameter 600 Micron) in the centre. The

absorbing heat was placed about 20 cm from the output mirror on a

translation table, so as to move it across the laser beam. The

translation table was moved horizontally in steps of one mm. The

average power measured along the radial direction of the laser

beam is shown in Fig.4.11(b). It is clear that in the case of the

radial injection axial flow the laser beam has a multi transverse

mode structure whereas in the cyclonic flow geometry the lasing

modes can be identified to be TEMoo+TEM01 fFig.6(a)]. The dip in

the centre of intensity profile of the laser beam for the

cyclonic flow geometry indicates that the gain in the center is

'I-->w because of higher temperature which is typical of such lasers

[17]

In conclusion, as compared to the axial flow, in the

cyclonic flow configuration, the laser beam has a more uniform

and symmetrical intensity distribution (Fig.4.11). Thus the

cyclonic geometry results in an efficient operation of the laser

in lower order modes.
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CONCLUSIONS

Off-axis modes due to reflections at the grazing angles from

the tube walls can be suppressed to obtain a well defined

transverse mode from a long cw COa laser by inserting appropriate

mode-selecting apertures right into the discharge tubes.

Geometrical parameters of the resonator and the apertures opening

jointly decide the actual transverse mode(s) of the laser beam.

With a well defined transverse mode, the laser can be tuned with

a high selectivity and reproducibility. With a mixed TEM00 •*

TEMi a mode even the low-gain lines (of higher J-vlues) lase in

the spatially high-gain TEM00 mode. This makes many more lines

obtainable that do not lase in the case of a pure TEMa» mode.

However, to achieve good selectivity throughout the spectra in

the case of a mixed mode it is necessary that the angular width

of the unobstructed active medium as seen at the grating should

be limited. It should be such as to discriminate spatially the

existence of laser action at two consecutive rotational lines in

the R branch of higher J-vlues so that two tilted laser beams of

different wavelengths are not allowed simultaneously.

These conclusions can be used to find the optimum design

parameters for a long cw CO2 laser for tuning with the aim of

obtaining the maximum power, a high degree of selectivity and the

maximum, number of the rotational lines. Since the opening

diameter of the mode-selecting aperture would be decided (for

high selectivity) by the angular dispersion of the consecutive
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lines for a particular grating and length of the laser tube, the

geometrical parameters of the optical resonators should be chosen

so as to allow laser action on both TEMao and TEMi© modes for

obtaining more rotational lines. Furthermore, for getting the

large output power, the temperature of the walls immediately

beyond the discharge should be the minimum possible. For this,

thin-walled apertures would prove useful as they would also

ensure better mode filling of the active medium and hence higher

efficiency of the laser.
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4.3 FREQUENCY STABILISED CW COa LASER

Vasdev, D.J.Biswas, U.Nundy, N.S.Shikarkhane,

U.K. Chatterjee

4.3.1 Introduction

Carbon dioxide CO2 lasers, both pulsed as well as well as

continuous wave (CW), owing to their high power and wide

tunability range (9-11 urn), are extensively used as pump source

for the optically pumped moleculer gas lasers (OPML). Since the

operating pressure of OPML is generally quite low, the line width

of both the absorbing and lasing transitions of the molecule are

typically of the order of room temperature Doppler width (•* 50

MHz) in the region of transitions. The pressure broadened line

width of a high pressure pulsed CO2 laser oan be reduced to the

above values by an injection locking or hybridisation technique

The frequency stability and operating efficiency of the OPML is

directly related to the frequency stability of the pump CO2

laser. Quite often the absorption line centre of the OPML media

does not coincide with the centre of the CO2 laser pump line, but

lies somewhere in its emission profile. Thus, one of the main

problems in the development of OPML's is to have a frequency

stabilised CW (or hybrid) CO2 laser tunable over the emission

profile ,of lasing molecular transition and whose frequency can be

locked at the line-centre as well as off-line centre.
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For a good amplitude stability of OPML output, a fx^aquency

stability of better than ±5 MHz is an essential prerequisite for

the pump CO2 laser. However, for a free running CO2 laser,

depending on the environmental conditions, fluctuations/drift in

frequency of the order 20-30 MHz/hr is quite common. These

changes in laser frequency occur due to the changes in laser

cavity length because of mechanical vibrations, thermal

variations etc. The objective of a good stable frequency design

is to minimise the perturbation of laser frequency caused by

these effects.

Hex'e we describe the passively stabilised CW CO2 laser

developed by us arid its active frequency stabilisation using

optogalvanic effncfc. We also discuss the various problems, which

we came across during the course of these experiments, like

asymmetry in the power tuning curve of the CO2 laser, role of

intracavity optical materials in the off-line centre operation of

the laser etc.

4.3.2 CW CO2 Laser

The schematic diagram of the CW CO2 laser developed by us,

is shown in fig. 4.12. The 94 cm long invar stabilised resonator

cavity, provided with a piezoelectric tuning facility, tunable

over more than the free spectral range (FSR) of 159 MHz of the

cavity, consists of a plane diffraction grating (150 lines/mm)

and a concave (10 n radius of curvature) ZnSe output coupler of
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%®% reflectivity. The water cooled laser discharge tube of

length 60 cm and 1 am inner diameter with side arms electrodes is

sealed at both the ends by ZnSe windows at Brewster angle. The

discharge electrodes consists of a platinum ring as anode and a

platinum cup as cthode. Platinum has been used as electrodes

material owing to its low sputtering rate so that it produces

very low shot noise in the discharge. This is necessary when we

have to use an optogalvanic signal for frequency stabilisation.

The gas mixture (C02 "• N2 : He : : 1 : 1 : 4) at a total pressure

of 12 torr is flowed through the tube by connecting the outlet to

a vacuum pump. The same pump was used to evacuate the tube

before gas filling. Inside the laser resonator the laser beam

has to travel a path length of 17 cm in air.

The laser gas mixture is excited with a d.c. power supply

capable of giving 60 mA current at 20 KV. The power supply

incorporates a full wave bridge rectifier circuit. The output

power of the gas laser is dependent on the discharge current,

which, in turn, is dependent on the gas mixture, the pressure,

the coolant temperature, the line voltage and the power supply

ripple. A 2 uF capacitor filter arid 600 Kohm resistance in

series with the discharge tube ensure a current regulation of

0.5%. This ripple was further reduced to 0.16% by incorporating

a current regulator in the electrical circuit.
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To isolate the laser head from ground born vibrations we

have kept the laser head on a heavy mild steel table top. A 15

mm Uii'A rubber aho-jl oovoru the ourfuco of the tablo. The invar

structure.- holHvng tb- r.-•'•,.-.n.-it.-.r .̂it-. .-•n thi*. -,ho*|- On thifi

sheet is placed a thermocol sheet of thickness 5 cm and of just

enough length so that the laser gain cell rests on it. This

arrangement is made to isolate the laser head from ground borne

vibrations, which anyway were greatly reduced as our laboratory

was located in the basement.

4.3.3 Asymmetric Power Profile

In the course of these experiments the measured power

tunning curve of a single mode CW C02 laser was found to be

highly asymmetric. This observation was made while tuning the

laser cavity mode and monitoring the corresponding laser output

(see fig. 4.13). Causes of this asymmetry have been

investigated. We have established experimentally that a

regenerative feedback effect, which arises out of heating of

intracavity optical components (such as Brewster windows, output

coupler etc.) ir. the presence of the laser beam, is responsible

for this asymmetry. As a consequence of this effect, off-line

centre tuning on one side of the line centre becomes almost

impossible.
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In order to corroborate this, other windows materials, such

as alkali halides, which have a negligible net temperature effect

on the cavity length, were tried out (see fig. 4.14). The

asymmetry in the laser output power vs frequency curve (power

profile) was indeed found to be much less for alkali halides

windows compared to that for semiconductor windows. This is

because in the former case a negative temperature coefficient of

refractive index (du/dT), compensates for the change in the

optical length of the cavity due to its thermal expansion. We

have carried out a comperative study to find out the best optical

material among the most commonly used in CO2 lasers, namely Ge,

ZnSe, KC1 and NaCl and have shown that NaCl is the best choice as

an intracavity optical material for the reliable off-line centre

operation of a CW CO2 laser.

4.3 4 Active Stabilisation Servoloop

The active stabilisation method uses optogalvanic effect or

the change in the discharge impedance with the variation of the

laser power. In a single axial mode laser, by changing the

cavity length one can scan the gain profile of the emission

line. The variation in the laser output power with the change in

the cavity length is shown in fig.4.14 Thus if the output mirror

is made to oscillate along the cavity axis, the laser output

power will also be modulated at the same frequency. This

modulation produces a corresponding modulation in the discharge

impedance. The phase of the modulation relative to the imposed
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vibrations will change sign on the two sides of the power

maximum. A phase sensitive detector (PSD) will thus produce a

positive or negative d.c. error signal on the two sides and zero

signal at the centre. This can be used in a closed loop servo

system to maintain the length of the resonator corresponding to

the correct frequency giving the maximum power at the line

centra. Fig. 4.15 is the block diagram of the experimental setup

used for active stabilisation of the laser. A commercially

available lock-in-amplifier (LIA) EG&G 124A, was used for this

purpose. A small a.c. voltage (IV-10V) at the reference

frequency of the local oscillator of the LIA is used to modulate

the PZT. The OG signal, which is capacitively coupled from the

discharge tube, is detected across a 10 K ohm resistance (as

shown i.i fig 4.15). This signal is fed to ths high pass filter

(not shown in the figure) which cuts off the 100 Hz and the d.c.

component of the optogalvanic signal. The filter output is fed

to the LIA. The error signal generated by LIA is amplified with

a d.c. amplifier (gain 300), whose output is connected to the

PZT Thus, once the servoloop is closed the laser will stay at

the peak of its power profile. The off-line centre locking was

achieved by off-setting the d c. error signal before connecting

it to the PZT with the d.c. bias voltage. By changing the d.c.

bias voltage the laser frequency can be tuned and locked almost

upto ± 30 MHz away from the line centre.
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4.3.5 Measurement, of Frequency Stability

The frequency stability of the later was measured by two

methods; first, by heterodyning two similar laser systems and

second, by long term analysis of the single mode output po' -̂r

fluctuations of one laser. For the heterodyne experiment, we

have developed another CW C02 laser, identical to the first one,

which was also frequency stabilised using optogalvanic effect.

The optical.arrangement for heterodyning is shown in fig. 4.16.

In this experiment both the lasers were tuned to the same

rotational line 10P(20). A fraction of the overlapped beam was

fed to the IR detector (HgCdTe, Judson model no J15-dl4) with the

help of the beam stearing device. The- beat signal generated by

the detector was monitored on the rf spectrum analyser (hp, model

no 8553B). The short term stability was estimated by observing

the fast fluctuations of the beat signal, and long term drift by

observing the slow drift of the centre of the beat envelope. The

output of the laser is monitored on a powf;r meter (COHERENT,

model no 201), the lasing line is monitored on an optical

spectrum anayzer, and the amplitude variations are recorded on a

chart recorder.
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4.3.6 Results

With observation times less than 20 msec, the fluctuations

in the mean difference frequency of the two lasers i.e. the beat

signal frequency was within ±1 MHz. Since the stabiliser

servoloop utilises integrators with time constants which can be

adjusted over vi. . range of 100 msec to 1 sec (typically 300

msec), only the variations in cavity length slower than this were

controllable. Therefore, for times shorter than 300 msec the

active stability was the same as passive stability. • This was

further corroborated by observing the fluctuations in the beat

signal with and without active stabilisation. The long term

drift (>1 hour) was also of the order of ±1 MHz. The long term

drift in laser frequency was also estimated by monitoring the

laser output power. After half an hour of warm up time, power

stability of the free running laser is shown in fig. 4.17.

Initially the drift in laser power is more than 10%/hr, but after

a three hour run it reduces to 2%/hr. Comparison of the laser

output power stability of an optogalvanically stabilised laser

with th-.it of free running laser is made in fig. 4.18. V)lth

active stabilisation on, the drift in the laser output power is

always less than 0.5%/hr. For our laser system we have estimated

that 0.5% change in laser output power corresponds to ±1 MHz

change in laser frequency. This frequency stability of this

system, with the active stabilisation on, is better than ±1 MHz.

The frequency stability at frequencies away from the line centre

is recorded in fig. 4.19. As is apparent from this figure the
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power spread Is more than when the laser is looked off-limo

centre compared to that at the line centre. This is because at

the line centre the power profile is almost flat and at the off-

line centre it has a slope. Therefore, for the same variation in

laser frequency at the line centre, the variation in laser power

is much less than the variations when it is locked off-line '

centre. Furthermore, the spread in laser output power is more on

the higher frequency side than that of the lower frequency side.

This is due to asymmetry in the power profile. On the high

frequency side, the power profile is steeper than in the low

frequency side.

4.3.7 Conclusions

We have developed a passively stabilised, line tunable,

single longitudinal mode CW CO2 laser tunable over its Doppler

broadened emission width. It is capable of giving more than two

watts of power in the TEMoo mode and five watts in the multiple

transverse mode. Observed asymmetry in the laser power tuning

curve has been explained and shown that NaCl is the best choice*

as an intracavity optical material for the reliable off-line

centre operation of a CW CO2 laser. Active stanilisation of the

laser frequency was done using optogalvanic effect. The

frequency stability of the lasei. was measured by heterodyning

with another stabilised CW CO2 and also, by long term analysis of

the single mode output power fluctuations of one laser.
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On the line-centra, power fluctuations of less than 0.5% and

a corresponding frequency stability better than ±1 MHz ha^e been

achieved with active stabilisation. Efficient optical pumping

often requires tuning the output of a CO2 laser away from its

line centre into resonance with an absorption feature. With the

incorporation of d.c bia^ in the sarvoloop we are able to lock

the laser oscillation frequency at any value, up to ± 30 MHz

either way from the line-centre, without losing frequency

stability.

4.4 Studies on TEA CO2 Oscillator-Amplifier System

P.Deb, N.S. Shikarkhane, D.Nundy and O.K. Chatterjee

4.4.1 Rate Equation model for COa Amplifier.

A rate equation model for a TEA CO2 amplifier was developed

as part of the design for building a 150.1. 3ns CO2 laser chain.

This model was used to calculate the output energy from a triple

pass telescopic amplifier (Fig.4.20). In this arrangement, the

input beam is collimat.. :•. having a much smaller area than the

aperture of the amplifier and traverses from 0 to 0. In the

second pass (o' to MM'). the beam expands and in the third pass

(MM* to NN') it covers the whole aperture irea of the amplifier.

It is quite cleaz- that such an optical arrangement will produce

non-uniform distribution over the cross section of the amplified

beam. • In the triple pass configuration the most important pass

is the third pass, the beam energy density at the start of this

pass is close to the saturating energy density. In this pass the
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beam covering the full aperture interacts with regions having

dissimilar gains. This is because the optical beam in 1: ...

previous passes have depleted the gain from a part of the medium,

the remaining part being uneffected. The resulting non-uniform

distribution of energy over the output beam cross-section was

calculated by niiim«rical analysis. The KeaxiitaiMa deviation from

uniformity is within 5% and the profile is a smooth one. With an

input energy of 70 mJ the output energy calculated was 250J after

three pass amplification. This compares well with the coherent

model results developed by Los Alamos Scientists. Fig.4.21 shows

the input pulse shape (curve 1), the output pulse shape as

calculated at Los Alamos (curve 2) and the output pulse shape as

calculated by us (curve 3). From this figure we find that the

initial part of the pulse is amplified more than the latter part,

giving rise to pulse steepening. In this set up if we increase

th* Input •e-n>er,gy from 70 nJ t.«.> JI&CP nil, tin* output- •ener/gy

increases from 250J to 408J However, the spatial non-uniformity

figure increases from 5% to 9%. Thus at higher input energy

desities the resulting non-uniformity will be unacceptable.

4 4.2 TEMoo mode COa (hybrid) oscillator

The output of a high power pulsed CO2 laser is usually fac

from monochromatic. Firstly, the laser can operate on a number

of rotational lines and then as a result of pressure broadening

the gain.width is sufficiently large, so that within a given line

a number of transverse and longitudinal modes can reach

threshold, resulting in the laser pulse showing strong intermode
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beating. Thus to obtain a smooth pulse or a pulse with a single

longitudinal mode =>nd a T5!Moo mode a hybrid osci.llp.ro was built.

It consisted of a high pressure section and a low pressure

section within the same resonator cavity. The minimum obtainable

C02 laser gain width is limited by the Doppler broadening to 80

MHz.. The low pressure section was confined to pressures of 5

torr and the high pressure pulsed section wfts kept at

atomospheric pressure. TEMoo mode was obtained by keeping the

bore size of the low pressure cw section at 10 mm diameter. The

resonator consisted of a 4 meter radius curvature gold coated

100% reflecting mirror at one end and a 80% reflecting, zinc

selenide output coupler at the other end. This oscillator was

optimized to give an output of 40 mJ on 10P(20) line. This

output pulse of 2 us duration was chopped by a pulse switching

system to give a pulse of 5ns FWHM. The pulse switching system

consists of (Fig.4.22) two polarizers, an electro-optic switch

(with a half wave voltage of V /2 = 1.2.5 KV) and a laser

triggered spark gap. The pulse to background rat-1.© is atleast

200 In this system the reflected beam of the second polarizer

is used to trigger the spark gap as indicated in the figure.

Theoretically the pulse size can be shortened by shortening the

pulse forming cable 1. But as the cable is shortened, electrical

pulse shapes distort the actual laser pulse. It was found that

in such a system the pulse could be shortened to only 5 ns FWHM.

The spatial beam profile of the hybrid oscillator was

monitored using a laser beam profile monitor at various
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distances. At a distance of 50 cm from the oscillator, it was

found that the profile is not exactly guassion but has small

distortions. These cannot be detected upto 250 cm but become

distinct at about 300 cms. When the beam is passed through the

pulse slicer system they are amplified along with new patterns.

The oscillator pulse was amplified in a 50 cm discharge U-V

preionized amplifier (Fig.4.23) two types of configuation for 3

pass amplification was tried out. These two configurations were

compared for spatial quality of the beam and the energy output.

One was a telescopic configuration consisting of a concave mirror

(7.2 meters concave) with a central hole and a convex mirror of

diameter 5mm, (1.2 meters convex). The output pulse spatial

profile recorded on a beam profile monitor sViowed a circular

profile with a central hole as expected. Though a ring type

profile has better focusability, the alignment of a telescopic

typ*' configuration tried out was a plane three pass configuration

using three plane mirrors. The spatial profile w?s not a smooth

_:i;rve but had a few bright spots.
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4.4.3 Theoretical Calculations of an Electron Beam Sustained

Amplifier.

Electron beams are used to ionize volumetrically and

uniformly, the discharge to the near desired oparating electron

density. With an idea of developing an electron beam sustained

amplifier a theoretical study of the penetration of electrons in

foils was carried out. The beam of electrons from an electron

gun passes through a foil which interfaces the discharge region.

A Monte-Carlo approach was used to study the penetration of

electrons through many materials. In this approach a large number

of electron trajectories are followed with each trajectory

consisting of many small "substeps". Within each substep the

equations of motion, including a continuous energy loss term and

the influence of fields are integrated to move the electron.

Scattering occurs at the end of each substep. The energy loss

and scattering that occur are picked up randomly from statistical

distributions prepared for the material of interest. East step

takes into account the combined effect of many collisions. The

distribution of the range of electrons in solids has been studied

quantitatively. Fig.4.24 shows the range distribution of

aluminium for initial energies of 0.5, 0.4, 0.3. 0.2 and 0.15Mev.

The graph is shown as a plot of probability (or fraction of the

number of electrons that have been absorbed at a particular

depth) versus range in cm. In aluminium, the maximum penetration

or maximum range is 0.04 cm for electrons of incident energy

0.3Mev, but the most probable range is 0.022 cm. Moreover, the
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distribution becomes broader a3 we go from smaller incident

energies to higher incident energies, and also as we go from

higher Z-value to lower Z-values. The program developed also

simulates the reflection, absorption, transmission co-efficients,

and the angular-scattering distribution of electrons at various

depths of penetration for different incident energies.

4.4.4 Medium Repetition Rate Laser

A compact medium repetition rate TEA CO2 laser was

developed. The unit containing the active volume consists of two

aluminium electrodes which are changs profiled. The active

discharge volume is approximately (30 x 30 x 300mm3). The laser

employs the U-V preionized double discharge scheme, to obtain a

uniform glow discharge. Preionization is produced by a

oapacit,ively loaded pin array on either side of the Rogowski

profiled electrodes (Fig.4.25). For high repetition rates in a

TEA laser, all the gases involved must be removed from the active

volume between two pulses, otherwise it results in an arc. A

semiclosed gas-recirculating system was used for this purpose in

which a small fraction of the laser gases are constantly being

bled off and replaced. A set of two fans placed above the main

discharge electrodes provides the circulation of gases necessary.

The fans used are readily available instrument cooling fans. The

maximum pulse repetition rate obtained is 25Hz, with a free
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running energy per pulse being 1 Joule. The triggering and

aharging circuit design ensures firing at zero cicasing at

charging wave form, avoiding thyratron latch up and consequent

charging supply failure.

4.5 , E-BEAM CONTROLLED COaLASER

4.5.1 Introduction

There are several ways in which a transverse discharge in a

laser can be sustained before it colapses into an arc. In

transversely excited atmospheric pressure (TEA) laser, this is

done generally in two ways. One of them is by providing an

initial ionization using a UV source The second method is by an

electron beam. In the first case the discharge is 'self-

sustained' in that the field is sufficient to accelerate

electrons which causes further ioniaation thus compensating for

those lost in recombination and attachment. However, this field

is not the best for providing optimum excitation in the laser

mixture. In the electron-beam sustained laser, the field applied

is optimum for excitation. The loss of electrons is1compensated

by the injection of stream of high energy electrons through a

thin partition which ionises the gas mixture. Thus such a device

can be very efficient in terms of pumping large volumes of laser

gas mixture.
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At the same time, our answer to a high power and good beam

quality laser appears to rest with molecular gas laser devices.

The development of these lasers has so far been limited by the

difficulty of maintaining stable discharge conditions and by the

impossibility of producing a design scalable in all its

parameters like size, pressure and so on. In other words, a

certain discharge device that runs well cannot in general be

rebuilt at twice the size for increasing power. Electron beam

controlled discharges can solve some of these problems. The

important features of electron beam controlled laser devices are

as follows :

1. Highly efficient pumping

2. Large volume and large pressure excitation

3. Electrical discharge is controlled externally by

an electron gun

The main advantage of this set up lies in the fact that the

charge density in the electrical discharge in laser chamber

becomes independent of the voltage 'V applied across the

discharge electrodes.' The voltage 'V can therefore be selected

in such a manner that the field to number density ratio (E/N) for

vibration excitation of the gas mixture COz + N2 in this case, is

optimum. The optimum value of E/N for the C02 gas mixture

excitation is 2 x 10-16 volts-cm2. The value of E is of the

order of 5 KV/cm-atoms.
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Work on an Electron Beam Controlled COa Laser system was

initiated in our laboratory in July 1986. The whole system -as

designed and the preliminary drawings were submitted to the

Central Workshop on 3rd Nov.,1986. The schedule of its progress

is given in the following table.

Work Progress Date

Machine drawings were completed 05.08.1987

Fabrication work started 22.03.1988

Fabrication work completed 19.12.1988

System was installed in our Laboratory 27.01.1989

The electron beam sustained laser has been designed to

deposit 200 Joules of energy per litre per atmosphere in a gas

mixture of He, CO2 and N2 to get CO2 laser emission. The

schematic diagram of the system is shown in the Fig.4.26\ The

system consists of an electron gun and laser chambers.

4.5.2 ELECTRON GUN CHAMBER

The electron gun chamber mads of stainless steel has

dimensions of 150 cms length and 25 cms diameter. The electron

gun consists of a one meter long thoriated tungsten filament

which has been segmented to ten filaments each of 10 cms in

length. The filament has been segmented to avoid sagging on
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heating. They have been mounted along the axis of the gun

chamber. A vacuum of "the order of 5 x 10"7 torr in the gun

chamber having 80 litres capacity was achieved by using a turbo

molecular pump. A stainless steel frame 100cm3 x 10cms x 6mm

having an array of 80 holes of 10 mm dia. each has been employed

to hold a 25um thick mylar film coated with aluminium on one side

between the gun chamber and laser chamber. The mylar film acts

as a partition that holds vacuum of 5 x 10-?torr in the gun

chamber on one side and atmospheric pressure in the laser chamber

on the other.

4.5.3 LASER CHAMBER

The laser chamber is made of stainless steel having

dimensions of 150 >--ms x ?.& cms x 25 cms. It contains two

aluminium electrodes between which the electric discharge is

created in laser gas mixture. The upper electrodes has chang's

profile to make the electric field uniform and has dimensions of

80 cms x 10 cms x 4 cms. The lower electrode consists of an

aluminium plate having dimensions of 100 cms x 10 cms x 6 mm with

an airsy of holes of i-& mm dia. This plate also provides an

electrostatic screening to protect the aluminium foil from

directly coming in contact with an arc if it occurs. The gas

between the discharge electrodes is variable upto 10 cms and is

varied by moving the upper electrodes. • Two ports of 100 mm

diameter has been provided on the ends of the laser chamber to

mount the laser optics.
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A apsaial aarrisg« that avoids tho UHQ of pulley or aruna

has been designed and fabricated in our workshop. This can lift

a loiid- of aboux. half a ton capacity and it has proved very useful

in mounting and dismounting the laser chamber on to the electron

gun chamber.

The work on the development of high voltage power supplies

was taken up in early 1990. Apart from the high voltage d.c.

power supply of 80 KV, a four-stage Marx generator has been

designed and developed to produce a pulse of 200 KV with 3 us

duration. This pulse provides an accelerating voltage'for the

eUctron gun. A pulse forming network was developed to produce a

pulse of 50 KV with 2us duration. This voltage pulse was applied

at the electrodes of laser chamber*. The electron gun chamber was

put into operation successfully in Dec,1990 A thermionic

emission of 5 amps in a pulse of 2 us was measured outside laser

r̂v.n chamber. Efforts are in progress to increase thermionic

Ti'-rsion current and to get C02 laser emission.
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4.5.4 Applications of E-Beam controlled COa Lasers

Electron Beam controlled CO2 laser can find applications in

the following areas '•

(i) As a pump for ammonia laser

NH3 laser is one of the most versatile and efficient

optically pumped molecular laser (OPML) providing tunable

emission over the 11-13 u.m regions. NHa laser can be developed

by pumping with CO2 laser. The isotopically selective

multiphoton dissociation of tritiated chloroform (CTC13) even at

p.p.m. level in CTCla, can be investigated by using an ammonia

laser. This system is very promising for practical tritium

recovery from the plant.

(ii) To obtain 16um radiations by stimulated Raman

scattering from para hydrogen

Stimulated rotational Raman scattering of CO2 laser

radiation in para hydrogen givens efficient output in 16um wave

length region. The 16;im source can be used for the spectroscopic

studies of UFe molecules.
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(iii) Benefits of Technology Development

(a) The technology of electron beam pumping can be used as means

of efficient excitation for the development of excimer

lasers. KrF excimer laser is currently being used to

deposit thin films of Yi Ba2 Ous 07 superconducting

materials.

(b) An electron beam pumping scheme can be utilised to develop

multi joule HF chemical laser. HF laser operates in 2.5-3.8

Mm range. Laser energy > 200 Joules has been measured in HF

laser initiated by an electron beam. The laser gas mixture

consists of SFB and C2HS. HF laser can be used in deuterium

enrichment in heavy water.

4.6 CO2 Laser Pumped 16 urn Laser from CF4

4.6.1 Introduction

The CF4 laser operaring around the 16 urn region is an

attractive source for excitation of UF6. At some point of time

it was considered an equally attractive route to LIS. The basic

energy level diagram i--: shown in fig.4.26. The CO2 laser is

absorbed by the V2 + V4 combination band and lasing on the

transitory v2 + v* -- v2 The CF4 has tc be in a long cryogenic

cell because it has weak absorption and the lower level near the
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ground state has to remain relatively unpopulated. ItB

absorption feature being narrow, the pump source should also have

a matching line width.

The energy required for pumping such a laser is available

only from a TEA CO2 laser. However, a normally operating grating

tuned TEA CO2 laser would exit on a large number of longitudinal

modes covering a bandwidth of 3 to 4 GHs In order to match the

line width with that of the absroption feature of CF4 of ~100

MHz, a hybrid laser is selectee1 as an oscillator. This is

followed by amplifiers to achieve the required energy.

4.8.2 CO2 Laser Pump

A schematic of the CO2 laser system developed in our

laboratory is shown in fig. 4. 27. The oscillator is a hybrid

laser consisting of a cw gain section and a uv-preionized TEA

section mounted on a single optical cavity consisting of a blazed

grating and a concave output mirror. The output was line tunable

and gave about 100 mJ in a single longitudinal mode on the 9R(12)

line.

As seen in this figure, the output from the oscillator was

guided by an mirror configuration to make four passes through an

uv-preionized TEA amplifier. The discharge volume of this

amplifier was 4 x 4 x 45 cm3. At the end of the four passes,
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more than 1 Joule output was obtained on the laser beam. A

polythena sheet served as a window for the amplifier (ref) which

did not result In any significant degradation In beam quality.

After 400 hours of operation, the oscillator output dropped

to 60% at its initial value, while the cw section of the hybrid

oscillator stopped lasing. This was traced to chemical deposits

on the internal optics with relatively high absorption in the 9um

band, probably caused by sputtering from the aluminium cathode.

Appropriate steps in the design are taken to ensure that this

situation was not repeated. This resulted in a far better life

performance of the oscillator.

4.6.3 The CF« cell

As mentioned earlier, CF4 has to be maintained at a low

temperature, otherwise the terminal level of the 16um transition

would be populated, thus affecting inversion and consequently

laser output Earlier designs of cryogenic cells suffered from

two main defects. an inefficient use of liquid nitrogen and a

non-uniform temperature along its length. Temperature

differences of even 5K can change the output of a CF< laser by 50

to 150 percent.

Fig.4.28 shows the design of a CF4 cell based on the one by

Rutt ( ). This design ensures a temperature uniformity to

within a few °k over the length. It consists of a copper tube,
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3 metre long with an internal diameter of 34mm, placed Inside an

annular stainless steal jacket to hold liquid nitrogen. The

space between the liquid nitrogen annular container and the outer

surface of the copper tube is filled with moisture free

vermiculite. Three segments of heaters independently control the

temperature cf the copper tube. These are would ihtinately

arround the tube, while verniculite provides the insulation

between the liquid nitrogen and the copper tube. The three

sections Independently controlling the tube temperature is a

better configuration than a single one because and effects on the

temperature of the Cu tube cannot be compensated by a single

unevenly spaced heater wire. This whole assembly contained in

the liquid nitrogen annular cylinder is insulated from £he

atmosphere by a thick layer of freon impregnated polyurethane

foam. The heater coils could control the tube temperature

between 90% and 230% to within ±5K along its length.

In order to pump the CF4, the C02 amplifier output of "500

mJ is gently focussed into the cell to attain a peak energy

fluenca of ~U/cm2 at the beam waist, which coincides almost with

the centre of the cell. Before entering the cell it passes

through a Ge Brewaster window, placed so that the polarized

radiation suffers a minimum loss. This is shown in fig.4.29. The

16um laser cavity was formed by mirror Ml and ZnSe mirror placed

in alignment with the pumped volume arises as seen through a

reflection from the Brewster plate, obviously the oscillation has

to be orthogonal to the pump since it needs reflection from the

Brewster surface. Since the length of the gain medium to large,
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the laser could operate without a 'resonator' type cavity. This

is shown in fig.4.29b and 4.29c.

4.6.4 The lSiim Laser characteristics

The output of the laser depends on several operating

conditions. Among the more important ones arc operating

temperature CF4 gas pressure, and pump energy. Tha output

energies for several temperatures and range of gas pressures

between 0 to 15 torr were investigated. The results are plotted

in fig.4.30. All these were done for a given pump energy and the

results could be easily interpreted. The system developed in

BARC, the first of its kind in India, gave and output of upto 20

mJ at an efficiency of 10%, if we take into account an absorption

of 200 to 210mj of pump. This occured at a CF4 pressure of 4-5

torr.
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CAPATI0N8

Fig.B Schematic diagram of the laser system key: C. - Wkster

cooled copper cathode, DDT :- Quartz discharge tube Rl

Curved gold coated copper reflector. R2: Zinc

Selenide partially transmitting (30%) mirror, V:

Control Valves,P: Rotary Pump, J : Gass Injection Jet.

Fig.7(a) Flow configuration in the laser head. The discharge

region is shown by the AA'C. The Jet is used to

generate near anode either a radial injection flow

profile (discharge tube section shown in Fig.2(b) or a

tangential injection flow profile (fig.2 c).

Fig.8 Operational characteristics of the laser. Fig.3(a)

shows the vibration of laser power and efficiency with

input power.

Fig.9 shows the typical current-voltage characteristic under

full power conditions.

Fig.10 The laser beam burn patterns, as recorded on an acrylic

plate. Fig.6(a) shows the multimode structure in the

laser beam.Fig.5(b)shows the laser beam pattern

obtained for the cyclonic flow configuration.
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Fif,.ll(a) Radial Intensity distribution in the laser beam for the

ojnciomiic f]lo>w oonilgiiiratdon. F'i/g.5(tb) .shows. Ill** radial

intensity distribution in the laser beam in the axial

flow case, when a 22mm aperture has been inserted into

the laser cavity.
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CHAPTER V

LASER APPLICATIONS

B.C. Khattar, S.L. Makker, U.K. Chatterjee and S. Pal

5.1 Atmospheric Laser Data Communicator

The aim of this instrument is to provide free space

communication link for digital data information. A compact laser

data communication link has been designed to provide . a remote

data terminal for centralized computer. Laser communicator offers

very high transmission rate and channel width which results in

extremely large information carrying capacity. For commercial

applications, laser diode is the most suitable optical source for

transmitter and offers satisfactory perf6rmance over the whole

spectrum of bandwidth from audio to megabits transmission.

In simple form atmospheric laser data link consists of four

main sections.

1. The optical transmitter

2. The optical receiver

3. The transmitter, receiver optics and beam path

4. The modulator and demodulator.
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The transmitter converts the digital electrical information

into on-off light beam which is controlled and directed by the

transmitter-receiver optics. The receiver amplifier then

amplifies the signal to a level suitable for the demodulator to

convert back to a replica of the original signal. The salient

features of a laser communicator are

1. Higher ratio of received power to transmitted power with

smaller transmitter and receiver apertures.

2. Highly directional beam output.

3. High immunity to interference

4. No cros3talk

5. No FCC licence required

6. Compact and light

7. Easy and quick installation

Laser data communicator developed in the division consists

of two sets of transreceiver units which can transmit and receive

10 Kbit/sec of digital information over a range of 800 meters.

The transmitter circuit uses a laser diode type LD-62 with peak

power output of 4W at 904 nm, pulse duration 200 ns. The pulse

circuit which drives the laser diode to peak pulse current of 15

amps with rise time of 20 nsec. The transmitter uses a lens of

aperture 20mm and f.no of 2, it collimates the beam to 5

milliradians.
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At receiver the light pulses are focussed on a p-i-n

photodiode type VTP 5041, IR with the help of a 50 mm dia lens.

IR filter is an integral part of a photodiode which blocks the

visible-spectrum to minimize the optical background noise. This

lens is bigger than the transmitting lens to enable adequate

power capture. The sensitivity of photodiode is around 0.5 A\W.

Together with the preamplifier, adequate signal level is achieved

compatible with demodulator. In a receiver, it is the detector

sensitivity and range that dictate the optical design of

fcraiicsswittt-er. IFcvr a rajiig<* upt-o lKMr fcrainsroitt>str lens. <af 2&am ami

receiver lens of 50mm are satisfactory. These lenses if used with

antireflection coating minimize the surface reflection losses.

The range of the link depends on the absorption and scattering

properties of the atmosphere (beam path), the dominant

attenuation effects are due to mainly beam scattering. In case of

a fog attenuation factor higher than 100 dB\Km may occur. Another

major source of performance degradation is the optical noise

mainly due to sunlight. The impact of sunlight has been reduced

in three ways :

1. Reduced field of view of receiver

2. Optical filter in the received radition

3. Use of narrow bandwidth preamplifier
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Status :

The existing laser communicator can transfer digital data at

the rate of 10 KBPS. Two such communicator links are being used

between Modular Lab - Central complex and Modular lab - Van de

Graff building for computer remote data terminal for the last two

years. Improvement is being done over the range and data speed

upto rate of IMBPS. Also voice communication like Videsh

Samachar, ITI Bangalore, Air India, CMC have shown keen interest

in the procurement and development of these units.

5.2 4-Tier multibRam Tnfra-red Perimeter Intruder Alarm.

The aim of this system link is to provide security around

the protected area and finds its application at Airports, Defence

Installations, D.A.E. units and prison. The basic link consists

of an infrared transmitter post, receiver-post with time-

threshold alarm control circuit. The transmitter-post directs

infra-red mu] tib<=-am pattern to receiver post and thus forms an

invisible fence Tf thif TR be=im pattern is interrupted by an

intruder, alarm condition is generated.

The system consists of sets of 4 transmitters and 4

receivers mounted on two posts with their control circuits.

Number of such posts are used around the perimeter of protected

area. Each transmitter is turned on at the rate of 40 PPS. It

•*mits infrared pulses of modulated beam from a GaAs semiconductor
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LED and directs it to the receiver post and an alarm condition ia

generated on interruption. The alarm system takes care of the

variations in atmospheric conditions during dust, fog and rain

etc.

The system has the following features

1. Rejection of spurious alarm under different weather

conditions (wind, rain and fog) or small flying and moving

objects.

2. Non-compromise with the intruder for trying to defeat the

system by external capture, jump over, crawl or tamper-ing

with the system.

3. Relatively less cost of each system including installation

and convenience of installation.

4. Immunity of the system to EMI disturbance in the area of

installation.

5. Acceptability by the users.
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General specifications

Range : Upto 100 meters

Modules size : Identical aluminium boxes for transmitters and

receivers size 10cms x 10cms x 15cms

Posts size : Aluminum posts for housing transmitter and

receiver modules size 180cm x 20cm x 20cm

Transmitter

Infrared emitter : TIL 31

Peak Pulse Power : 20 mw

Wavelength : 940 nm

Pulse duration • 20 msec modulated at 20 KHz

Repetition rate : 40 PPS

Lens diameter : 5 cms

Units : Interchangeable
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Receiver

Photodiode : Pin Photodiode with integral optical filter

Receiver gain : X 105 with standard TTL output

Lens diameter : 5 cms

Automatic environmental: Prevents false alarms due to atmospheric

variation compensation circuit by use

of AGC.

Alignment : Optical alignment of modules in horizontal and

vertical directions by use of spring and screw

arrangement

Units : Interchangeable

Alarm Control Circuit

Alarm sensitivity: Single beam interruption below alarm threshold

1.5 sec. All beams blocked alarm time

threshold 75 msec.

Supervisory circuit: Visual indication at each receiver post to

monitor the normal working of •the systerti

Power supply : +17 to 20 VDC at 6^0 ma
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Status :The system has been tested, demonstrated and

continuously monitored over a long period and for

reliable operation at Tarapur and B.A.R.C. The

technical know-how has been transferred to ECIL along

with engineering training. Electronics Systems Division

B.A.R.C. has placed order with ECIL for 35 units. These

units are to be used in Nuclear Power and Heavy Water

Plants for perimetery protection system. These units

are likely to be delivered within 2-3 months. Fig.5.1

and Fig.5.2.

5. 3 Velocity irvterf erometer system to measure the particle

velocity

The aim of setting up such an interferometer system is to

study particle velocities in a shocked specimen.

The shock waves are generated using a high power Nd:glass

laser or a gas gun. The study of equation of state of materials

under high pressure and to measure the free space velocity of the

specimens at the various instance of time.

Using 15J, 5nsec Nd:glass laser it would be possible to

obtain shock pressure in the range of 1-3 MBar over a irradiation

area of diameter 200 urn •- 100 jim. Under such a condition particle

velocity would be typically of the order of 105 cm/sec.
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In a simpler version of sot-up, the interferometer is using

single transverse mode He-Ne laser with the polarized output. The

interferometer system is set up to continuously measure the

particle velocity of the specimen on which an intense impact is

made. See Fig.5.1. It uses laser beam which is reflected from a

mirroised surface of shocked specimen. The beam is then split and

part of it is delayed (usually by few nano-seconds) before being

combined with the delayed light beam produces fringe pattern

which is detected by the photodiode.

When an intense impact is made, the light frequency ( )

consisting of laser beam frequency plus the doppler shift

imparted by the moving specimen surface ( ) is constantly being

combined with the light which existed a short time earlier.

The shocked surface velocity can be determined by a simple

equation

t = time elapsed after the shock when we are interested to

measure the velocity and acceleration of the shocked

specimen

= delay time

= Laser wavelength
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F(t) = Fringe count (no. of the fringe that has been shifted

during t time interval)

The output of the photo diode will be stored into a storage-scope

which will give the information regarding the movement of fringe.

The problem involves in calculating the particle velocity at the

different instances of time from the stored trace. An IEEE 488

card is used for transferring digitised stored trace from the

storage scope to personal computer. A standard program for this

interfacing has been provided by computer division. A- program is

now being developed to calculate the velocity of the particle at

different time from the data collected from the oscilloscope.

5.4 Self Energized Credential System

Work was initiated on the development of self energized

credential system (SECS) for access control in high security

areas. In an establishment containing several vital areas,

personnel can be authorized to enter one or more of the ar«as

thus, multilevel access may be required. The control processor of

this system will be able to maintain a record of the access

authorization for each individual badge and check it each time an

access request occurs with the help of PC. Because this

authorization checking is automated, • a detailed set of access

levels 'can be readily implemented. The salient features of the

system are :
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1. Occupant List

A current list of the occupants chocked into a controlled

area can be maintained which can be very useful in the event of

emergency evacuation in a nuclear installation.

? Anti-pass back

The control processor can check the occupant list and

prevent a badge from being used for two successive -enteries or

«xits.

3. Instant-Acces3 change

Several entry-control points can be controlled from one

centrally located control processor. As a result, when access

authorization are added or deleted at the control processor, this

revised information can be immediately utilized at all entry-

control points. Other identity verifiers require that the person

being indentified enter this ID number via a key borad or by

insertion of card before processing can begin. However, the time

required is more when the total system throughput time

considered. Therefore the SECS is preferred over other systems.

Also as it does not require the display of identity card it is

just a walk in system, it is preferred by the users.
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The basis of the SECS is to use the electromagnetic coupling

between a fixed loop mc.nted around the entry door frame and a

moving loop wound around the identity card to energize the

electronic circuit housed along with the identity card. This I-

card circuit transmits a permanently stored code back to the

fixed loop at the entrance. The signal picked up by the door loop

is decoded and sent to the computer. The computer checks the code

and decides about the entry and keeps the record of all the

persons entering or going out of the protected area.

As shown in the block diagram, the portal loop transmits a

continuous tone at 125 KHa, the credential transmits the code in

bursts of 62.5 KHz tone corresponding to a binary "bit". A

diplexer is used to separate the two signals at the portal loop.

The 62.5 KHz tone is amplified and converted to binary form in

the receiver. Then sent to a computer where it is checked for

certain format and parity conditions. Thi valid binary code is

compared with the permitted codes. If the received code is from

the permitted codes, entry or exit is permitted and a record is

maintained.

The binary data stream from the receiver and 125 KHz tone

from the driver are inputs to the decoder. The 125 KHz tone is

divided by 64 to provide a reference clock at 1953 Hz, that is

the same as the credential bit rate. The data stream is admitted

to a serial-in/ parallel-out shift register under the control of

the clock. Then bits are compared in 16 bit comparator, parity is
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checked in a parity checker and start and stop bits are checked

in synchronous detector. The outputs of parity checker and

synchronous detector are fed to error detector to generate a

data-valid signal. The data valid signal is sent to the personal

computer only if both code group pass the synchronous check and

parity check. The data valid signal also transfers the comparator

output to a holding register to either await a transmission

request or for immediate transmission to PC. If the checking

process is not successful, the process simply continues at the

clock until either data-valid signal is generated or the

credential is withdrawn.

Ctatus

A small I-card of the size 80 x 65 x 8 mm has been developed

which houses the electronic circuit and a coil to energize the

circuit. When it is brought in the electromagnetic field, it

transmits a code stored in it. Control and drive circuits for

portal ceil have been designed, developed and tested. A diplexer

which separates out the signal code from the 125 KHz driving tone

along with an amplifier has also been designed, developed and

tested. Finally the feasibility of the system has been tested by

putting the identity card in the electromagnetic field generated

at the portal and code has been detected, irrespective of the

orientation of the identity card.
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